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PREVIEW
You've bought your ticket

- the price of this book! - and are settled in your seat. Now the
lights begin to dim. Around you the noise dies down; any moment the curtain will rise, and
you sit there perhaps wondering what this show is all about.
Simply, it's about building superb business teams - quickly - using tried and tested
practices from the performing arts.
Meanwhile, here's a quick preview of what you're in for. Certainly not your average
management or business book, we hope. We've ploughed through too many of them
ourselves to inflict another on you.
Instead we want you to have fun with ACE teams, and since we've loved producing the
show, why shouldn't the audience enjoy it too? We hope to surprise you, so won't give too
much away now. But here arejust a few points you may find will make the experience even
better.
First, after an introductory Curtain raiser, the book falls into three sections or acts, each
with its own prologue. Common to most theatrical productions, there are several scenes
within each act. This is the main body of the book and covers the thrust of our argument
and ideas on team development.
Second, if you're as busy as we think you are, you'd probably like a quick summary of
each chapter- or in the case ofACE teams the various scenes of the three acts. Each scene
is summarized by a visual story board at the end of each scene. So if you really can't sit
through the whole show, a glance at the story boards tells you our basic messages.
Finally, right at the end of the book (pp. 20$-218), you'll find yet another form of
summary, this one based on an idea we borrowed from the BP culture change programme.
Here the various scenes are condensed on a single page into more conventional business
and management language. No time for any more, the curtain is at last rising . . .

CURTAIN RAISER

CURTAIN RAISER
We overhear a chance meeting between two directors. One is a managing director of a
business, the other is a theatre director:

I.iANAGING DIRECTOR

It's you! Tlrds is really luchy, you'rc just the penon
wanted to

see.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

What's ap?

I.IANAGING DIRECTO&

I uant to talh to you about

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

You'te going to tell me again uhat a great team
you'ae got, arm't you?

}IANAGING DIRECTOR

teams,

lAeil, it's tnte I'ae built atine team around tne. It's
tahen me turo lears hard laboan

THEATRE DIRECTOR

And they'rc pexfontiag utell?

MANAGING DIRECTOR

They ccrtainly haue been.

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Loohs lihe I could leara somethingfrom
experience.

},IANAGING DIRECTOR

You prcbably coalil, though this time I'd lihe
to pich YOURbraias. You sec the sihrotion is
changtng, and changing fast.
I can identily aith that. The pexlorming a;tts
are aluays in a constant state oftlux. I used to
think 'stobility'uas a type of marher pen!

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

I,IANAGING DIRECTOR:

your

Perfect. I hnat you'd be the person to help. I'ae
got to caeate an mtirely neut team. But this one has
to be exceptional, one that petforms absolutely at
i* best. And I don't have the luxury of much

delelopment tine.
TI{EATRE DIRECTOR

You mean you'ae got to

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

build a team instantly

and it's got to perform brilliantly?

You see my problem.

I uant a really ace tcam,

fast. What uould YOU do?

and,

I

Why can actors, in a mere 3 weeks, make a high quality product? Or how does an
orchestra, with only days of rehearsal, prduce outstanding results? And what explains
the power of a newly formed dance group to create a masterpiece in weeks rather than
months or years?
We've always been fascinated with these questions. Our work in business is about
getting people to work together more creatively and e{fectively. It has become a crusade
with us; for example, we regularly run lunchtime seminars, bringing people from the field
of human resource development round a table to explore these issues. They come from all
sorts of organizations to exchange their experiences of good and bad teams. Both we and
they learn a great deal from each other.

On Tuesday 3 March 1992, at a few minutes past 8 pm after a pre-interval
performance of Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony that was an incoherent mess,
conductor Franz Welser-M6st walked on to the podium in aJapanese concert hall
and ignored the applause. He tore into Beethoven's Fifth Symphony with demonic
firrce. The terri$ing performance took every corner on two wheels, the risks were
enormous, yet from first to last bar the structure was in place. The individuality was
unmistakable. It was a stunning new interpretation that took no prisoners, admitted
no weaknesses. After endless recalls, a member of the orchestra finally whispered:
'Franz, something happened tonight'.
We also constantly explore the issues with our clients, and have studied companies that
have made radical culture shifts in their organizations through a commitment to
teamwork. Our own commitment to teamwork produced our company, and indeed this
book. Like you, we want to know what works in team-building and what's new.
Our own experience has proved a useful source ofideas. One ofus was a senior manager
for many years, trying to get the best from tcams. The other was a professional actor for
nearly 20 years, working in several hundred dillerent creative teams. Together we think
we know quite a lot about teams. Yet two pressing questions have surfaced, questions that
explain the reasons for the rest ofthe book:

o
.

How can you produce exceptional teams, quickly?
With their enormous experience of buildingoutstanding

teams

quickly, what lessons

can the performing arts offer business?

But, first, why does it matter? What's driving many business organizations to rethink
team-building in the first place?

Diversity
We are seeing increasing diversity in the types oforganization in our midst. In turn, they
trigger a growing variety in the sorts of teams being created. Take, for example, pulsating
organizations - ones that grow and shrink to a regular rhythm.
These companies may gear up for an annual model change, or, like seasonal businesses,
treble their staffat certain times of the year, then force a similar reduction until the next

cycle. Such organizations not only have unique information and communication

requirements, they also need new ways to create, stimulate and eventually dismantle their
teams. Then do it all over again some time later.
Alternatively, take the mega consortia, where massive combinations of resources,
drawn from an immense range of dillerent enterprises, are temporarily welded together.
Think of the Channel Tunnel, the development in the Isle of Dogs, the creation of
EuroDisney. All demand the rapid formation of e{fective, multi-disciplinary teams
expected to be up and running in maybe months.
The professions too are undergoing major shifts, faced with increasing competition
often enforced by changes in legislation. New arrangements are transforming somewhat
feudal systems into more customer-responsive teams. Accountants, once cushioned by
cosy audit contracts, are having to create more proactive audit teams that think and act
di{ferently to their predecessors.
Solicitors in Britain are having to learn about marketing and how to cr€ate instant
teams to pitch for new business. Architects, facing a hard time in a recessionary climate,
are also having to consider whether their old team habits are the best.
Networking has also taken root in many organizations as a way of working and getting
things done. This provokes entirely new sorts ofinformal, loosely linked teams, which may
have revolving leadership and constantly altering membership.
Decentralization and a war of attrition on bureaucrary and middle managers are
placing additional demands on the remaining executives to use their human resources
more creatively. Not only must they exercise new skills, such as how to stimulate and
develop their own sta{f, they must learn new, less authoritarian ways of team
management.
As companies redesign themselves and as ever richer patterns of human arrangements
emerge, our concept of teamwork is changing. It's no longer always so clear what a team
is, who leads it or even when it started. Neatly packaged roles and titles look increasingly
irrelevant in the face ofdemands for initiative, inventiveness, creativity, and even fun and

enjoyment.
Flatter hierarchies, profit centres, and demands for total quality are putting more
power in the hands of front-line staff. Contracting out to smaller companies and a dozen
other trends are force-feeding the emergence of different and often extremely temporary
teams. These are increasingly expected to be better than just average. As part of this
process of rising expectations, star performing teams are no longer regarded as the
exception.

is just one example of companies with rising expectations that their
teams should be exceptional, i.e. star performers.
InJune 1986 Motorola gave a newly formed 24member team a tough challengedesign a new radio pager and a world class computer facility to control all aspects of
its production. The facility had to be able to produce each pager with a 99.9997 per
cent probability that each one would be perfect. The team was given l8 months to do

Motorola Inc.

it.
They met the challenge. The new plant was created
required, with l7 days to spare.

in Florida

and worked as

Given these developments, what can we say about teams that retains its relevance in the

midst of such an onslaught of changing demands and evolving patterns of human
5

behaviour? Certainly the traditional models of teams and team-building are beginning to
look threadbare, and maladapted to modern business needs.
Underlying these changes in how teams are being viewed is the requirement for quick
results. Once team-building could be a leisurely alfair, spread over months, even years.
Now the sheer speed of change in many market sectors makes long lead times
unacceptable. People want star performance - NOW.
We've called the emerging new requirement a demand for ACE teams, because they are
expected to be star performers in their field. Their members are no longer strictly
interchangeable with anyone else in the company or someone who could be hired from
outside. Instead people in today's and tomorrow's teams increasingly consist of skilled
knowledge workers using their brains rather than brawn.
Remove any one of this new type of team member and the whole group may cease to
function effectively. Such teams often operate in a knowledge-intensive, informationbased world, where managers struggle to creat€ groups capable of tackling the challenges
and opportunities f,acing their fast-moving enterprises.
Pressure for instant and improved teams has prompted people to search some unusual
territory - everything from rigging a ship or climing mountains to playing in a football
team or plunging down potholes. Yet more than many other team pursuits, the
performing arts, whether theatre, music, opera, dance or even film, are more integrated
with the fabric ofour culture and our experience. They are familiar and much oftheir team
activity contains directly transferable skills and know-how.
In 1990 we took our own research a stag€ further, in order to distil some of these
performing arts ideas. We brought together a group of actors, theatre directors and
business consultants, who met regularly over several months, to unravel the mystery of
what the performing arts could o{fer the average business. In particular we wanted to
clarify the factors permitting the creative and performing arts to consistently and rapidly
achieve outstanding team performance.
To solve the mystery, the group systematically explored what the performing arts do
well in a team setting and why. Wherever they looked in the arts, they detected common
sets of behaviour or operating rules. Their consultant colleagues suggested these were
equally relevant in business and industry.
As we've seen earlier, business organizations face a challenge that the performing arts
constantly tackle: rapidly creating a team, with each member having dilferent skills or
training, and then asking it to produce high quality results fast. The group began to
identify specific tasks the performing arts do well, usually even better than business or

industry.
The first of these was demonstrated by a challenging scenario:
Imagine you are a scni.or cxccutiae in a company, with a tight deadlinc to design and deaclop a tuw
product. You wi.ll persorc@ laurch it to an audicnce of 1,000 ofyour custotners. Thel await it with
interest and haae high cxpectati.ons.
If tlry likc it, they will acclaim Tour cowidcrable achicocmmt. You will pcrsonal\ receive their
apprecintion in tlu most potnt way possibb. fhq will clucr and applaudyur efiorts. Briefuyou will
expcience the gratitude of those who admircyou andyour work. You will bc proud oJltourself and2our
product.
On tlu other hand, should the product displease ytfi cTtstotnns, an oppotite and equall2 strong reaction
occars. You will still be in thc limelight. But this titnelou will cxpcricncc repeated waoes of rcjection and

hostilitl.

are pcrsonalll rcsponsibleJor lhefailurc of the product. You may wt ffir
orjustifuatians,nchas lack of time,poor supplies,lackoffunds,orinadcquak staff. hutead
oif acclamationyou uill cxpcricncc public humiliation on a grand scalc. It will lwt. Howcocr,you also
krcw thatyu haue anotlur group of I ,0O0 customcrs aniaing wxt dry and the ncxt. Againlnu willfacc
tlum pusoully withyour product.

As tlu senior manager,)ou

any excuscs

Intensity of experience
That is how it is for the performer. In exploring what makes an ACE team, we realized
early on that a powerful reason is thc intewity of a pcrformcr's own cxpcricuc.
Stories of audiences stoning performers are rare, but even if they merely boo, the
experience is still hideous. Comedians rightly talk about 'dying on stage '. The humiliation
is as close as you can get to a near-death experience. Performers take these risks in a
determined way. In the best companies they support each other to the highest level, and
their commitment to quality is supreme.
The high-risk nature of the 'front-stage'experience stimulates special ways of working
'back-stage', in rehearsal. Professor Iain Mangham of the School of Management,
University of Bath, has also researched performing arts teams and has identified the
rcn- s top s carc h for c xcc lbtuc.
No self-respecting performing arts team plans a mediocre production of Hamht, or
launches a Beethoven Symphony with the attitude of 'let'sjust get it overand done with'.
Rather the reverse. It strives to be outstanding and produce a masterpiece.
Members of such teams also take personal responsibility. Their deep commitment to
the product and respect for their paying customers ensure their sense ofownership is high.
Later we shall show how business and industry can provide more emphasis on taking
personal responsibility. Personal pride in the product and willingness to take responsibility exist in all successful companies.

The excellence trip

a(
--

_))
Either dance well or leave the ballroom. '
Greekproverb

Excellence has enjoyed a higher profile in the business world with the undoubted impact
of the bestseller on this subject, In Scarch of Exccllmcc,by Peters and Waterman. Yet many
companies found it dilfcult to translate the lessons from this compendium of success
stories. What worked in Hewlett Packard was not always applicable at home.
The excellence trip spawned droves of failed customer-care schemes, countless
total-quality quagmires and a mass of seldom-reported disasters of trying to influence
company culture. A senior National Westminster executive once confessed to us that the
bank had invested a king's ransom in trying to alter the company culture, and 3 years later
nothing much had really changed.
If genuine excellence is to prevail it usually demands that you do something radically
different, not more of the same. What would be different in many companies would be a

conscious, lasting effort to:

o
a
a
a
o
a

Build commitment.
Generate excitement.
Be creative.
Use each person's unique talent.

Develop trust.
Unlock personal energy.

Commihent

tJ

I don't

think you should ever manage anything that

you don't care passionately about.

tt

D. Colemon,Vice President ond CF1, Apple Computer Corporotion
Few artistic endeavours succeed without a strong commitment. It must come from within,
not be imposed from outside by a ruthless management. When people are committed, they
give atl of themselves at work, and show it. They make suggestions, attend to detail, enjoy
their role, are willing to try something new, have pride in their work and abilities, develop
their talents and skills, make every minute at work useful, get it right first time, co-oPerate,
ar€ trustworthy, constantly seek improvements, show loyalty, make that extra effort and
acknowledge each other's contribution.

Without these signs of commitment no artistic performance of any quality would
succeed. No successful business team will manage without these types ofbehaviour either.
However, the performing arts have long taken it for granted that building such
commitment is perfectly normal. It is not exceptional. Because it is unexceptional,
business can learn from what has become routine elsewhere.
We shall examine later how such commitment is generated. What is important now is
the recognition that there is no real dilference between the process of building
commitment within a performing group of actors and a performing group of managers.
The same principles tJrat work within the peforming arts succeed equally in business.
G'enerating excitement
IBM once hired a massive sports stadium, packing it with employees, and the family and
IBM salesman came running into the stadium, his

friends of employees. As each

respective sales figures were flashed onto the giant electronic scoreboard to the resounding
applause ofthe audience. No one who took part could deny the excitement of the occasion.
Another recent and even more public example would be Rumbelow's Employee of the
Year presenting the cup to the winning team at the l99l League Cup Final at Wembley.

Whatever dilficulties the company later faced, at the time its commitment to success in
such a high profile way created a great stir. To see an ordinary employee performing a task
that we so often associate with Royalty made a significant impact with staffand managers

alike.
Successful teams, whether in the performing arts or in business, generate excitement.
The performing arts, though, have uncovered many of the keys to creating excitement,
causing people to commit themselves deeply and be stimulated about achieving team
results. Again it is a matter of everyday work practice.
The way excitement is fostered in the performing arts is relatively inexpensive
compared to the solutions adopted by many businesses. The incentive travel business, for

example, now spends a staggering €10 billion world-wide to send employees on expensive

and adventurous trips abroad.
When one talks with business managers about their responsibility to create excitement,
there is perhaps a grudging admission that this may need to happen for sales staff. Yet the
task is seldom seen as central to the leadership role. We are also struck in our work with
organizations of all kinds at the low levels of acknowledgement, appreciation and
celebration.
Again, we'll explore later how to create excitement within the team. At this stage it is
merely important to mark its key role in the performing arts and its still minor place in the
behaviour and practice of most business teams.

Being creative

tt

with the revolutionary rise of the new wealth creation
system, it is not a fraction of the working population
but a substantial and eyer expanding number whose

productivity depends on precisely the freedom to
create eyerything from new product designs to new

computer logics, metaphors, scientific insights and
epistemologies.

tt

Alvn Toffler, Power Shrft,
There's hardly any dispute that a team in the performing arts, such as a dance group or
group of actors, should be creative. Not so in business. The two words today's managers
have most difficulty in confronting are'power' and'creativity'.
Power is commonly dismissed as a dirty word, even though to make things happen
managers undoubtedly need to act purposefully and powerfully. This does not mean
domination or exploitation, but the ability to use one's innate strengths in a way that
makes things happen. A Rolls-Royce engine is powerful. So is a senior manager. So is the

director of a movie on a film set. The issue is - how is that power used and exercised? Does
it fuel the creative endeavour of a team or does it merely keep people in their place?
Creativity in business is frequently relegated to such specialist groups as advertisers,
designers or researchers. Successful business teams though are ones that are the most

creative, ingenious or inventive in seeking results.
The stereotypes of the two worlds of arts and business are:
Busincss

Arls

Profit-driven
Logical
Rational
Factual
Introverted
Pragmatic
Bureaucratic
Operational
Systematic
Sensible
Practical

Passionate

Crazy

Irrational
Intuitive
Extroverted
Flexible

Free-spirit
Dreamers

Unpredictable
Eccentric
Creative

You need only observe some of our top entrepreneurs at work and how they have
achieved their success, however, to give the lie to stereotypes. To call Richard Branson or
Anita Roddick bureaucratic, introverted or uncreative would be foolish.
Equally, when you see how elficient and practical creative artists need to be these days,
they can hardly be classed as disorganized vagabonds. Successful teams and their
organizations need an essential mix of both sets ofqualities, and the stereotypes therefore
are outdated. Yet, as with all change, there are the inevitable teething problems.
Creativity as a process is making a slow comeback in business after hitting the headlines
in the 1970s. For a while many people went overboard for creativity, with specialists
earning a nice living teaching business people how to think and act creatively. But it was
creativity without much context, and the inevitable happened. When all the workshops,
brainstorming and lateral thinking did not produce the answers to business woes,
creativity was discarded as yet another panacea that had gone wrong.
Gradually, though, the central importance of creativity is making a comeback. An
increasing number of business leaders openly acknowledge the importance ofcreativity as
the correct response to an environment where rapid change is the norm.
To make sense of creativity within business, one needs to place it in the context of the
team. ACE teams learn to use and combine the creativity ofthe individuals within them. If
our research into the unused potential of many people within organizations is correct,
there is an enormous reservoir of creative potential ready to serve companies.
Tapping into this potential is already a major concern of such firms as Ford, the Rover
Group and Grand Met. These organizations have begun olfering employees resources to
enable them to learn without necessarily insisting that what they learn is central to the
company's immediate needs. The assumption is that unlocking individuals' wishes to
steer their own development will cause them to make a more valuable contribution to the
company.
In the performing arts, tapping into creative potential is an everyday occurrence and
does not merit headlines or admiring articles in business magazines. Those in the
performing arts have long since learned that the starting pgint for a successful team is
creativity, and assume that without it there will be no star performance.
It is this combination of creativity and power that is so effective. People using their
t0

creative powers get results. Teams using their creative powers get even bigger results. And
companies releasing the creative powers of each individual produce outstanding results.
Releasing the creative powers of each individual produces results that are 'more than the
sum ofthe parts'.
How to tap into individual and team creativity is something that business can learn to
do much better than at present, and the performing arts have much to share, as we shall
see later.

Using each person's unique talent

3a''
--

Talent lies in your choice of drama coach.
Stello Adler (Morlon Brondo's choice)

The belief that every person has a unique contribution is another norm within the
successful performing arts'team. But not so in business. The uniqueness ofeach person is
seldom acknowledged, though meaningless clich6s, such as 'people are important in our
business', abound. Anita Roddick of Body Shop talks disparagingly of company chairmen
who talk of 'the people in our company are our greatest asset'. As she says, 'People aren't
an asset - people are the company'. Seeing them as assets is like seeing customers as
consumers. It dehumanizes them.
Performers work in an environment where individual differences are not seen as an

annoyance or an obstacle to planning. Audiences clamour to see the individual
contribution a particular actor, opera singer, concert pianist, or dancer can bring to a role
or a piece of music.

tt

Th. hardest battle is to be nobody but yourself in a
world, which is doing its best, night and day to make
you everybody else.ll
e. e. cummrngs

Using each person's unique talent is a way of life in the performing arts. We shall be
exploring how business can build this approach into its own teams.

Developing trust
In the theatre, developing trust is a starting point for all successful team efforts. Many
business teams discover the need to build trust far too late, for example when the team is
under-performing or in crisis.
Confronted with a need to build trust, howdoes business respond? One way has been to
send people climbing mountains or down potholes together. If you have been dangling at
the end of a rope held by a colleague, surely you automatically develop trust. Sadly,

tl

though, on return to the work place this type of trust frequently vanishes. It's hard to
translate the outdoor experience into the ordinary work place. By contrast, the
development of trust within a performing arts team is part of the normal, collective team
experience.

Because the performing arts so regularly need a trusting environment, they have
developed many interesting and useful ways of achieving it. We shall be exploring later
some of these. It is merely important to note here the ease with which the performing arts
develop an environment in which people feel safe to express themselves, to challenge the
status quo and to make a creative contribution. Such experience is a valuable resource on
which open-minded business people can readily draw in order to achieve more powerful
teams.

Unlocking personal energy
The amount ofsheer energy available within a successful team from the performing arts is
astonishing. Long hours, intensive work, few breaks and often physically gruelling activity
are common. Everyone understands the price of success requires enormous energy.
Where does this apparently boundless energy come from? Are people in the performing
arts physically fitter or more active than the rest of usl There is no real evidence to support

that idea.

What makes

a successful performing arts team such an energetic place to work in, is its

ability to unlock each person's own store of personal energy. That only happens when
people feel it will be used properly and fully valued. It is also encouraged when team
leaders understand the processes for releasing this invaluable resource.
Within business teams, personal energy is usually taken for granted. There is seldom
much effort, for example, to raise energy levels consciously, and there is often a poor
awareness of when individual and team energy levels are low, and little idea what to do
about it. Since the performing arts have developed useful ways to liberate personal energy,
for the benefit ofboth the team and the individual, they are a resource for business to draw
uPon.

Iearning from the performing arts
We have briefly looked at some key factors that the perficrming arts do well:- building
comnitmmt, gcrcrating cxcilcmtnt, bcing creatiae, using cach pcrson's uniqu talmt, dcaeloping trust,
unlocking pcrsonal cncrgt. Since these are all required in business too, especially in a
recessionary climate, it is time to wake up to what the performing arts have to offer. All it
takes is a willingness to do things differently. As the head of IBM, BP, General Motors or
whoever once said: 'Go on doing what you've always done and you wind up with the same
as you've always had'.
Translating the special assets of the creative and performing arts into workable tools for
practising managers has been under way for some years. These assets have, for instance,
been playing an increasingly important role in the field of business training. Videos,
distance learning, role plays and computer-based training have all borrowed heavily from
t?

the performing arts.
Drama and the performing arts have an important place in our society. We might
reasonably expect therefore that they would have an important role within all our major
institutions, including businesses. Not so. Generally our cultural heritage is consigned to
theatres, studios and museums. We are poorer as a result.
Within business the shift in recent years away from excessive rationalism has not simply
been a rejection of a sterile hunt for certainties. It has also reflected a hunger for a richer
diet, a recognition that our great corporations and human enterprises cannot survive and
flourish solely on numbers and computer printouts.
For business organizations to mature and prosper into and beyond the year 2000, our
cultural traditions must be more fully incorporated into how we run these enterprises.
They are the heart and soul of successful companies. Many people, for example, have
noted the similarities between retail shops and theatre, management and performance,
boardroom life and drama.
This does not mean that all managers must take up amateur dramatics, though many of
them already do that, or that every work place must be filled with paintings and
sculptures, though that too is happening in some places. We even heard ofone manager in
a major communications company who keeps a piano in his o{hce!
The challenge that we see is how the average business person or busy manager can learn
to incorporate our cultural tradition of the performing arts into the ordinary working
environment. Rejecting the arts as irrelevant to running a business is to cut ourselves off
from a vital part ofour heritage and the source ofexceptional results.

LJnused

potential

Our basic assumptions behind ACE teams are simple:

o
o
a

Most people at work have much unused potential.
People are willing to devote effort, and to risk and explore what it will take to use their
full potential.
The ordinary manager or business leader can tap into people's potential and, by
releasing it, produce exceptional results.

Some outstanding managers or successful entrepreneurs already realize how to do this.
Yet we reject the idea that only the charismatic leaders, the high profile personalities like

John HarveyJones, Lee Iaccocca or Graham Day can inspire their followers. If that were
the case then most organizations could never hope to have exceptional teams.

tt

Po*.rlessness corrupts. And absolute powerlessness

corrupts absolutely."
Rosobeth Moss Kanter
The potential for exceptional teams exists in most enterprises. Research we conducted
among a number of representative companies revealed many employees felt their
t3

potential was significantly under used. Thus an important question which many business
leaders need to ask is:

.

'What will it take to unlock that potential?'

As you might expect, the answer is not to merely continue doing what has always been
done before.
The creative and performing arts are demanding to be heard. Not because they are
paragons oforganizational elEciency- there are some appalling examples ofbad business
practices and poor people management! We are not suggesting the performing arts have
all the answers. They don't. Instead we have selected carefully - looking at the b€st that
goes on in the arts. Adapting them to business use is what the rest of this book is all about.

tt

Working with the Animals rock group was like a stage
coach with horces at the four cornets.

tt

Alon Price

Whcre do you start building a tcam? Team-building experts suggest gloups usually
through a process of birth, adolescence, middle age, senility and death. Another way
ofviewing this is a prooess of FORMING, STORMING, NORMING, PERFORMING
AND MOURNING. However, these merely describe what may occur, they hardly show
pass

how to make the various stages happcn or to speed them up. As our managing director in
the opening dialogue asks, faced with the task ofcreating a star performing team, what do
you do? Or if you have an established team and have to raise it to the next level of
performance, where do you start?
Throughout ACE teams there are ideas transferrable to the realitics of the business
environment. We offer numerous suggestions for actions you can actually do to make a
difference. How many you try depends on how much of a difference you want to make. To
create star performance, you will probably need a complete shift in approach. It could be
an exciting adventure.

Ace teams

The famous research by Meredith Belbin (Managcmmt Tcams, Butterworth-Heinemann)
on why management teams succeed and fail suggested there were certain key roles
winning teams possessed. So, for example, a successful management team would have
eight roles, such as a company worker, a chairman, a shaper and so on.
We do not quarrel with such findings, only argue that in the winning teams we have
encountered such roles are never rigid. Everyone has the potential to play each one as the
occasion requires. In fact the moment a team really sparks and functions at a highly
productive level, the conventional roles often break down. At these moments something
else is happening. Something very special is going on - and conventional research doesn't
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begin to explain it.
So many problems in companies stem from poor teamwork that we no longer take it at
face value when people say 'We work really well together'. On delving into such situations
we have been impressed by how often people later reveal that they Gel their individual and

group potential is under-used.
So what is a truly exceptional team? Is it one that produces the bottom line results of
exceptional profits? Or in the public sector one that offers outstanding service? Certainly
these are some of the signs. Yet often a team needs to be exceptional long before the results

appear as end of term marks, like profits or service, or a project finished on time.
Truly exceptional teams - star performers - are:

ALIGNED, CREATIVE and EXPLORING

We have adapted these principles from the performing arts where teams regularly
achieving outstanding results in weeks or months, rather than years. Let us see how
business can also start creating ACE teams.

FOR LATECOMERS
The curtain rose on the two pressing issues of how to produce exceptional teams
quickly and what lessons the peforming arts can offer in this area.
Diversity and the changing nature of teams were spotlighted, with the increasing
requirement for teams to be star performers.
Exceptional teams were shown to need an effort to build commitment, generate
excitement, be creative, use each person's unique talent, develop trust and unlock
personal energy.
The three assumptions behind ACE teams were explained and the need for a new
approach to building teams was presented.
An exceptional team was defined as one that is a star Performer, and is Aligned,
Creative and Exploring.
These principles were adapted from the performing arts and provide the basis for

the rest of the show.
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Th" power of a waterfall
working togethen

tt

is nothing

but a lot of drips

Aligned: fallinginto line; allied; alliance

At Stonehenge, Avebury or Carnac you will see the alignments of standing stones. They
are clear and powerful symbols ofagreed objectives. We may not fully grasp the nature of
those objectives, yet the sense ofagreed purpose and alignment shines through.

An ACE team too is strongly aligned. It knows where it's going; even when unclear
about precisely how to get there. Question the team members or talk to those who have
regular dealings with them and you quickly detect a sense ofjoint purpose.
The foundation stone of an exceptional team is always alignment, and the best in the
performing arts always invest time and emotional energy to achieve it. They realize that
from this agreed sense of purpose springs creative energy and confidence to extend the
team's own boundaries. Alignment does not require everyone to like each other however,
nor does it necessarily prev€nt strong disagreements. Many successful teams are aligned
almost despite themselves.

One of the great creative partnerships in British musical tradition, Gilbert and
Sullivan, could hardly be called cosy. They were often rude to each other and frequently
refused even to meet. Their exceptional results arose from being strongly aligned as a team
for concentrated periods. We can only speculate what they might have achieved with even

more prolonged alignment.
Most business teams take alignment for granted. 'We're a great team' is a commonly
heard claim. When it is true, you find the team has consciously invested as much energy as
any performing arts team achieving alignment.
Frequently, though, it's a mistake to take alignment for granted. We recently worked
with the board of a company that seemed well aligned. Each director was asked privately
to list the three current major objectives facing the company - a sort of secret ballot. The
results were a shock to them all. The so-called team di{fered widely on what they thought
most needed doing; alignment had yet to be achieved, partly explaining why progress was
slow.

Are.

ue aligned?

How would you recognize an aligned team? You could look at its results, but then this is
assess whether the members are using their full
potential as human beings. However, we need other indicators to assess the team's health,
and identify whether or how to improve alignment.
often too late. Or you could attempt to
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Aligned

teams

work at certain important

tasks that make their members

into

a focused

force for change:

o
a
.
a

Leadership.

Organization.
Relationships.
Personal investment.

These are risky areas, since they concern behaviour with and towards other people, and
important choices and commitments. These ar€as are 'messy', hard to measure and
depend on interpersonal skills; no wonder so many managers see them as a headache and
prefer to avoid them.
Yet business teams need to work on them to reach alignment. With limited experience
of such risk-taking, some companies have struggled to find ways to explore it. We've
already mentioned the lengths to which managers and employees will go to generate such
team spirit. They abseil down cliffs, hike over mountains, canoe through rapids, plunge
down potholes, or shoot one another with paint pellets. While these do sometimes produce

alignment, they may also create interesting side-e{fects.
People often return from the experience more in tune with nature and the excitement of
the outdoors than with the team. Others decide that their existing job, employer or the
team is the wrong one for them; or back at work they find difhculty in relating the learning
to the real work.
Performing arts teams though have found ways to create risky experiences that enable
them to explore alignment in a safe and challenging way, yet one that is totally
work-related.
Act One therefore explores the four challenges facing a team seeking alignment:

SCENE I 'ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH'- Aligned leadership
SCENE 2 'WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY?'- Incisive organization
SCENE 3 'WHO CARES WINS!'- Supportive relationships
SCENE

4 'THE ANGEL FACTOR'- Personal

n

investment

5

Leadership is like beauty,
lfe hard to define, but you
know it when yousee ft.t
Wanen Bennis

Scene

/- ONGE MORE UNTO THE BREACH
Aligned Leodership

Acr One,Scene

I

- 'ONCE |'IORE UNTO THE BREACH'

m*

Aligned Leadership
The conversation continues, as our two protagonists struggle with the

issues

team-building:

HANAGING DIRECTOR:

can see we haae a lot in common. I thought we'd
be miles apart, but zte are, to use lour utord, quite

I

aligned. Minil you, ue are both directors' after all.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Yes, ute're both strpposed ta

prwide a

sense

of

direction -butyour title has alunys rather boiherd
MANAGING DIRECTOR:

What d'you mean?

THEATRE DIRECTOR

I'ue

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Interestingyou should

me.

alutays thought that managing uas a bit of a
misnomer, when what's really needed is leadership.
say

that.Just the other day

my colleagues were discussing the difference
between mandgers and leaders.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Yes. Managing has always implied to me a smse of

'just about coping'. You know, somebody

ashs

hou

you're doing and you say 'I'm managing'. Not
exactly inspiring, is it?
MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well, uhat about your utorld?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

No one really talhs about leaders or managers.
Look at orchestras, for example. Eten though the
ftrst uiolinist is called the leader, it'$ the conductor,
outfront, who really prooides the direction. Dance
companies haue choreographers, in my oum field

it's artistic d.irectorc. and it TV and radio it's
directors and producers. And on afilm set the
directot is called any number of things including
boss, guahor, chief and a lot more less polite!
}IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Sounds

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

I'm sure. Howeaer, the managing is done

familiar.
by

ddministrators. Vital though they are, ute uouldn't
looh to them for inspirational leaderchip.
MANAGING DIRECTOR:

uhat's in a name? It's not the title that matters,
it's uhat thq do that's important. I mean, I agree

So
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uith he needfor leadership but it's uhat the leaders
do that's important, surely, not what they're called.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Couldn't agree ,norc. So uhat exactly do ue do,
d'you rechon?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

With or uithout teams, I think our job is to start
things - you know, initiate them. And to transform
things - loss into proftt, machinery into

productiaity, ideas into fruition, people into a team.
You hnout what

THEATRE DIRECTOR

I

mean?

Absolutely. That's what ute do all the time. It's
Perfectb normal. Plays, sripts, sketches, musical
manusripk are fmeoer being conuerted into hopefully
brilliant human puformances. For hat to happen,
teams need to haue a cornrnon sense ofpurpose, a
vision, shared aalues and clarity of badership.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

In other utords - alignment.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Exactly,

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

But that tahes time. In my experience to get a team
to that leael can tahe months.

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Yes . . . and no. It normally tahes me about 20
minutes on thefirst day of rehearsal to get the team

aligned about our shated aision.
MANAGING DIRECTOR:

20 minutes? Lead on,

I uant

to hear more!

Leadership

l' L""d"rship is like beauty, it's hard to define, but you
ll
know it when you see it.
Worren Bennis
Team leadership mattcrs far more in our Western society these days, because people no
longer give blind obedience. 'You're lucky to work here, do as you're told'is a thing of the
past. Try behaving at work like the dictatorial Frederick the Great, or even that once
archetypal manager Alfred Sloane of General Motors, and today's most talented
subordinates would leave. Even in the 1960-80s managers had greater power over their
subordinates than today. They were under less pressure to find ways of drawing the best
from each individual for the benefit of the entire team.
Now a growing number of employees exp€ct a climate in which freedom and
self-expression flourish. For instance, a 1990 MORI poll found that over 70 per cent of
those at work sought 'greater involvement with their organizations'.
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Take one of London's leading hotels, ficr example, where we ran a workshop for the
thirty-five top managers. This five-star watering hole, with one of the grandest London
views, was once among the most hshionable spots to stay while in the capital. Now it had
faded, and was surviving in increasingly shark-infested waters. Five other comparable
hotels now plied for trade nearby, while yet another was being lovingly crafted, with
money no object, in a converted listed building.
Many of the hotel's top managers were still mentally living in an earlier, cosier era,
expecting their staff to blindly follow instructions. To regain its reputation, the hotel
needed a new climate, in which everyone, including the cleaners, chambermaids and
doormen, would contribute more openly, creatively, and with new self-expression.
Fortunately they appointed a new general manager, who leapt at the chance of aligning
the team. He asked us to work with each department, so that their managers saw their
interdependence. No longer would they be separate little empires, doing their own thing,
but, instead, a team of department heads all working for the same end and going in the
same direction.

An example of the kind of leadership we mean occurs in a successful dance group or a
leading repertory company. All members are expected to be true to their own creative
integrity, able to express themselves, while still feeling part of a tightly knit group with a
common aim. Leadership in these circumstances is so difficult that those doing it well have
developed experience that is transferable to all organizations.

Michael Diacono, Managing Director of United Magazine Distribution, was
marvelling at how conductors or theatre directors lead:

I believe l manage my team pretty well, but let's
disciplined bunch, ready and willing to follow my lead. But when
you think of actors and musicians . . . their whole philosophy is about
individuality and freedom. They're trying to break the rules all the time and come
up with something new. To harness that sort of chaotic energy must take
incredible powers of leadership. And what's more, they do it so quickly. They
have to weld all those disparate creative elements into a team in a matter ofhours,
not weeks and months as in business.

I am

f;ace

amazed at what they do.

it, they're

a

Trying to improve leadership is now on the agenda of most forward-thinking
companies. Many have tried training courses. These mainly teach management. Leaders
invent themselves and are not made in a weekend seminar. You have to learn leadership
through practice, rather than be taught it. Becoming a leader is really the same as
becoming yourself. What this means is that real leaders worry less about proving
themselves than how they can express themselves.
When we ask business teams 'What is the leader's role?', a common answer is 'to
motivate people'. It's something you do to other people. We see it dilferently. The crucial
issue is inspiration.
You can tell inspiration is an unfamiliar idea to business people when so many look
uncomfortable on hearing it. Our suggestion to managers that 'your job is to inspire
people' is commonly greeted with silence or some extremely worried expressions. Yet it's
the clearest dividing line between a manager and a leader.
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H" inspired in us the belief that we were working in a
medium that was powerful enough to influence the
whole world.

ll

Ullion Gish, on D. W.

Griffis

Inspiring leaders can make practically
anything happen. The challenge for
business leaders is learning how to do
it. It happens regularly in the best stage

companies, dance groups, film
companies because:

o
o

The leader has a vision.
The leader talks about the vision constantly.

Vision
It's almost impossible for a theatre or opera
director to start work without first having a
vision for the finished production. They
will describe this imaginative scheme and
then collaborate wi*r the cast to achieve it.

Sometimes it's a
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fully fledged vision,

complete to the last detail. Usually it's only partial, dilficult to grasp and needing more

clarity. That's when teamwork really counts.

tt

Th. thing has already taken form in my mind before
start it.

tt

I

VincentVon Gogh
A team can help articulate the vision, and in doing so begins to be inspired. It
happened in the 1960s, for example, when Peter Brook produced a revolutionary
version of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream. He kept telling the cast they were
releasing something in the play never seen before. He made huge demands, asking
them to do exercises they had never attempted, like learning circus skills such as
tr^peze work and juggling. Their questioning, challenging and personal development
during the whole exhausting process pushed Brook further on too. Together they
fumbled towards a breakthrough.
What kept them going was Brook's visionary insistence they could reveal a new
dimension of the play. His commitment inspired and galvanized. You may think it
bizarre having trapezes and juggling in a hallowed Shakespeare play. While you can
quarrel with the interpretation, Brook certainly found a dilferent perspective, and
people loved the results.

The arts are by no means alone in the
exploitation of vision. Most
organizations these days talk about it,
along with mission statements. The
difference is that in the arts it has always
been higher on the agenda. Performers
know it is virtually impossible to move

forward without the whole team
focusing on and aligning behind

a

vision.
Many commercial companies, realizing the need for a clear vision, also now experience

the exhaustive process of creating one. The senior management team of the Sun Life
Assurance Company, for instance, spent many intense meetings trying to arrive at a vision
that expressed where they were going. It started as a series of disconnected ideas, before
being honed down into a coherent imaginative statement.

tt

Th. seeds of our success grow through our customer
commitment, cultivating our stafr and weeding out the
,,
comPanton.

Mission Stotement of Bodshot Leo Garden Centre
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Our Vision
SunLife
Sun Life aims to be the leading life assurance, pensions and investment c()mpany in all our

rvill meet <lur customers' needs frlr protection, security and
investment growth and will seek to achieve total customer satisfaction through continuous
improvement of our products, performancc and service,

chosen market sectors, We

SunSeruice
rWe

will

be distinctive by understanding and meeting

our

cusaomers' needs

in three

areas:

Superior Solutions

.

Using technical and financial expertise r() creaa€ outstanding products

and services.

Superior Service
. Delivering a fast, friendly

and fault-free service, second ro none in the industry.

Superior Satisfaction
o Delivering consistently supcrior investment performance and providing efficicnt
administrati<ln at below industry average cost.

SunSpirit
We

will

each deliver this commitment to industry excellence by:-

.
.

Putting the cusrrmer first at all times.
Taking individual responsibiliry to satisfy customer ne€ds.
o Maximising opprortunities for self-developmenr.
. Creating an environment of professionalism, integrity rnd fun.
. Valuing teamwork as the means to attain our obiectives.
. Seeking continuous improvement in all our opcrations.
. Taking pride in Sun Life.

SunSpirir

SunLife

SunSeraice

EO

We worked with the members of the executive in communicating this vision to the
rest of the company. They were speaking at conferences up and down the country. We
were constantly reminding them of that initial creative process where they had become
excited at the prospect of the future success of the company. If they could
communicate that to the workforce, then they really would be on the way to realizing
their vision.
The power of vision to sustain and direct a team onwards and upwards cannot be
entirely explained. However, it undoubtedly works. Most successful business have
begun with a powerful vision, and most fail when the vision fades.
The creation of the outstanding distribution company Federal Express happened, for
instance, because of founder Fred Smith's vision of distribution as a central point with
a hub and the lines of distribution as spokes radiating from the centre. The wheel
image was not itself revolutionary, for at least three freight services had tried it as early
as the 1930s. Smith's vision was to do it on a huge scale, and while his competitors too
had access to the same vision. somehow thev never saw it.
In 1980 another wild man, Ted Turner,
was even more outrageous, following
his loony vision of what critics labelled

the Chicken Noodle Network - for
CNN, or Cable News Network. It was
the laughing stock of every media
commentator. They predicted his rapid
downfall but. instead, his 24hour news
network became the most influential
broadcast news source in the United
States. The White House, the Pentagon
and foreign embassies, let alone
millions of homes in America, were
soon constantly tuned to CNN. Today
CNN is beamed to countless countries
and homes. This was literally vision in
action.
easy,
Having a vision is not enough to lead a team well. Creating visions is rela
even ones that excite other people. Look at any book on generating creative ideas and
in a few hours or even minutes you will probably arrive at some unusual and often
important new possibilities. The real skill, though, is in turning them into a reality.

The famous art directorJohn Box came out of retirement to work on a film. He
explained his decision in this way; 'I spent half an hour talking to the director,
and I wanted to be part of his vision'.

Enrolment is the essential process for moving from vision to a programme of action.
You can have visions till the cows come home; it is not enough. People have to say
'Yes, I want to be part of making that happen too'.
So how are people enrolled? It doesn't have to take months, it can be done in a few
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dynamic minutes - just watch theatre people at it! Top directors talk to set and
costume designers, sound and lighting people, the stage assistants and the actors. They
go on talking, listening, sharing, until everyone concerned with the production has a
sense of their vision. On the first day of rehearsal models of the set design and
drawings of costumes are shown and discussed - anything that will help everyone to
imagine the vision as a reality. They are often greeted with 'Ooohs' and 'Aaahs',
always with great interest. It's the start of turning the ideas into action.

DISSENTING VOICE

" ,,

professor told me when I started in the 40's that a

director should listen and keep his mouth shut. Took
me a long time to understand I talked too much.
Now I know you should listen with your ears
heart.

lt

- irrd your

Ingmor Bergmon
Before sending his team offto work on a film Walt Disney would stand and tell the
entire story to them. He held them spellbound for hours, doing the funny voices and
acting all the parts. He made his vision so alive that even his sometimes sceptical
colleagues concluded 'I want to be part of making this happen'.
After expressing an interest in Richard Attenborough's dream of making the film
Gandhi,Jake Eberts of Goldcrest Films ficund'within minutes Dickie was in my o{fice,
giving me what was to be the first of many brilliant and emotional performances,
acting out every role and dancing around on his surprisingly nimble feet, re-creating
scenes and events in the script - all with such enthusiasm and energy that, even if I
had any doubts, I would have been won over'.
Other directors do it differently. Regardless of how it's done, performance teams live
through their shared vision. It inspires them to aim for the best. With a strong vision,
people just get on with it. It is no wonder employees in so many places feel lost or
disillusioned. Who tells them the story, gets them excited, inspires them about the

future? When somebody does, the e{Iect is electric - people do tasks without being
directed; they take responsibility for helping to make it happen.

The London Bubble Theatre
Company has a vision of giving
exciting, accessible shows to people
who normally never visit the theatre.
Every member of that company, from
the person running the box office to
the community liaison officer, from a

performer to the administrator,
knows what they do actively
contributes to the vision of that
organization. No wonder they are inspired! One of the company's products, a
musical called Return to the Forbidden Planel, transferred to the West End,
Broadway and Australia. A vision can be highly profitable if converted into action
through successful enrolment.
Teams often start with a clear sense of vision and yet sometimes lose momentum. A
vision is by definition what is not there now. One is struggling to reach for what is
missing, to bring it into existence . Thus the need to keep talking about it, to share it and to
keep reinforcing it. One of the most powerful ways of reinforcing a vision that has been
used by both individuals and teams is what we call the film show.
For a decade Richard Attenborough dreamed and schemed about making a blockbuster
film about Gandhi. During all that time he kept trying to enrol people in his vision always talking about it. What sustained him? Over the years he kept running the film
through his head, seeing it until for him it was so real that he could convince others it was a

reality too.
In the film show one keeps running the vision through one's head just like Richard
Attenborough and his Gandhi project. You keep playing a mental picture of how the
vision would look if it came into existence. In a company you might imagine what true
excellence would look like and 'watch' a scene in which it manifested itself.
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E{Iective leaders are running the film show in their heads all the time, though they may
not always know they're doing it. But what about a team? How does it watch the film
show? A good way is to tell stories about what the vision would look and feel like if it
became real. Another way is to write scenarios and act them out. Along these lines we
developed an innovative workshop called 'The Producers', in which the team creates a
series of videos about its vision and uses them to identify practical action for making it
happen.
The essential point is the continuous need to work at expressing and firming up the
vision. The process helps achieve team alignment. As the Hollywood producer and acting
teacher Dan Fauci says, 'Ifyou haven't got a vision, get one. Ifit's unclear, get clear. If
you've got one, expand it!'

Values

"

aiyou

want to add yalue to your business, yourye got to

add values.

tt

HRH the Prince of Woles, oddressing members of Business in the
Community
What enrols people in the vision is notjust the excitement, it is the values that lie behind it.
People who share values are aligned as a team. That happened in a well-respected theatre
company called Shared Experience. As the name implies, the members formed the
company because they wanted an evening in the theatre to be just that - a shared
experience between performers and audience. What they most valued about their vision
was the qrontaneous relationship between actor and audience.
Everyone employed by the company fully understood the implications - no reliance on
theatrical artifice, nothing that could get in the way ofpursuing their core value. Company
members always invited the audience tojoin them to create the evening's entertainment.
Every team member wanted to make this happen.
Their name clarified and communicated their values, as did their brochures,
programmes and promotional literature. The single message was clear. No pomp and
ceremony, no grandeur, just an honest sharing of creative powers. The actors welcomed
the audience into the auditorium and showed them to their seats. The whole cast were on
stage all the time and everything that happened did so in full view. The company thrived
because each member of the team was totally committed to a shared set of clearly
identified values, which they communicated both internally and externally.
When a team is successfully turning its vision into action, you will see how values align
the team behind its vision. Interestingly, business is finally arriving at exactly this view.
In the early 1990s the Harvard Business School conducted a huge survey of 12,000
managers in twenty-five countries, asking them what were the new management realities
and how they were facing up to them. The core issue to emerge was the importance and
central role of values, or, as Professor Moss Kanter put it, 'In a world of growing
de-centralisation, values are important as corporate glue. They give coherence, and
compatible decisions are made'.

u

Although some people wake in the morning with a clear vision in their mind's eye of
what could be, it is more usually expressed as a deeply held set of values. That is why
teams need to test what their values are, for they are the stepping stones to a realized
vision.

ACE teams that produce star performances therefore:

o
a
o
a

Clarify values.
Commit to values.
Communicate values.
Convert values to action.

In setting up our own company we spent a considerable time attemPting to clarify
corporate values. Producing a corporate brochure turned out to be less important for what
it said than the experience of nailing down what we were really about and how to
encapsulate it.
Among the values we initially listed were waking people up, helping people have fun
and grow, enhancing creativity, helping people become inspired. After vigorous debates
we became clearer that our core value was unlocking people's potential. That's what we
cared about most, and it would sustain and nurture us through the commercial minefield
of starting a company in the middle of a recession.
It was not totally original and some might say too slick, yet it summed up what mattered
most to us. Recently when someone was mildly critical ofit as 'old hat', we agreed, yet the
striving we had experienced ensured its resilience in the face of critical comment. It
remains our core value.
Clarifying core values is a journey of discovery. Theatre companies do it all the time.
When they start to rehearse, they do not aim for a pedestrian production. They strive for
outstanding perficrmance yet may have only a vague notion of how this value can be
realized.
Sadly, lack of clarity about values means that what a team cares about may stay hidden
and prove destructive, For example, we see teams that declare they value excellence yet
treat one another in shoddy ways. Others say they value innovation yet greet new ideas
with 'Yes, but . . .' and a barrage of excuses.
When values have been clarified they invariably turn out to be people-centred,
expressed and communicated through people's behaviour. People do not just talk about
values, they act them out. You can see values in action. They are qualitative rather than
quantifiable: you do not run a measure over a value and read offthe results on a scale. Yet
they are clearly present.

t'

Working in a Body Shop is a bit like being in a show

-

it's a performance, and so we want people who are
actors and actresses and like to perform. These are
the values I admire.

ll

Anita Roddick
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However, before devising a whole new set of values that the team want to work with,
will see that the values will be there. Whether the
team has consciously chosen them or not, they will be hidden away in the culture, the
relationships and the everyday actions of the group.
have a look at what already exists. You

Drawing out the team's true values
alternative route is to review . .

is

hard, straight questioning may not work. An

.

'What really seems to matter to us in this team?'
Values are usually deeply rooted, and
while writing them down is useful, it may
not make much real impact. It is only too
easy to come up with a list of values as if
that will automatically achieve results.
National Power, for example, did an

excellent job in listing important
company values as follows:

o

We will value our customers.

We are determined to provide an
excellent and responsive service
that makes us the preferred

supplier.

.

We will value our shareholders.

.

We are determined to produce a
performance that sustains their
confidence in the company.
We will value our staff,

promoting initiative and rewarding

o

achievement.
We will care for the environment.
We have pledged to safeguard it.

Many people, watching rising prices, the
escalating salaries of National Power's

managers, the growing criticisms of
environmental and monopoly abuse,
would want to question the company's
real commitment to its stated values.
Commitment to aalues

Many companies talk of being 'market-, sales- or profit driven'. How about one that is
'values-driven'? The idea works for many charitable organizations, where there is seldom
a problem preserving staff enthusiasm. The same goes for the performing arts, where,
despite all the pressure and lack of financial rewards, people commit themselves
wholeheartedly to the chosen values.
So, what is commitment? Paradoxically it's often used as a common excuse for being
unable to take action. 'No, sorry, I can't do that, I have other commitments.' So instead of
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being an asset, commitment becomes a millstone.
True commitment is the opposite of a millstone. It stems from having and making a
choice about a task. You give your word to be committed and work for it. Not forever nothing is written in blood - butjust as long as the task remains unfinished. If you change
your mind and choose something else, people need to be told about your change in

commitment.
Partial commitment is more difficult to handle than no commitment at all. If you are
fully committed to a ski-jump, losing weight, giving a presentation, completing a project,
introducing a change, your whole energy is behind it. Nothing holds you back. When you
are only 60 per cent committed, it becomes hard work, since 40 per cent of your energy is
pulling in the opposite direction.
People's level of commitment is soon obvious when team values are clear. Clarity also
helps pinpoint where blockages to commitment exist and what might be done about them.
In a major security company we worked with, for example, the information technology
department wanted improvement in the team's performance. After exploring core values,
the IT group identified a need for the rest of the department's several hundred staffto help
in raising the quality of service. But one member of the team, who headed the important
computer operations room, explained how di{ficult it would be, how work pressures would
prevent him making progress, how his computer operators were too busy running the
machines and so on. For him the change proposed would indeed be a struggle. There was
little chance of creating an aligned, ACE team with such halGhearted commitment.
Since they had spent nearly a day identifying quality of service as a value they most
wanted to pursue more vigorously, nearly everyone was keen to define an action plan. But
the operations manager expressed yet more doubts and could not o{fer a full commitment.
The team soon realized it would be tough to achieve their aim when an important
contributor would be continually using his energy in a negative way. After further eflorts
to gain his commitment without success, he and the team parted company.
Communicating the aalues
People often feel reluctant to spend time
talking about values because they seem
vague or metaphysical. Yet talking about
them is essential and makes it easier for
people to identi$ with them.
Those who do o{fice jobs ficr a ballet or
opera company or are cleaners for an
orchestra or secretaries in a theatre group
normally watch the company performances. They can see what they contribute to the
values of the organization.
If you work in manufacturing, you may never see the finished product. People spent
years making Rolls-Royces, for example, supposedly one of the best cars in the world, yet
many of them had never even driven in one. When you work in IT, research'
administration, technical support, or accounts, you may never really see the results ofyour
labour and have no easy starting point for talking about values. It is a creative challenge
for team leaders to find ways for people to identify with the values that underpin the vision.
Within Body Shop there are non-stop communications producing internal videos and
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newsletters. The company also uses the products to advertise values, puts posters in the
shops and plasters its lorries with slogans. From the receptionist to the seasoned PR
professional, from the person on the production line to the training specialist, everyone is
bursting to talk to you. They all want to convey the Body Shop message, to sell the values
to you, explain what they are doing and show you how it all works.
At Apple computers, every 'mouse' pad has the company's values on it.
C onuerting aalues

aa
--

into performance

.r

.

r .

. I rr

.

After all is said and done - more is said than done.

-),-

We convert values into action by living them out. Some of the disasters associated with
Total Quality Management (TQM), for example, have occurred through launching
schemes on a barrage of rhetoric, backed up with inadequate action. The most obvious
instance we have seen is where a management adopted total quality as a value it wanted to
promote and introduced it to staff in crowded, smoke-filled, uncomfortable rooms. No
wonder people left feeling cynical about quality.
Business has something to learn from
the theatre in this area. We mentioned
earlier the London Bubble Theatre,
which seeks to create productions and
workshops that are accessible and entertaining, and that attract new audiences to
the theatre. Underpinning this goal is a
set of values that shows up in the actions
of all the team. Seat prices are low and
even the auditorium expresses the values.
It's a tent.

How does a tent express a theatre's values? In the early 1970s, when the comPany
its members were aware that non-theatregoers found West End Theatres
inhibiting and stuffy. So the London Bubble tours in a tent, erecting it in local parks began,

more like a circus, yet reflecting the company's stated value of 'reflecting the needs of the

community'.
A good example of a business that really has turned its values into action is the National
Freight Corporation. In 1979 the ailing NFC was the first state-owned operation on the
government's hit list for privatization. Sir Peter Thompson and his team came up with a
revolutionary idea: the management and employees between them should buy the
company. Eight years later, when they floated the company on the Stock Market, a lorry
driver who had originally invested [500 then owned shares worth 950,000.
The company continues its commitment to employee ownership as its Shareholders
Annual Report shows. Its core values are shown on the next page.
It was an arduous journey to achieve NFC's success, but it did it. It made Sir Peter
Thompson's idea happen to the benefit of all the teams in the organization.
Converting values into performance requires tangible steps, not vague generalizations.

And that demands clear leadership.
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VA

EMPLOYEE

ES

OWNERSHIP

Tfn esence of NFC s culture, employee ownershrp reflects our
belel that the people who work In the busrness should have the
opponunrty to own a shke rn t. to share In the wealth created
and to take pan In the strategK decrsron makrng process whrch
determrnes rts future.

QUALITY
Fundamental to

o!r

culture, quahty stems trom the commrtment
s success through the provsron ofthe
hrShest level of servrce to our customers. lt !s IniErent In the way
we thrnk, behave and run our busrness.
ol the employees

to NFC

INTERNATIONALISM
NFC! culture and polcres have to develop alongede the phys[al
SroMh ofthe busness rn rnternatronal markets Internatronahsm
as a core value lnks our culture wrth tur abrliy to develop
rndrgenous busrnesses and

to provrde Internatonal seryrces to our

cuslomers.

PEOPLE

DEVELOPI.IENT

Our employees are our greatest asset. The benefits whrch we
can provrde lor them through tranrngand development as
lhey
proSress through thetr employmenl n the bueness are equally
rmportant to us as the hneflls we seek to achreve for them
as shareholders.

SOCIAL

R€SPONSIBILITY

NFC acknowledges

that rts socral responsrbdrtres extend to the
welfare ofthe communrtres rn whrch tt operates and allo(ates one
per cent of(s prolits to the fulfilmenl of those responsrbrlrtres.

PR€HIUM

PERFORMANCE

Tf€ ultmale measure of NFC! success, premrum performance rs
our prrme oblectrve. lt rs therefore first on our |st o[core values
but also last rn that rt flows out
rs run.

ofthe values by whrch the

busrness

'I must follow them; I am their leader', attributed to various great
leaders, reflects the often paradoxical nature ofleadership. Are you supposed to show the
way and take a team with you? Or get the team to clarify and own its vision and go with it?
The truth is there is no simple answer. Everyone leads in different ways. The single most
important factor, though, is being clear about what is going on. Who is leading at any one
time, and how? Who takes responsibility for seeing the team convert its values into action?
Let's look at an orchestra.
When a conductor stands on the podium, there is total clarity about who will guide the
creative event about to happen. Although there is also the 'leader' of the orchestra - the
first violinist - the chain of command is clear and the shared responsibilities obvious to all.
The clarity is similar to that which should exist in business, say, between chairman and
managing director, or departmental head and line manager.
Problems arise when people are unsure who is guiding the creative event. One of the
major reasons for the financial di{ficulties that afflicted the Dutch multinational Philips
company in recent years was said to be a plethora of subsidiary companies. The heads of
the separate empires met regularly but no one really knew who was in charge.
The famous remark

Our general point here is that in successful, aligned teams there is always clarity of
leadership. It may be spread around, shared, or concentrated entirely on one powerful
individual, but it's usually clear at any one moment who is doing the leading.
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I-oyalty to leadership

tt

H.

played tlre King as if afraid that somebody else

would play the Ace!

tt

Kenneth Tynon, reviewing on octor as Richord lll
theatre they say 'When you act the king, you only appear royal when those playing
your subjects start relating to you as a king'. The message here is it's other people who
define you as a leader. If a team doesn't relate to someone as their guiding spirit, it
undermines the leadership. The killing may not be obvious, the absence of loyalty being

In the

entirely covert. For instance, moaning, whingeing, sniping and bitching are covert
leadership killers when allowed to continue for long enough.
What happens in stage shows and performing groups? There's no lack of bitching, the
theatre is famous for it. But most of it occurs after the show, rather than during it. Once
committed to the task and the leadership, there tends to be 100 per cent effort by everyone,
at least for an agreed period.
Many a potential stage flop has become a hit despite an abysmal director, weak script or
only average music. Why? Because the cast decided they were fully committed to the
leadership and making the show work. Better the mildly bad taste in the mouth of the
director receiving unwarranted praise than the sourness of complete disaster.
We are not advocating blind loyalty to the leader. That doesn't work either: it led to the
troubles at Brent Walker, the Guinness debacle, and the Robert Maxwell saga. Yet
aligned teams wanting to give a star performance need to establish a resilient loyalty to

their leadership.
George Davis, who founded the successful Next clothing comPany, had 8 good years
running it. Yet in the ninth year, when things began to go wrong, he was removed by the

board. There was no resilient loyalty and some believe the company has never recovered

from the team's regicide. Davis lost his crown partly because he had no agreed time
boundaries around his leadership. At the first real crisis, he fell. Teams need a chance to
review their leadership; it helps everyone when team loyalty has a definite boundary.
Once you have agreed to participate in

a project and accepted someone as
leader for a fixed time scale - stick to
your agreement!
Ieaders -who needs them?

No one is indispensable - not even
leaders. Some of the most successful
performing arts teams have evolved good

leadership without focusing all the
responsibility on one person. They may
once have relied on a powerful individual
yet are now famous as an entity - not
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of their leader, e.g. the Berliner Ensemble, the Royal Shakespeare Company,
Steppenwolfe of Chicago, the Bolshoi Ballet, the National Theare, the Moscow Arts
Theatre, La Scala Milan, La Comddie Frangaise, the Ballet Rambert, the Moscow State
Circus, the Berlin Philharmonic, the Royal Court. The excellent Royal Exchange Theatre
in Manchester had five artistic directors, the superb fringe Bush Theatre in London had
because

three, and the famous improvization group Theatre Machine worked brilliantly as a
co-operative.
It's often a shock for leaders to see how well the team performs without them. Yet this
doesn't necessarily suggest they are redundant. In a television programme on the role of
the conductor, Andr6 Previn wanted to show he was indispensable (in a tongue in cheek
way). He started the orchestra o{Il then suddenly left the platform. The audience waited
for the music to fall apart.
Instead the team functioned perGctly, completing the rendition with much aplomb.
Previn used it to show the conductor'sjob was more subtle than merely getting the team to
continue doing what it patently could already do. He was demonstrating that while
technically the orchestra could happily play all the notes, what the conductor brought to
the party was unique. He could help the team go beyond mere technical competence to
create something special.
In business too some teams have made leadership work in unusual ways. The American
manufacturing company W. L. Gore and Associates, which produces insulating materials
for clothing, surgical implants and high-tech cabling, has no hierarchies or managers. Not
even the chief executive has formal authority over another individual. The sta{f, called
associates, gain the skill to lead through experience.

Gore's whole approach requires
leaders to gain commitment and Ioyalty
from other associates most appropriate

to their needs. While there are

no
managers, there are team, area and
business leaders. For over 30 years and
with annual sales running at $500

million a year, the company has
successfully relied on people following
team leaders out of r€spect, not duty.
If there is to be a leader, make sure this
person is aligned to the team and

has

something special to contribute;
otherwise leaders just get in the way.
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eignry per cent of a succesfq!
p6criciion is in the casting.t
LindsoyAnderson

Scene 2- WHOSE

LINE lS lT ANYWAY?
Incisive Orgonisotion

Act One, Scene 2 - 'WHOSE LINE lS ITANYWAY?'

ffi

Incisive Organization
Our theatre director pays a surprise call on the managing director.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

llhat are you doing hne?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

At least I know uhere to find you. How come ure
can neaer get to meet these days?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

It's impossible. Disorganized chaos. I'te been
chasing myself all d.ay. We may be aligned but at the
moment anhat that means is - all the mess cornes
back to me. Still, I shouldn't go on about it, I'm sure
you\e used to all this manic disanay. What urith all
your prima donnas haaing tantnrms and getting
drunk all the time. Although I suspect you call it
something

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

arty{arty like . . . 'qeatite confusion'!

fuite the opposite. I can't bear disorganization. I
ftnd it impossible to gtoe my best. And the truth is,
artistic utorh demands stringent discipline. You
Gillian Lynn choreographing a musical like
Cats or Spielberg dire*ing an elaborate scene uith
thousands of extras. Or eoen the discipline it tahes

Iook at

for,

say,

one of

Dench or

Judi

Datid.

Suchet to memorize

the major Shahespearean roles.

point. Maybe it's the other

utay round?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Fair

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

What d'you mean?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well, maybe it's the arts that are uell-organized and
business that's in a state of chaos. I mean somebody's
eten uritten a bestseller about how to thrioe on it!

THEATRE DIRECTOK

I don't think

tirtue, but I think
more obuiously in my

ute're paragons of

ilisorganization

shows uP

line of utorh.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Hou do you mean?
Tahe the

old

story ofa group ofactors rehearsing,

fmgot their atords. The prompter
whispered the missing line, but the actors awe still
stuch. So the prompter repeated it louder and louder,
till eaentually one of the actors snapped, 'We hnou
when someone
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uthat the line is . . . but uho is supposed to

say

it?'

I'IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh, I see what you mean. ll/hm I go and see a shou,
eaery line follouts another, eaerybody seems to
hnout what they're doing - lihe clochutork. If two
people oaeilapped, it utould show up instantly.

THEATRE DIRECTO&

Exactly. We simply can't function utithout a high
degree ofrigorous organization. That's uthy things
are arranged the uay they are
distinct responsibilities . . .

-

knowing who does uhat.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

And clear roles

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Precisely. And one other thing.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Vlhat's that?

-

riCrd time scales,

THEATRE DIRECTOR

We tend to se|arate the administratite actiaity
from the creatiae actioity. It's hard to concentrate
on the creatiae side uthen you're running around
lihe headless chichens trying to organize things.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Ah, 'headless chichens', that reminds me . . , must
dash!

Casting

tt

eignty per cent of a successful production is in the
casting.

tt

Undsoy Anderson
Casting in the theatre is similar to a business team recruiting a new member. The artistic
director wants to know that peoplejoining the team have similar values, that they agree on
the purpose and are equally committed. As if that's not enough, they're expected to bring
a personal style and creative contribution to it all.
The job of the artistic director is to know if they will do what's required. It's not
clairvoyance. Both performers and directors are skilled at spotting the person with the
right flair tojoin their team. Performers are good at it because they spend much of their life
being interviewed and auditioned for jobs. They are used to discussing approaches,
negotiating interpretations and understanding a director's intentions. Directors are
usually good at it because they get a lot of help, and it's partly why they are successful in
the first place.
The agenda of talented stage directors in casting has some lessons for business teams
too. They look for a person's yalues, purlx)se, commitment and creative contribution.
This is exactly what ACE teams need to focus on when defining and refining their
membership. Ofcourse many business teams do not start from scratch, as happens when a
{6

director casts a new play. But increasingly in business many teams are temporary, set up
for specific purposes and then disbanded.
As with business recruiting, casting for the theatre is often a highly professional process,
using expert help. Take Doreen Jones, for instance. She has cast various Granada
television programmes that need actors

who resemble famous people, like the
Prime Minister or Poland's lrch Walesa.
She doesn'tjust read the script and pick a
few names from a stage directory. As she
explains, 'I get the director to talk to me a

lot about the spirit of the character'.
Through her work she becomes an
extension of the Director's own instinctive
selection talents. So casting in the theatre

can be quick and efficient, simply by
thoroughly understanding what one is
seeking.

The most celebrated artistic search for
the right team member was Selznick's
hunt for Scarlett O'Hara in Goru uith thz
Wind. lt took 2Z years, during which talent

scouts visited every hamlet

in

American South. By the time Vivien

the
leigh

finally appeared to read the few lines
given her by director George Cukor, he
had heard them hundreds of times fiom
trained and untrained actresses of every
shape, size and talent.

it was the first time he had been
by those lines. Has this any implications for how business teams recruit? Well,
Vivien Leigh was chosen because she was special. The director knew immediately that
t'his was the person who brought something unique to the team. This is how you
build ACE teams. You begin by making sur€ that the members bring something special,
Why did

he choose her? Because, as he said at the time,

moued

not pedestrian, to the team.
Of course business cannot make the sort of effort used in Gone with tlu Wind. If it did,
most companies would go broke, although the cost charged by some corporate
head-hunters these days make Selznick's costs almost look cheap. Nor can the film
industry itself allord Selznick-style recruitment, apart from rare occasions. Which is why
past performance matters a great deal and why another solution is to ask a few people to do
screen tests. (Screen tests and auditions show people at work - actually performing.) Such
tests are hardly relevant for business teams, yet they need something like them, instead of
relying as heavily as they do on formal interviews.
Interviews alone are a sure way of failing to recruit the right ACE team member.
Research has consistently shown the weakness of this method of finding people who will
succeed. Selection in many companies tends to focus on selecting for thejob, with far less
attention on what a person might contribute beyond that. It's usually assumed if they can
do the job well, that takes care of the team issue. Some companies do look carefully into
whether someone can work well in a team. The point here is, there are more imaginative
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ways than just interviewing to discover whether it's the right person.
The musical world, for instance, shows that playing together is a fine way of making
more sense of recruiting to an ACE team. Guest conductors may lead an orchestra on
many occnsions before finally being offered a full-time post. Actors may have parts in
several plays with a company before being asked to join the repertory as permanent
members.
It's a kind of probation, and business
teams that can organize the equivalent
also gain benefits. The main aim is to

develop situations in which the team
and the potential new member discover
how they relate to each other: whether
they would enjoy being together and
can challenge each other creatively, and
could develop their potential, and thus
begin to produce star performance.
There arc also systems that describe
what kind of team member the person
is likely to be, such as Belbin's famous
research, which we mentioned earlier.
This useful classification describes people's preferences for various team roles, such as
chairman, ideas person or team worker, and indicates how they are likely to behave.
Labelling team membership in this way o{fers helpful insights, but it can also lead to
tunnel vision. When ACE teams are really performing well, such classifications tend to
break down as people grab all the roles, or ones that they never expected to play. Part of
growing and developing as a human being is learning you can de$ classifications and be
what you never previously expected.

Objectives

tt

Th" trouble is Mr Goldwyn, that you are only
interested in art, and I am only interested in
,)
money.

George Bernord Show

Apart from building the right form of team membership, ACE teams also need to

be

closely aligned on objectives. Successful performing arts teams invest enormous energy
making sure everyone is aligned on these. It is as important as in any business team.
Otherwise orchesras don't play in time, chorus girls stumble out of step and actors fluff
their lines.

ACE teams are:

o
.

Exceptionally clear about their objectives.
Exceptionally committed to them.

4

Clarity
Objectives is a jargon word for the more detailed things a team wants to achieve . To
escape thejargon trap let's consider Stanislavski.
'Stan who?', you may ask. He was a theatrical producer who influenced such names as
Marlon Brando, Rod Steiger, James Dean, Meryl Streep and Robert De Niro. These
names at least will be more familiar.
Stanislavski developed a system that was later adapted into the famous Method school
ofacting. The Method, sadly rather riddled withjargon too, is basically similar to life itself
- it's easy to talk about and more complicated to actually do.
What is the Method about and has it anything to oller business? It says that all human
beings do things because they want something. That is, every action we take is meant to
achieve an objective.
When reading a play and interpreting a role, the actors' job is not merely to say the
words and sound impressive. It's also to discover the characters' objectives - why are
they doing what they do? Naturally they have changing objectives as the drama unfolds.
So in the Method the actor uncovers lots ofobjectives. It can get confusing, which is why
there will also be a super-objective - whatever the person wants overall. Like Robin
Hood rescuing Maid Marion. The simple aim is to rescue her, the super-objective is to rob
the rich and give to the poor. Hamlet's super-objective is to revenge his father's death;
meanwhile he has many less grandiose objectives, such as setting up a play or talking to his
father's ghost.
It's much the same in a business team. We may aim to win a big contract but our
super-objective is to collar a bigger market share. Stanislavski also suggested interesting
drama arose through obstacles getting in the way of objectives. It was the blocks that
generated interest, because you've got to do something about them.
For instance, the sort ofobstacles we face in the drama of our everyday business life are
such things as di{ficulties in finding exciting training venues, a client's lack of training
budget, competitors in our market, keeping our programmes fresh, logistics and the
pressures of time. Tackling these problems keep us buzzing as a team. After all, when the
blocks occur, people have to overcome them, by taking ACTION

tt

E""ry objective must carnl in itself the germ
))
. ..

ol acflon.

Stonisloraki

How does all this relate to business? Well, to sum up so far, these ideas can apply to all
teams. Any ACE team needs to discover:

.
.
o
a

What is our super-objective?
What are our other objectives?
What are the actual or potential obstacles that might get in the way?
What action can we take to overcome these obstacles?
19
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Finding the answers can help a team become more elfective. In answering the questions,
you are forced to become clear about why we are doing what we are doing. This helps a
team avoid irrelevancies, wasting time and losing sight of what the group is all about. It
pushes them to see the bigger picture.
When television was first invented, it posed a huge threat to the movie business. Warner
Brothers and MGM both started a war with television, bidding for stars, cutting prices,
attacking the medium in the hope it would simply go away. They could not see television
as having anything to do with their super-objective.
However, the entire 6lm industry did not go downhill. Universal Studios for instance
was smart€r. It looked at the situation more creatively, asked questions along the lines of
the ones above and concluded 'Maybe we're notjust in the movie business, perhaps we're
really in the entertainment industry'. It managed to focus on the super-objective and keep
hold of the bigger picture, if you'll excuse the pun.

Universal started buying up TV companies and making its own programmes. It
concluded that its particular super-objective implied 'if we can't beat them, let's join
them'. Universal made huge profits by simply knowing'what business it was in'.
The question 'What business are we in?'is asked quite often in companies too, though
not nearly enough. It pays enormous dividends and contributes to increased team
alignment.
Ofcourse some companies did it long ago. Cosmetic firms have long since realized they
are in the business of selling illusions, carmakers peddle freedom and independence,
computer firms see themselves as selling power over information rather thanjust pushing
hardware.
In the performing arts, which normally operate on tight margins and where the cost ol
failure is high, they have to be ruthless about clarifying the objectives, otherwise the
consequences can be horrendous. Making a full length feature film, for instance, is so
complex and costly that without a set of squeaky clean objectives it almost certainly won't
arrive on time or budget. The making of the film Heaams Gale shows what happens when a
50

team is unclear about its purpose and fails to get everyone aligned to realize it.
What happened at United Artists was that a talented director got totally out of control
and his team failed to help. His super-objective was to bring the picture in on budget by an
agreed date. Instead his own objective took over and cost went through the roof.Justifying
this, he said, 'If you don't get it right, what's the point?' The point is he lost sight of 'lfhy
are we doing what we're doing?' and the team failed. You could say he was merely
trying to realize his vision, being single-minded. In fact the team was not well aligned on
objectives. Even the most experienced producers sent to stop the rot made no impact. By
the time catastrophic bills forced a halt the entire film company was nearly bankrupt.
This sort of nightmare does not just happen to film companies of course. When
Rolls-Royce went broke some years ago, it was mainly because the directors had lost sight
of the objectives and f;ailed to align the team around them. Development overheads
spiralled through the roof, and while some of the board were focused on sales or profits,
others were obsessed with the new way of making metal stronger by means of carbon
fibres.
So how does a team align itself on objectives? Apart from paying attention to naming
and describing the objectives, it also means ensuring everyone in the team understands
exactly what they mean.
In one team we worked with the group had received a brieffrom its senior manager and
everyone thought they understood what he wanted. Later when the team presented its
work, he took an entirely different view of what was expected. That sort of conflict can
wreck a team. It's like a group of actors playing Romeo andJuliet for laughs when what the
audience wants is to cry.

In

our regular development

programmes with clients we find teams

need to work hard at achieving a
mutual understanding of objectives.
Like interpreting a script or deciding
how a character should be played, it's
an emotionally draining process. People

push each other to the limit,
discovering their view of what should
happen and how they feel about it. It
sounds obvious, yet many teams never
get around to doing it in depth.
Emotion is one ingredient of objective-setting that business teams often deny
themselves. The culture of management science, and a demand for facts rather than
feelings, have made much objective-setting anodyne and sterile. What feelings are the
team aiming for? tf they achieve the objective, what emotions will be released? Greater
passion in the process might make it more uncomfortable to handle, yet would greatly
improve the chances of creating mutual understanding and commitment.
Commitment

What,

again? Yes, we know we covered the issue of commitment when looking at values,

but the same applies to objectives. Are people going to make them happen or not?
A British study in the late 1980s by the Industrial Society into the pitfalls encountered
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by firms implementing quality circles found that almost half the problems were caused by
management resistance and lack of interest. In other words, quality circles had failed
through lack of commitment.
It's the same in the performing arts. When a new work by a composer liails, it is often
because the orchestra does not want to play it in the first place. Too much lip service is

paid to the idea of commitment when what matters is checking the degree of
commitment.
aa-

As I grow older, I pay less attention to what men
just watch what they do.

tl

say. I

Andrew Cornegie

In the theatre people are pushed incredibly hard to demonstrate their commitment
through the exhausting demands made on them. You simply could not work under the
conditions some actors accept unless you were entirely committed. And usually the team's
leader is the most committed of all and shows it. Unless people become really committed
to the objectives and show it, you simply won't make them happen. So what should

potential ACE teams do?

It's back to Stanislavski and discovering what obstacles lie in the way. A first step is
asking people what would make them committed to the objectives. It may sound naive, yet
when you combine it with the second step of being really prepared to listen, people will
usually tell you whether they are committed to something or what they need in order to
develop the necessary commitment.
Working with a board of directors of a small design company, for instance, we asked
each individual to rate themselves in terms of how much satisfaction they currently
obtained from their work. Several members scored themselves below five (out of ten) and
we began exploring commitment. We asked each to say how committed they felt to the
team's objectives and what it would take to increase their commitment. One revealed he
was only partly committed because he felt strongly he had no financial stake in the
company. This later led to an altered share option scheme. Another director revealed he
was not fully committed because he hated administration and desperately wanted to
return to using his previously elfective design skills. Subsequently a restructuring
occurred that altered his role and reduced the balance of administration to design work
that he was being asked to do.

Jf

Mo"i" acting is not three hours a dayrbut nine hours
that you haye to be actually on your toes. Plus you
dream about the role at night and think about it on
waking.

tt

Gdrord Depordieu
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Uncommited

Summing up on commitment, we can
say that as part of aligning a team
behind its objectives it is always worth
reviewing carefully people's individual
commitment and discovering what
might be getting in the way.
Time scales

Another alignment which an ACE team
needs to organize is the time scale' C,an you

imagine the reaction of an audience to

the following announcement bY a
theatre company:

Thanks for coming, the oPening
night's postponed for a couPle of
months. Please keeP Your tickets
and we'll let vou know the new date.

Yet this is how many business teams behave, always finding reasons for missing deadlines

or not setting them in the first place.

In the theatre you hit deadlines everywhere.

People seem to eat, sleep and breathe

them. It hardly takes a real crisis to force action because someone is always inventing yet
another inexorably approaching deadline. There are deadlines for the lighting plots,
costume creation, set construction, programme copy date, technical and dress rehearsals.
You name it, they have it.
Deadlines keep everyone on their toes. They keep galvanizing people into action, but
only when the deadline is regarded as

IMMUTABLE
When deadlines are seen as readily movable, for whatever reason, their impact is
always reduced. Tight, immutable deadlines stretch people to strive for the near
impossible. Doing so, they discover new inner resources and more about t
When you face a real challenge backed
agreed deadline that cannot be
postponed, it has a miraculous power.
Take one small instance. In an insurance
company we were working with, a group
of computer €xperts were making a video
programme about their vision. They had
made no perceptible progress for an hour.
Time drifted, punctuated by arguments,
desultory attempts to plan and back to

by an

more arguments. Told they had exactly 5
minutes left to begin filming and would have to do so whether or not they were ready, the
response was immediate and explosive. Within moments the team had re-formed itselll
made all the necessary decisions, and created a simple, but workable plan for achieving

their objectives.

Firm deadlines energize ingenuity, creativity and problem-solving abilities. People
even forget to argue with each other or play politics. It pays to create chunks of teamwork,
each possessing a clear deadline within which there is scope for people to swap around

H

roles and inputs, to find new energy and then celebrate the completion of the work.
Like business, much theatre work is project-based. There are discrete activities, each
with its own carefully designed boundary, which together make it possible to construct
something as complex as a Broadway musical. Time scales are forced into the open and
people readily accept them. When the Royal National Theatre, for instance, embarks on a
production of King l*ar,the whole team knows it has exactly 6 weeks and not a day longer
to invent something exceptional.
A number of sales teams we've worked with find it hard to keep the enthusiasm and
momentum going, particularly in tough times. Their task seems to be a never-ending slog.
The advantage of project 'chunks' and deadlines is that the work is broken down into
manageable parts. Each part has its energized beginnings and celebrated endings.

Stages of

production

Let's look more closely at the various
stages that occur in a theatrical
production. They may not be exactly
equivalent to what happens in a
business team, but form a useful
framework.

First

meeting of production and performance team

This

is when everyone is introduced to each other and people discover to whom they need

to relate for certain responsibilities. They chat and get to know one another. It's an
opportunity for the director to outline his or her approach and vision.
The equivalent in business is when the team first agrees on what it is trying to do and
what specific tasks have to be done to achieve it. Where business teams often seem weak is
in hurrying over this stage of relating to each other.

The

frst

read through of the

sript

Next the cast read through the play, normally with all the technical support team listening
too. This is a crucial experience, especially when it's a new play never performed or heard

aloud before.
Performers are nervous and keyed up; they are on the spot. Their colleagues are hearing
them read and are looking for signs of interpretation. Directors take a definite approach to
this task. Either they get everyone to relax and read it casually, or they build it up, creating
a dramatic atmosphere a bit like a real performance. When they do that, like Walt Disney,
they feel they're inspiring everyone in the work to be done. We recently heard ofa director
working on a Chekhov play who started with a Russian-style lunch, complete with
samovars and vodka!
In business this stage is the equivalent of the first day's planning session for a project.
The weakness here is a tendency not to consult all the eventual participants in the work
sufficiently. There has been considerable pressure on business to improve its participative
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approach and this continues to me€t some resistance. Participation is not always seen as
desirable , with managers feeling it can alfect their authority or reduce their power to make
things happen. Yet the more you can bring those who can help into the discussion, the
more likely the project

The

frst

will be a success.

rehcarsal

This is the first time people actually get to their feet and start working properly together.
Performers start relating to each other, and the director does his/her job while the stage
management are working on the technical requirements. All except the person who's 'on
the book'.
Traditionally, the person 'on the book' is a member of stage management who attends
all rehearsals and records all the moves that the performers make. It includes working out
where the sound and lighting cues will be, prompting the actors and preparing to run the
entire show from the wings during the performance.
In business teams the first rehearsal is really when the group goes beyond planning and
begins to get the tasks under way in a live work session of some kind. The equivalent to
having somsone 'on the book' is a project planner or an administrator who keeps track of
everything. It really pays to have this role in a team that is facing a tight time scale. People
can easily lose track of tasks and responsibilities in the maelstrom of the work. It avoids a
lot of duplication and covering old ground.

First run-through
Now the team needs to take stock, and see how the whole show hangs together. There will
have been run-throughs ofeach scene and act, but this is the first time people gain a sense
of how long it will all take, what problems exist with the sets and costume changes and
whether the characterizations are consistent. It's a tense time.
For business teams this is when deadlines begin to slip or arrive almost unexpectedly.
There needs to be a regular space for formal review periods to keep projects on track and
maintain the team's hold on the big picture.

Dress rehearsal

This is a first performance without the audience, although often sta{f from around the
theatre watch. The dress rehearsal comes after a series of usually long and gruelling
technical rehearsals. It has a climax all of its own, with an immutable deadline and nerves
tightly stretched.
For business teams the equivalent of a dress rehearsal is when the team is almost ready
for a major sales effort, a run-through for starting a new production line, a simulation day
with pretend customers before opening a new retail store to the public, a practice for a
major presentation, and so on. There are also fixed deadlines, or end points. The essence
of the dress rehearsal is testing whether you are going to meet the final deadline.
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First night

This is where the whole process has been leading, the opportunity to perform, to
communicate the creative venture to strangers. Now the final ingredient of the creative
process is added

expression

'It'll

the audience. This deadline is virtually always met
be all right on the night!'

-

-

hence that famous

The buzz backstage is amazing. The nerves, the excitement, hopes, apprehension,
panic, energ'y, concentration and expectation all blend into a magical and powerful
concoction. It's often preceded by the swopping of 'Good Luck'cards and presents, and
perhaps followed by a party.
Business too has lots ofopportunities for first nights. What it could usefully learn is how
to inject more excitement into them, making them into something to celebrate.

The last night

Now it's the final performance, the end of the team's work together. Some of these
deadlines are totally predictable, as when a show has a fixed period to run and everyone is
aware of it. Others come almost unexpectedly, as when a show has done well but not well
enough.
The final show is often a celebration, tinged with sadness and a sense ofloss. Ifthe whole
venture has been a bad experience, there's a sense of relief. Sometimes it is marked by a
party, emotional farewells and so on.
In business teams the closing deadlines are also quite variable, and there is usually
rather less attention on how people feel about these endings. When people see a final
ending being respected and feelings acknowledged, they feel valued and worth while. It
makes them more willing to risk themselves and their commitment to the next major
project or task. We will look at this more closely in Act Three Scene 3, 'Applause,
Applause'.

Focused organization
How can a team be creative and produce a star performance when it's also worrying about
irrelevant problems? Some ACE teams outperform rivals because they firmly resist
becoming enmeshed in tasks that are not central to the main activity.
This is more than merely seeing the wood for the trees - it's more like separating the yolk

and white of an egg. Ifyou are worrying about basic administrative problems, you won't
tackle the more challenging managerial issues effectively. We're referring here to how the
team itselfis organized. Is it incisive, has it separated the back-up it needs from the actual
tasks it must do to perform at its best?
In researching two creative productions, for example, Professor Mangham of Bath

University looked at the Welsh Opera's Cunning Liltlc

II. He concluded that the administration

Vixcn

and the Bristol Old Vic's

was clearly seen as a support and not an
interference. To foster the creativity of the teams he looked at, Mangham suggested there
needed to be'protection for the group'. As well as objectives and time limits, ACE teams
need support staffto allow them to monitor their targets and to reduce other pressures.
The 1960s saw a wonderful productive team in Tony Garnett and director Ken Loach.

Edward
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Together they created such memorable plays and films as Cathy Come Homc and Kes. Tony
Garnett's prime skill was said to be his ability to protect the director during filming from
the daily worries of money and film stock.

Back-up allows the team to be
creative. ACE teams thus need to
organize their support so they are ready

to produce. They must put in place a
machine that works smoothly, allowing
them to get on and perform to their full
Porential.
Take Siegfried and Roy, for example. They are magic super stars who earn millions of
dollars ayear doing stage illusions in Las Vegas. They are masters of the impossible and
their shows are huge extravaganzas, complete with wild animals, dancing girls and
spectacular high-tech e{fects. Every performance is a sell-out.
The shows are exciting and complicated. You have to be incisively organized to do
magic on this scale. Roy himself says: 'Speed is our signature. Excitement, danger, razzle,
dazzle and glamour have always been our way of doing things on stage and olP.
Behind all their sparkle and showbiz talks is an organization working to split-second
timing and tight schedules. Even the animals must know where they have to be and when.
To make it all happen, for the whole team to function like clockwork, there is a punishing
schedule of meetings, practicc and performance.
The magicians are doing the same show every night. Surely business teams are not like
that? Wel[, what about sales teams that have to keep constantly giving the same message,
an IT department that must consistently give a good service, or a factory team that must
keep churning out the same product to the same standards day after day? Our message
here is that ACE teams need to be highly organized in order to deliver. As well as
alignment on team membership, objectives and time scales, and being incisively
organized ACE teams also need alignment on roles.

Roles
Alignment on roles means that in a star perfbrming team everyone knows why they are
there and what they are expected to contribute. There is still scope to do the unexpected,
it's just that ACE teams respect talent and direct it carefully.
Siegfried and Roy live on the outskirts of Las Vegas in a white Aztec dream house that
the locals call theJungle Palace. They share the 8-acre compound with their co-starring
royal white tigers, supporting menagerie and numerous support staff. When the two
magicians met, they developed their show by becoming highly organized and clarifying
their respective roles. One took care ofthe magic, while the other concentrated on rearing
and training the wild animals.
Yet roles need not be confining. Soon both magicians could play each other's role and
they became a team in which thejoins, like parts of their act, were invisible. While people
can change roles in an ACE team, there is great respect for the specialist talent and a
clarity about what role people are going to play.
Business teams also have specific roles and job titles. Yet these hardly tell you what
someone will do when the team is actually working together on something. It's rather like
5*

in the theatre when an actor is occasionally given a contract for a particular role but with
the rider 'To play as cast'. This requires actors to play any parts thrown at them and
further reveals the fact that the director is unclear about casting. The formula is normally
a recipe for disaster. Vagueness leads to the actor expecting more than the director will
o{fer, and by the time rehearsals begin, there's been great scope lor misunderstanding and

resentment.

It's what happens in business teams when, even though each person has specialist skills,
they can contribute more to a particular project. There is a tendency to take ficr granted
that because someone is called an accountant, for example, that solves the dilemma of
what they will actually do when the real team work gets under way.
When teams are really performing at
their best, all the formal roles may go
out the window. This is both creative
and right. Yet clarifying each person's

expected contribution at the start of
each new team effort is a way of
becoming aligned on roles. Put more
simply, it did not matter that Sarah
Bernhardt once played Hamlet. What
did matter was that everyone
understood who was the prince, and
who was playing the ghost.
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Scene 3- WHO

CARES WINSI

Supportive Relotionships

Act One. Scene 3 - 'WHO CARES WINS!'

effitr

Srpportive Relationshipt
The two directors meet in a park.

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Hout dre the organizational problems going?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Solued. Look at this

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Impressiae,

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

-

time off!

Thanh you. Yes, ztte're all functioning inc:redibly

efficiently now, Eaerything is crystdl clear. But, you
hnozo something, I utouldn't call them a team. They
haaen't gelled yet. They're all working separately.
My old team uere incredibly close. We hnew each
other inside oat. On the other hand, maybe it's not
that important. lllho says eaeryone has to like each
other. After all, if they're aligned, they'll get the job
done. Perhaps it's too much expecting to enjoy the
relationships as uell.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

I'm not sure it's about eaerybody haaing to lihe
each otha, but I do thinh that strong relationships
get people to perlorm at their best, and really go
beyond themselaes. Sometimes thq produce
incredible results, just because of these relationships.

}.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

OK. Giue me an erample of something that would
neaer haae been achieaed if it weren't for the
rclationships,

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Here's one I heard about just recently. Did you by
any chance see the film THE FOOL?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Must haae missed it, uhat happeaed?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

It utas made by a husband and utife director and
proilucer parhrelnhip, (Jlnis,irr M.urd atd Ridwrd
Gduin. Thq had just had a hit atith UTTLE DORi/T.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Well, there was an important final party scene, and
d'you know literally scores of famous actors, some
of them lrom half uay around the world, played all
the tiny parts.

yes,

I

saw
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that on TY.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

You mean there werm't dny extras?
Not

a

huge

single one. Someone at

he

cochttil party lasting all

time compared it to'a
for seural days'.

day,

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Sounds lihe eaeryone came

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

No way. They came because of the rclationships the
Edzards had established on previous projects.
People uanted to support them. Miriam Margolis,

for

the booze.

for example, only had tne line. She dedsed it hrself
and fleut from the West Coast of America just to
deliter it. DerckJacobi, utho was in it, said
'Eoerytone's committed to Christine and Richard's
braaety - they put their money wherc their mouths
are. There's nofrills lihe caraaans, but eaeryone's
made to feel part of the same worhing process.
Christine tahes erdless trouble uith eaeryone, eom
placingftesh flowers daily in euery dressing room'.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Nout I call hat building relatiottships. In a uay,
that's uhat ny olil team uae lihe, l{e'd do anything
for each o&i,ela Mind you, ue'd bem togetherfor yearc.

I
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

suppose that sort of thing tahes time.

I'm sure your right, in the sense that relationships
get deeper ooet time, but you hnow in the theatre
the team has to gel instantly. We haue to get oery
close, rery fast.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Great, But how?

THEATRE DIRECTOR

They need to communicate, carc for one another,
share their thoughts andfeelings and respect each
other. A bit lihe our relationship!

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh,er,urnm..,Hmm!

THEATRE DIRECTO&

You looh embarassed.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well, ute don't normally say that sort of thing in
but yes, it didn't take us long, did it?

Dasdzess,

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

tt

Co-tunication

Eractly.

is and should be

well as sweetness and light.

tt

hellfire and sparks,

as

Aman Vivian Rokofl
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Communication

How members of a team talk to each other soon shows whether the team is heading
towards star performance. Among top performing arts teams communication is
obsessional. Everyone wants to say how they feel about a performance and how it should
be improved.
The other side of the talking coin is how team members listen to each other. Here we
mean active listening, not passive silence by disinterested team members. To assess how
well a team listens, try using the 'build on that' test. Here you monitor the extent to which
members of a team during a meeting follow on after each other and build on the previous
person's contribution.
Phrases like 'Yes but . . .' or 'What 1
want to say is . .' soon reveal whether

people are only half listening while
merely planning what to say themselves.
ACE teams build relationships because,

in communicating:

r
o
o
a
o

They tune in to each other's moods
and wishes.
They are aware of what is happening
right now.
They are honest with each other.
They value openness.
They leave space for the unexpected

to happen.
Have you ever put a vibrating tuning fork next to another one and watched the result? The
second one begins vibrating too. An equivalent process happens with people.

Take for instance the spiritual and internationally famous community in Scotland
called Findhorn. Apart from some extraordinary things that have happened there, such as
growing giant vegetables in almost barren soil, Findhorn is renowned for its exploratory
work in alternative ways of living.
What, you may wonder, has that got to do with business teams? Well, Findhorn is hot
on alignment. Before any new activity occurs, the residents pause to'attune'. There is
always a moment ofsilence in which people let go ofprevious busy-ness and begin focusing
on the current endeavour. It's a pause to let the team members tune in to each other and
recharge their batteries - rather like a computer that needs to have certain items cleared
from memory to free it up to handle a new task more efficiently.
Actors do it before a performance. About an hour or so before curtain up, the cast will
often gather on-stage. They probably haven't seen each other all day, so they want to
check in with their fellow team members and be together for a while. They may do voice
exercises together, or physically limber up. This helps everyone tune in. They know they
can't produce a star performance unless the relationships are strong. Business teams need
to do the equivalent.
Tuning in, is not manipulative or intrusive, it merely implies getting on with people
honestly and making space to do that, and valuing what others say. This builds
relationships. To do this, a team needs to become aware of what is going on all the time.
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Awareness of what is happening right now means reading what theatre people call the
sub-text, or what the rest of us might call the hidden messages.
Such awareness tells a team who can do whatjobs best, and how to motivate and release
potential in others. It identifies those who are depressed and others who are frustrated or
angry.This awareness is a marvellous tool for'reading' the situation accurately. Once you
know what is really happening in a team, it becomes easier to decide what action may be
needed to move things on.
So how does a team develop this skill? In an ACE team everyone will gradually develop
some personal ability to read the sub-text and be alert to what seems to be happening
right now. Or it may be one or two individuals who are good at it. Whoever does it, it is
not a passive process of merely watching or listening. You need to be fully there yourself,
By being fully there yourself we mean taking part, even ifyou say nothing. The result
is heightened awareness of what is happening right now and being alert to:

o
o
o
.
.

What is said; what is not said.
How it is said and when.
Who said it and why.
What is done; what is not done.
How individuals seem to be feeling.

Such alertness can be risky yet highly rewarding. Nor is it as di{ficult as it may seem. One
of the authors once led a team of six managers who between them were responsible for over
1,000 staff. The senior group met regularly every Monday morning and began their
valve'- 5 minutes during which any member of the team could say
what was making them angry or might get in the way of a successful communication
session. At first the team balked at talking about their feelings in this way, yet after only a
few sessions all the team members became willing to say what might be getting in the way.
They developed considerable awareness of each other and what was happening in the
room at that moment. It greatly improved communications and built the team.
What we are talking about also implies honesty. Actors, for instance, are used to being
session with a 'safety

incredibly honest about each other's performance as they try out dilferent ways of
working. To outsiders such honesty can seem cruel or nasty, and occasionally it might be
so. Generally, though, people recognize that honesty promotes high quality communication and ultimately elfective performance.

It is easy to assume that because we have noticed how someone in a team is feeling, or
understood what they are saying, nothing more really needs to happen. It does. There's a
crucial stage missing. In teams it is not enough to 'imagine' a complaint, 'think' a
compliment, 'feel' sympathy. Our awareness needs to be communicated aloud.
Sammy Davis Jnr once thought an
actor's performance in a film was
outstanding. He was about to write him
a note but stopped, assuming that he
would already know how talented he
was. The actor was James Dean, who
died a week later. Davis always said

afterwards he never again hesitated,
always communicating how he felt
instantly.

In our l99l study of managers in seven major British companies, in which we explored
to what extent these people were fully used at work, over halfof them said their companies
did not publicly reward or appreciate good work. Doubtless these companies paid well
and eventually promoted successful managers. Yet still people felt their companies were
not saying aloud what needed to be said openly and honestly.

JJ

Tr."t people as if they were what they ought to be,
and you help them

of being.

tt

to become what they are capable
Goethe

In ACE teams openness is valued by the group, and this implies being willing to cut
across or find a way through traditional barriers of hierarchy and status that can stifle
communication. We were working with a leading mapmaking company, and several key
members of staffrevealed how they felt totally inhibited in the presence of the directors.
They became almost tongue-tied. In that case the solution was to develop their individual
communication skills and to help them work assertively within their team to communicate
more openly across the hierarchy.
Just as the seniority of the directors blocked communication in the mapmaking firm,
theatre people joke about the minor star who needs two dressing rooms, one for himself
and the other for his ego. Behind the joke is a recognition that people's self-importance can
easily prevent openness. Equally a team's leader can begin creating a culture ofopenness
that permeates the whole group, even an entire organization,
In Sedgwick Broking Services, for instance, the staffsay if you don't want to eat lunch
with the chief executive, never sit at a table for three. The CEO regularly wanders into the
company's restaurant, joining any table with three people to find out what they are
thinking. It's just one way to show he values openness.
The final element promoting good team communications is making space for the
unexpected. By space we mean leaving room for people to use their potential in sometimes
entirely unexpected ways. Putting it slightly differerrtly, it is sometimes said people

prefer listening to plays on the radio,
because it has the best pictures. Radio
leaves room for the audience to do the
work, creating their own mental images
in their imagination, creating
the unexpected.
It is like a dancer. musician

or actor
being given time and freedom to work
through tricky passages, to practise and
explore them, without being leapt on
by others demanding results. Making
this space is the other side of what we
know so well, which is talking and filling
the void with what we have to say.
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By creating emptiness,

"

you actually Promote communication.

lfl start to become a star l'll lose contact with the
normal guys I play best.

tl

Gene Hockmon
You can see it happening in business when a leader knows how to delegate to the team
members effectively. A person is asked to take on an exra responsibility, then given
enough breathing space to find his/her own way ofdoing things. Or when a team has made
proposals and leaves within them plenty of opportunities for other people to contribute
creatively.
Caring

Teams also build relationshiPs
through caring. When a team is
aligned, individual members will
spontaneously give support to
colleagues, without a senior person

organizing it. It happens when the team
recognizes that every member matters.
Everybody needs support.

Stage

fright affects all theatre

performers to some extent throughout
their careerg. Knowing that you're not
alone and your fellow performers will
care for you is one of the greatest gifts

they can give you. Nor is it just
performers. All the crew in a television
or film studio, or people backstage in

the theatre. show an incredible amount
of concern. Many a performer has been
nursed through nightmare performances
by backstage'troupers'.

When teams are taking risks, being
creative, or facing strong pressure for
results, group support really matters.
How it happens may not always be
obvious. The team may appear to be
effortlessly coping with tricky situations,
yet behind the scenes the members are
taking care of each other, providing the
kind of mutual support that enables the
team to sustain iself. You may not have
to sort out their problems; just saying

'l know

it's tough at the moment'could well be enough.

In summary, caring in ACE teams is not considered soft or weak. It's through caring
that members show genuine concern ficr each other and enhance their communication
skills. They keep at it all the time, never taking it for granted. In this way it steadily builds
relationships.

Sharing
Relationships are also strengthened when team members do lots of sharing - merging
ideas, pooling insights and not hoarding information. It is a bit like one of those lunch
parties where every guest brings a dish. Somebody takes responsibility to supply the
starter, others contribute a main course and somebody else makes the pudding. Everyone
is responsible for the meal and shares the work. There is a group investment in the success
of the meal - everybody owns it.
In quite a few teams you find people who talk of 'm7 client' , or'n7 contact'. Sources are
jealously protected rather than shared. It happens because people are frightened that if
they share, what they contribute will be stolen or lost for ever. It might even help a rival'
promotion within the team.
It is understandable that people play
their cards close to their chest when
ideas and contacts are stolen or abused.
Those who share are seen as naive or
foolish. So how does one deal with this

problem? If a team is to work
productively together, you may have to

breakaviciouscircleoflackoftrust...leadingtonosharing...leadingtolackoftrust.
People may need to be helped to realize that only through sharing and
iooling ofideas,

information and insights can the team create something that is more than the sum of the
parts. Certainly the shared lunch is more than just di{ferent people's dishes eaten in
sequence.

To break into that vicious circle you have to be willing to work on the trust issue and
begin to experiment with the benefits of sharing.

Feelings
ACE teams go beyond exchanging ideas

or information. They also share
thoughts and feelings. Perhaps this

makes you feel slightly uncomfortable.
In business teams the focus is often on the task rather than what people are feeling.
Feelings may be messy, unpredictable and hard to understand, yet they can make or
break a team. You cannot avoid dealing with them, and if you want to create an ACE
team, feelings play an important part in its natural development. When these teams
choose to share feelings, it is done constructively, not as a gossipy, pass-the-time-of-day

activity.
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Decisions for example, commonly go wrong when people fail to take notice of feelings

-

their own and other people's. Managers under-perform when feelings are banished to the
apparent safety of out of work hours or to be dealt with by someone else, such as a
personnel expert.
If a team is to reach peak performance and be creative, it must learn to handle strong
feelings well. This is no time for 'stiffupper lips'. While strong feelings can be a destructive
force, they are also a powerful energy source.
And it needn't take a long time. In our development courses we often start or end a
session with each person expressing how they feel in one word. It takes a while for them to
get more specific than just 'Fine' or 'OK'. However, they soon benefit from the practice
and are able to be sensitive to their full range of feelings. At the end of it - each person
knows the others' position.
Many team leaders, though, prefer not
to deal with feelings and focus instead
on facts, the task and less unpredictable
areas. Blocking the flow of feelings in
this way can be extremely destructive.
Team leaders who banish feelings from

the group by, for example, quickly
ending discussions, or who cannot show
their own vulnerability, will never run
an ACE team.
What then is the gain when a team is
able to share feelings in the way

suggested? The main benefit is you
nearly always tap into a huge reservoir

of energy waiting to be directed to
more constructive ends. In our
workshops, for example, you will
regularly hear phrases such as 'I never
knew you were so angry,/annoyed/
frustra ted,/ unhappy / an xi ou s,/ bi tter,/
resentful' and so on. Until people have
a chance to air their feelings, they are
unlikely to move on to use the energy
more constructively.

You see this happening after

a

company has been taken over. There is

frequently an enormous amount of
grieving for the old ways, or previous
relationships, even if everyone
knows that they were not the best. Until these feelings have been allowed to surface and
are dealt with, newly created teams do not work at their best, or take far longer than
necessary to reach full effectiveness.
Feelings ofcourse are not only unreasonable, they cover a huge territory. Two ofthe
strongest ones we've encountered that stop teams working well are insecurity and fear.
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InsecuritT

Teams that are steadily developing are continually handling uncertainty, ambiguity and
the unknown. It's normal to feel insecure in such a situation - which is why ACE teams
recognize that opportunities for mutual support must be created. People whojoined banks
and other so-called secure environments and were told they had a 'job for life' are now
getting quite a shock, and may lack the internal resources to handle the feelings.
Creative artists have learned how to handle insecurity. Often they don't know where the
nextjob is coming from, let alone whether the present one will be a success. Yet somehow
they must continue and still do the job as best they can.
In business a successful team is also trying to achieve results, often exceptional ones. It
has no guarantee of success. No wonder individual members sometimes feel lost, stuck,
and unsure what to do next.
Part of handling insecurity is acknowledging that these feelings might be around and by
bringing them into the open to deal with them. In short, ACE teams tackle insecurity in its
members, they don't ignore it.

Fear

Often, though, in facing the unknown, teams are more than just insecure, they are
positively frightened. There is fear offailure, humiliation, rejection, intimacy, discomfort,
illness, mistakes - even success! In that situation surely what is needed is a tough manager

-

isn't it?

Sometimes a team's biggest problem is having a tough manager, who either does not
personally have fear and believes others don't either, or considers the best way to handle
fear is to pretend it doesn't exist. This style of 'macho-management', being positive and
tough all the time, can become a tyranny. Even the toughest leaders and strongest teams
need to make space for people to share their doubts, uncertainties and fears. You can often
judge the quality of relationships by how much they can tolerate facing such dilEculties.
Another way ofputting the point we are making is Freud's argument that'the penalty of
resistance is repetition'. The more you deny and pretend something isn't there, the more it

will haunt you.
Respect

for the individual

The founder of IBM was once in a lift when he spotted a casually dressed, bearded
individual. 'Fire him!'demanded the founder, only to be told, 'We can't, he's your
chief programmer'.
Respect is another of the building blocks ofdeveloping relationships in teams. What do we

mean by that?

Well, let's take Beethoven's Piano Concerto Number Five, for instance. A much
performed piece. It only sounds dillerent because of the individual soloist's talent. To
create a memorable product for the audience. he/she also needs the dilferent and
va

complementary skills of the cellist, conductor, piano-tuner and front of house manager.
The point here is that to create something special demands respect ficr the individual. In
ACE teams people are not expected to be the same. If they were, they would all be playing
the same role or doing the same job.
In past years failure to wear a hat could get you sacked from the sales team, or a
coloured shirt could brand you as unreliable. Yet there are still expectations of strong
conformity in many places. Not always in clothing but in other important ways. What
makes a team successful, though, is not conformity but diversity.
Spot the paradox? On the one hand, a good team depends on sharing values and being
strongly aligned, but on the other a key value is individuality.
Often people's differences are considered a hindrance. You hear phrases such as: 'not
one of us', 'doesn't quite fit in', 'hard to work with', and so on. Leaders who want to
transform situations understand that people who are unusual - including the mavericks,
the apparently awkward or hard to manage - often possess the real answers to what an
organization should be doing. 'Tap the energy of the anarchist', argues Body Shop's Anita
Roddick, 'and he'll be the one to push your company ahead'.
In theatre teams individual differences are relished. Take the role of Richard III for

instance. Laurence Olivier, Richard Burton, Peter O'Toole, Anthony Sher, Ian
McKellen, and many more have played it. What would be the point itthey all simply did it
the same way?

Or why should Nigel Kennedy make
yet another recording of Vivaldi's 'Four
Seasons' when Yehudi Menuhin has
already done it brilliantly, using the same
set of notes? He has done because at the

time he believed his way of playing it
would be di{Ierent and therefore worth
hearing.

To sum up, ACE teams work together

for the greater good of all by

making

individuality a key value. Team members
have a group commitment to releasing
each other's individual self-expression.
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Scene 2-

THEANGEL FACTOR
Personol Investment

Act

One,Scene 4 -'THEANGELFACTOR'

mffi

Personal Investment
f

f

it doesn't make a nickel. I iust want
tt
every man, lvoman and child in America to se" it.
I don't care if

Som Goldwyn
Our managing director pays the theatre director a visit
MANAGING DIRECTOR:

I'ue got a bone to pich with you!

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Oh d.ear,

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Hard luck, now listen. Ibe been reading some of

I'm a aegetarian!
bit of
ansufi a questionfor

those theatre boohs you gaae me, doing a

research, and

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Fire away.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

So

far

I

want you to

ute'ae discussed team alignment

me.

in terms of

leadership, organization and rclationships. There's
something

aital missing.

TI{EATRE DIRECTOR:

I'm sure there is, but what do you haae in mind?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well tahe Laurence Oliaier, for example. I read about
when he uas filming a scene in RICHARD III and
an artow uas shot into his calf. Eteryone went quiet
while he sat there motionless, the blood gushing

from his uound. llhen the assistant director rushed
oaer to him, know what Olioier said?
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

'I'll

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Good try! No, he simply ashed: 'Did ue get it in
the can?' He anas so totally immerced in his utork,
not eaen being shot stapped him performing. So,

sue you

for

this'?

what's the missing alignment factor

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

-

insanity?

Performers are a bit c:razy, but I don't think that's
it. You're dead right to pinpoint their commitment,
though. Eaery time I watch d.ancers proctise and see
the gruelling physical torture they erdure, I utonder
what heeps them at it. And you hnow, the other day
I was talking to an actor uho anrhed with Daniel
Day Leutis in the fiIm where he played a paraplegic.

n

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

fY

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Yes. Apparently, he stayed in his role uthet he
utasn't filming. He literally liaed the part. He
utanted to experience uhat it utas lihe only being
able to communicate through his leftfoot.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

LEFT FOOT. He w(m an Oscarfm that, didn't he?

So, what is

it, dedication,

obsession, screw loose, or

uthat?
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

I think

I{ANAGING DIRECTOR:

You mean stochs and shares?

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Not

it's . . . personal intestment.

financial investment, something much

more

personal.
},IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Such as?

TI{EATRE DIRECTOK

Well, if you ask these people uhy they do it, they
say it's not just a job, it's a uay of life. ACE teams
cozsdst ofpeople uho are aligned about inaesting
themseloes totally in the worh.

IIANAGING DIRECTOR:

You mean a tearn of uorhaholics?

THEATRE DIRECTOft

No, personal inaestment isn't neccssarily about
being uorhaholic. Tahe you and your team,for
instance. llthy arc you doing it? llthat's in it for
you? What's in it for them? Yoa've got to looh at
uthat sparhed your commitmert in the first place. It
could be the reputation of the company, the actual
utorh, an opportuni$ to do something ercitittg,
gaining a high proftle. Maybe the project erpresses
a deeply held conaiction; or alloats you to stretch
yourself for acquire sotne new rcspottsibilities; or
maybe you simply like the comradeship .

},IANAGING DIRECTOR:

But somewhere along the line, you mahc a personal

intestment,
THEATRE DIRECTOR

Right. And then people go to extraordinary lmgths

to cteate results.

Investment

A good way of looking at personal investment is to notice what happens in mounting a
stage show. The producer has to raise huge sums of money and it's usually a high risk
venture. After all, there are many more failures than successes.
Even plays that receive much critical acclaim can lose money. Many films, for example,
have won Oscars and yet failed at the box o(fice . So obtaining
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a

good return on your money

from mounting a show is high risk, even ifyou happen to be Andrew Lloyd Webber. It's no
wonder that investors who still go ahead and run these high risks are called angels.

Jf

I don't work

-

| live!

lt
Gerord Depardeu

JJ

|

*ork to

stay alive.

tt
Bette Dovies

Why do angels do it? Usually they want to feel part of the action. When you invest your
own money in any project, whether it's buying a house or backing a business, you now
have a personal stake in success. You have a highly individual link with the final result.
An extreme example of this occurred when Alan Bowkett, a 4l-year-old business school
graduate whose career had spanned Lex Service Group and BET, became chief executive
of food and property group Berisford International. He bought 6 million new shares and
provided the company with €l million in cash. As he put it at the time, 'I want to ensure
that my objectives and my shareholders'objectives are the same. What benefits I get they
get too'.
Stage performers of course rarely put their own money into shows, so why are they so
committed? Their investment is more likely to be energy, enthusiasm, time, knowledge,

passion, sweat and personal experience. Once you've put that sort of personal
contribution into the kitty, you are bound to feel deeply committed. Which is yet another
paradox. Without investing part of yourself, some part of you that really matters, you
cannot make a real connection with a desired success. Yet ifyou don't have a strong feeling
ofbeing connected, it can be hard to find the personal resources to invest in the first place:

lack of
oonnestion

Low
investment

n

ft's one more vicious circle that needs breaking into, if a team is to gain the sort of
alignment we are talking about. So what breaks the circle? How do you persuade people to
invest themselves so completely in the team's work that everyone becomes thoroughly
aligned?

The way it's done is by helping people find the connection with their personal
motivation and enthusiasm - let's call it the Angel Factor. It may not be a one-o{f piece of
inspiration. It could be a whole series of factors that persuade us to invest so much of
ourselves that it gives our team alignment a special edge. Factors such as reputation, the
work itself, or a particular opportunity are all examples. Are there any studies or scientific
evidence that make sense of these apparently hard to pin down intangibles. Well, a recent
study by the psychology professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi at the University of Boston,
for instance, looked at what makes human beings hoppy. He found that it is optimal
experiences or 'flow' which give 'a sense of exhilaration that comes when you are so
completely absorbed in a task that all your mental and physical abilities are being used to
the utmost'.
What the evidence amounts to is that when people make a personal investment, the
work becomes absolutely absorbing and highly satisfring:

Great
Satisfaction

Personal
Investment
Living that kind ofre-enforcing life is extremely demanding, but then nobody said being
an ACE team is easy. To quote Siegfried and Roy again, Roy says:
You have to be round the clock dedicated or it doesn't work. Our lives are really an
extension of the show and vice versa. Everything we do - the people we see, the food we
eat, the house we live in - relates to our performance on stage.
You needn't go thatfar, but we are talking about total immersion in the project at the time

of doing it. The toP teams in the performing arts adore their work and are totally
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committed to it. There is no holding back. People drive each other to new heights of
achievement.John Goldman, the man behind the Monty Python films, for instance, had
six writers constantly questioning each other about the standard and nature of the
material they were creating. This mutually challenging process, Goldman says, made
them better and better. No one could have forced these writers to sulfer the agonies of
constantly rewriting. They had to love it in the first place.

tt

involvement goes deeper than acting or directing.

",
I love eyery aspect of the creation of motion pictures
and I guess I am committed to it for life.

ll

Clint Eostwood
In essence, team members passionately investing themselves in the group's work, or
some important aspect of it, produces a powerful sense of alignment. The Angel factor
encourages team members to make the connection between themselves and the objective.

tt

I'd rather direct. Any day. And twice on Sundays.

tt

Steyen Spielberg
So let's look at some Angel factors at work.

Angel factors
Reputation

ACE teams develop a reputation that is magnetic. Perficrmers leap at the chance of
working with certain directors, conductors, choreographers or writers. There's a definite
allure about being in the premiere of an AIan Aykbourn play, dancing a Kenneth
Macmillan ballet, or singing with Placido Domingo in an opera - even if you are only in
the chorus.

It's much the same in business. People want to work for certain companies such as
Mars, or Hewlett Packard because of something special they o{fer. It certainly isn't the
allure of profits or high turnover. There's even a directory now produced showing which
companies are seen by people as the most desirable to join. None of the criteria have
anything to do with how much money these organizations make.
It is not always national prestige that provides the Angel factor. Take the Welfare State
Theatre Company, which galvanizes whole communities into creating epic theatrical
processions, with huge puppets and pyrotechnical e{fects. The company's reputation
precedes it and people clamour to be part ofthe fun. Success does indeed breed success.
Again the same occurs in business. Every industry has its top team known in the trade
as the best, and to be invited to join is enough to set the blood racing.
8l

The

wor*

Another example of the Angel factor is
the work itself. The opportunity to do
what one does well can be enough to
get the juices going and break into that
vicious circle of lack of connection and
low personal investment.
Two common reactions by performers
offered a part in a new show are 'Good
to get the creative juices working again'
and 'As soon as I read it, I knew I had to
do it'. Something about the new work -

the quality of the writing,

message, the challenge, or
are excited to be part ofit.

the

whatever

-

creates the Angel factor, and people
In addition, when you have a skill and do something well, you are usually looking for a
chance to display it. For example, one of the authors used to appear in countless TV
commercials- and it wasn'tjust for the money. Mini-dramas that have to tell their story in
perhaps only 30 seconds demand a challenging level of technical expertise.
Composers who write incidental music for television dramas or films say how stretching
it is to match the sound to the action. Ed Boyle, a former BBC reporter and now an
independent producer, does radio work almost despite the money: 'Prices are rock-bottom
and working for the radio is a loss leader. I really do it because I love the wireless'.

DISSENTING VOICE

tt

l'""
s€€

done commercials in Australia l'd pay you not to

- pretzels, fish fingers . . .

tt

John Cleese
Human

beings generally delight in doing things well - like the enthusiastic carpenter we
met who was working on a set ofwardrobes. It was an old house and he was relishing the

di{ficulty of coping with the crooked walls and uneven floors. Or like our own computer
programmer having to devise a way of putting the ACE Team Star Profile on page 179
onto the computer screen.
Sadly, business teams seem to rely heavily on the assumption that the work itself is
intrinsically attractive. This needs to be carefully checked out, particularly in senior
management groups, for example, where the members may have long since drifted away
from the roots oftheir original interest and expertise.
Opportunity

Another important Angel factor prompting personal investment is when people see an
important opportunity for themselves. Theatre people say: 'There are no small parts, only
small actors'. Countless players have moulded memorable performances from humble

n

material. Stars such as Penelope Keith, Felicity Kendal, Michael Gambon and Tracy
Ullman are often remembered for small supporting roles they played before they became
famous.

In business one way people have tried
to use opportunity as an Angel factor
is through share participation,
management buy-outs (such as NFC we
ment.i()rred carlier) and more recently
the leveraged buy-out, like the one at
Macy's in New York. The Macy's

experiment ultimately failed through
too much debt and insufficient growth.
Even so, it showed the extraordinary
impact of an exciting opportunity for
personal investment in generating team

alignment. Suddenly Macy's team
began working together in a much
more coherent way, because ofthe chance ofpersonal wealth created by the buy-out.
What this Angel factor amounts to is giving people a personal connection with a team's
success. No job is too small or devoid of possibilities, it all depends on whether individuals
see a personal link between themselves, that job and the team's success.
Which brings us back to the leaders. Their job is to ensure that every member of the
team can make that link, and for those who find opportunity a compelling Angel factor, to
help those people see it. When they do, they will make the necessary personal investment
and contribute further to team alignment.

Innouation

of encouraging people to
make a personal investment and further

Another way

team alignment is by using the
attraction of being 'the first'. That is,
when something is compelling simply
because it is new.
Many stage performers, for example,
are reluctant to participate in revivals,
arguing 'What's the point of doing
something that's already been done
before?' And, in business, people are
often more attracted to launching a
new product than pushing the sales of
an existing one, or setting up a new
information system than refining the
present one.

The allure of the new certainly seems
to have a particular power. It persuaded
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celebrated actors at the National Theatre, for instance, to perform in drag, becoming the

first modern-day, all-male production of As You Like It. It prompted GlendaJackson to
writhe on the floor dementedin Marat Sade andJim Dale to learn to walk the tightrope in
Barnum. It led Helen Mirren and Ben Kingsley to give up everything in London to play in
Peter Brook's experimental team in Paris.
There is something compelling about being in on the ground floor, of having

a

chance to

grow and have a real influence.

tt

A wise man will make more oPPortunities than he

will find.

tt

Francis Bacon
High prortb

The chance of a high profile is an
Angel factor that can really get PeoPle
going. They will often invest an
enormous amount of themselves
because it will set them apart or in some

way bring some form of public
recognition. For every shrinking

wallflower, there's a bunch of blooming
roses waiting to be discovered!

f

a P.rssion which is the instinct of all
' P.rrion for fame;
ll

great souts.

Edmund Burke
People will do extraordinary things to avoid the depersonalization our society seems to
achieve both at work and in other spheres. They will pay large sums of money for car
number plates that suggest their car is somehow dilferent, or customize their front doors.
In organizations it can be attractive simply to have the chance to be seen, to gain public
recognition. Joining a high performance group is an important way of achieving that,
since an ACE team with a low profile is almost a contradiction in terms. Success inevitably
makes it stand out in some way. People will be attracted by the glory of being part of a
winning combination, despite the work pressures.

Conuiction

One of the more complicated Angel factors is conviction

-

a

person's deeply held belief

in

what he/she is doing.
Bob Geldof gave a year of his life to work on Live Aid. Jane Fonda made the Chiru
s4

ofher personal concern about nuclear power. Kevin Costner took a huge
risk making his debut as a director with Dances with l/olaesbecause he felt so strongly about
the way the native American Indians were treated.
Conviction is a powerful driving force. When people have it, they will often make an
unbelievable personal investment and handle any consequences later. And they often do it
without expecting much personal reward. The Women's Playhouse Trust, for instance,
tries to improve women's lot in the theatre, and attracts acresses such as GlendaJackson
and Joan Plowright. Green Light Productions is a small theatre company committed to
ecological improvement, and a percentage of its revenue is committed to an environmenSyndrome because

tal cause.
Conviction can be more powerful even than profits. When Body Shop once again
confounded the critics with its financial results in early 1992, a financial observer
commented that earnings growth was way down the list of founder Roddick's list of
priorities. 'If it came to what she saw as a moral crunch, Ms Roddick would probably
sacrifice profits.' The thousands of sta{f working for Body Shop would only quarrel with
the word'probably'.
Nowadays there is a growing spirit of concern in business. There is the teaching of
business ethics in management schools, and a number of companies participate in the
Business in the Community campaign, and, most flamboyantly, in charity events. All are
signs of people's desire to act out their beliefs.
The energy released when this particular Angel factor is at work is what every business
yearns for. A basic question facing team leaders is how can the enthusiasm and vigour
shown by staff in companies for events such as Comic Relief be used in their work too?
These events are not always that exciting. There is, after all, nothing inherently thrilling
about collecting money. The attraction comes from doing something one cares about, and
having an enlivening experience.
One way is connecting with a good cause in your day-to-day work. IBM, for example,
has long supported secondment of executives to provide specialist know-how and advice
to voluntary organizations. Another way is using the company's resources to support
particular local community needs. A third approach is tithing a percentage of profits or
revenue to a specific cause . We ourselves, for instance, tithe 5 per cent ofone ofour courses
to a children's charity.

Acceptance of responsibility

The next Angel factor is responsibility,
which is when people believe it's up to
thern to create important team results.
When Beechams merged with Smith
Klein and French, both companies were
thought by many observers to be heading towards oblivion. Neither was big enough on
its own to tackle their bigger multinational rivals. Morale in both companies was low.
After the merger the new leadership began investing heavily in team development.

Over 100 top managers worked for months in groups that were given the most basic of
responsibilities. In e{fect the top management said 'Forget about Beechams and forget
about Smith Kleirr and French. Start with what we've got and tell us what needs to
happen'.
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tt

You can get people to devetop their skills not by

steering them by fixed rules but by giving them total
responsibility to achieve a specified result.
Jon

tt

Corhon, Chief Executive of

SAS Airlines

Although the exercise absorbed enormous quantities of management time, the
of responsibility worked. When we met a relatively junior
research and development supervisor in the newly merged comPany, he could not stop
talking about the process that had switched on people's sense of ownership: 'It has filtered
team-building and shift

right down, and now more and more employees are being infected'.
Our message about this particular way of enlisting personal investment is that it can be
encouraged by the members of the team feeling personally responsible in some way for an
important aspect of the team's work.

tt

F"* things help an individual more than to ptace
responsibility upon him and let him know that you

trust him.

lt

Booker Woshinglon

Ensemble

plalng

We've mentioned the paradox of
needing to reconcile great individuality
with strong teamwork. You can see this

reconciliation occurring in a
group such as the Ambache
Chamber Orchestra. This relatively new team ofmusicians has a soloist and lead violinist,
yet plays without a conductor. Their strength lies in the ensemble playing - the sense in
which everyone is in it together.
This might seem true for all teams. Yet some teams mainly consist ofstrong individuals
whose wish is to stand out from the crowd. There are also ACE teams, though, which shine
by committing themselves to group success, and no one tries to stand out singly. It
provides a great sense of companionship, community and friendship.
There are teams like this in business too, although companionship, community and
friendship may not be at the forefront of their thinking. They are more likely to talk about
wanting to work together because they value how e{fective they can be as a team or how
they all get on with each other.
Few people join ACE teams solely for companionship or friendship, yet these remain
important factors in most teams. For example, most of the research on why people resist
change in organizations suggests how much they value their current set of relationships
86

tt

No rewards are handed out for co-operating with
people we like. lt's co-operating with stinkers that
counts.

lt

J. C. Penny

and don't want them altered or
damaged. This concern also prompts

people to stay in an organization. It
even explains why people occasionally
leave organizations only to return a few
months later, wanting to get back to the
team.

Leadership, organization and personal relations are the bedrock ofalignment. Personal
investment provides that extra contribution which makes ACE teams truly an alignment

ofangels!
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Th" best wayto predict the future

is

to invent it.

tt

Alon Koy, Fellow of Apple Computers
Star performing teams are in the business ofcreativity. They innovate, take their creative
ideas and apply them. f t's how these dynamic teams renew themselves, stay healthy and

produce outstanding results.
When people talk about creativity they often mean inventing ideas, rather than how to
achieve exceptional results. Instead of simple idea-generation, ACE teams use creativity
in its broadest sense to drive all their activity. Thus ACE teams keep trying to make
everything they do creative in some way - from decisions to relationships, from plans to
negotiating.
Since creativity can be hard to pin down, how do we really know a team is being
creative? Take relationships, for example. It's rather easier to identify a group generating
ideas than it is to notice a creative conversation taking place. Perhaps the best guide for
what is really happening, and whether we're having a creative experience, is the feelings
we have. For instance , do we end a meeting or finish a conversation feeling excited because
something new came from the encounter, or do we leave frustrated because it was a turgid

exchange of old information?

Naturally we see performers and stage artists as creative. But are business people? Well,
since to crcalc is'to make or originate something new', there is no doubt that many
businesses are amazingly creative. Yet there persists a myth that only a few people can, or
even need be, creative, while the rest of us should concentrate on being productive.

We ran a team development programme with a group of project managers in the
systems division of a large financial services company. On the last day we asked the
group what they had discovered during the course. One of them said, 'I'd always
thought ofmyself as an uncreative person. My wife paints, my daughter sings. They
see me as a pretty straightforward computer bod. In these past couple ofdays I can
really see how creative I am. I have ideas, I join in the devising process, I've been

really active in all that we've produced. I now realize that I'm highly creative, itjust
doesn't fit the normal picture'.
In fact, when a team is being highly creative, concentrated and expressive, it's also at its
most productive. While alignment is essential for star performance, it's only a start. There
has to be a creative dimension too.
By now there ought to be some undisputed rules for what makes a business team
creative in the broadest sense. Yet despite a considerable body of research, little is really
known about the actual process and the mental mechanisms for controlling it.
13

The increasing diversity of companies is also changing the requirements of teams.
Previously the emphasis was almost solely on sound management, now it's inspiring
leadership that's wanted. And whereas in the past managers were expected to motivate
their people, it's now quite rightly expected to be an empowering partnership. With these
two changes, creativity is taking a more central role in teamwork.

tt

B"

brave enough to live tife creatively. The creative is

where no one else has eyer been. You have to leave the

city of your comfort, and go into the wilderness of your
intuition. You can't get there by bus, only by hard work
and risk and by not quite knowing what you are doing.

What you'll discover will be wonderful. What you'll
discover will be yoursef.

tt

Alon Aldo - stor
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Before we show how an ACE team fosters creativity, let us see what the creative process

itself looks like. While there are no agreed rules, there are common stages in all creative
activity, although one may not always have much control over them.
STIMULUS: gets things moving. It may be imposed, such as a commission for a
painting or a new symphony, the deadline of a production, or impending bankruptcy
forcing a company to create a new product or solution. While there's nothing like a crisis to
force creativity, this is essentially a reactive approach.
More satisfying and indeed satisfactory is stimulus that is selCgenerated, as when
people follow their curiosity, or experience some dissatisfaction about the world around
them. Like inventors, creative people are always looking and wondering. 'What's needed
around here?' 'What would take this organization to a new level of effectiveness?' 'What
else could we be doing to improve things?' They keep trying to see the world in different
and maybe strange ways.
You don't need to be an artist to have this attitude. When young Michael Dell began
selling computers direct to customers, without dealers, showrooms or using retail outlets,
the idea was strange, and to many people at the time quite bizarre. Today, the
multinational Dell Corporation is not so much strange as a model to be emulated.

To stimulate a team's creativity in the broadest sense, you may need to bombard

it

with new experiences.
We often get teams to commit to a 'new experience' or event every month, whether
in a hot-air balloon, or a visit to a rock concert, the Stock Exchange, an
old people's home, a television studio, or a nursery school. It's always useful if the
team members can pursue these experiences together.
What may seem an olTbeat, strange or even irrelevant activity has a persistent

it

be a ride

habit ofgenerating new team thinking.
Sometimes the stimulus cannot come from outside. The artist or writer always faces the
blank page, even with a pile of existing ideas and materials to draw upon. The service
department wondering how to produce exceptional customer care similarly faces a blank
sheet. It's a common nightmare, resolved through the simple expedient of making a start,
no matter how small. A painting begins with a single line, a play with a word. Once you've
done something - anything - it often provides the stimulus to further work.

"

that anyone doing anything weird was
weird. I suddenly realized that anyone doing anything
weird wasn't weird at all and it was the people saying
tt
they were weird that were weird.
I ur"d to think

Poul McCortney of The Beotles
t5

Making a start, though, does demand trust. It's like being at a planning meeting that
begins with an eerie period of inactivity and silence. People need to believe that something
will happen if they continue focusing on the issues at hand. From emptiness emerges the
6rst contribution, which stimulates the next and so on. But no matter how good the
stimulus, you still have to GRAPPLE.
GRAPPLE: an odd word to convey the striving, trying, organizing, frustration,
playfulness, sorting, restructuring, hard graft, agony, release, struggle and persistence
that is part of the development process. It's what the renowned psychologist Dr Rollo May
once called 'an intense encounter with the material'.
All problems, other than the most easily solved ones, must be grappled with. You need
to think about them, see them from dillerent points of view, break them down into
component parts, and so on.

"

G.nius is l0 per cent inspiration and 90 per cent
perspiration.

ll

Albert Einstein
By 'living with' the material for a while, one slides under its skin, coming to understand
it from all angles. Scientists are used to such painstaking work, as are performers. It's

tough and many of us prefer to avoid it. Yet there is no easy way round it.

tt

lt', interesting isn't it - the harder I practice, the
luckier I get.

tt

Gory Ployer
After all this hard work vou need to PULL BACK.
PULL BACIC the conventional way of showing a dramatic encounter in a film is
through a wide shot, establishing the scene before moving into close-ups. Occasionally it's
done the other way around. From a close-up you 'pull back' to show the bigger picture,
which often reveals some surprises.
Similarly, in all creative endeavour there's a time to pull back for a di{ferent point of
view, allowing another part of you to go to work. Your'right brain' has to be engaged in
the process, viewing things from another perspective, perhaps being quirky and
unconventional. That can happen, for instance, through using symbols, drawings,
metaphors, dreams, imagination - such as visualizing someone else solving the problem and many other 'right brain' activities. What is interesting about this method,
incidentally, is that it is enormous fun, which is so often absent from teamwork.
Creativity is sometimes about uncovering what is already there. Michelangelo even
said his sculptures were already inside the blocks of stone; he merely chipped away the
surplus material. Fax machines had existed in the Xerox laboratories for about l0 years
before taking the market by storm. Left and right feet have been with us for millennia, yet
left and right shoes were not made until the last century. Our assumptions tend to limit
our ability to see what is staring us in the face - or at least in the foot!
Without an acceptance of the PULL BACK period, we can feel as if we're doing
96

nothing, despite looming deadlines. Apparent inactivity is often really the gestation
period when the seed planted in the unconscious stirs, begins to bear fruit. Leave it alone,
sleep on it, go on holiday, walk the dog, do something else. Agatha Christie found 'the best
time for planning a book is while you're doing the dishes'.
AHA!: the wonderful moment when something new comes into existence. An image, a
story, a solution, a breakthrough. Anton Bruckner was once asked: 'Maestro, how, when
and where did you think of the divine motif of your Ninth Symphony?'He replied,'Well,
it's like this. I walked up the Kahlenerg, and when it got hot and I became hungry, I sat
down by a little brook and unpacked my Swiss cheese. And just as I open the greasy paper,
that darn tune pops into my head!'
Archimedes shouted 'Eureka', and everyone has their own way of celebrating that
satisfying feeling when you've cracked it. One may as well enjoy this moment, because
now there is even more to do. You must SUCK-IT-'N-SEE
SUCK-IT-'N-SEE- ifwhat is created will work. Testing allows refinement. A good TV
script is redrafted at least four times. Most plays are rewritten during the rehearsal
process, when the playwright, hearing the words come to life, gains fresh insight. The
same is true in manufacturing, as a new product is improved during the production
Process.

It's tough work and hard to keep changing anything you have created when the strong
AHA! experience leaves you wanting to end there. Instead it's crucial to keep going. You
have to keep giving your best shot.

tt

Th" creatiye

process is the flip side of the destructive

one. lf we are not funding the creative process, we are
releasing the destructive process.

tt

Annie Costledine

-Theatre Diredor

Based on the above process we suggest a creative team will encourage or allow:

o
a
a
o
o
.
.
.

Experiment.

Trust.
Disagreement.

Failure.
Testing.
Shared feelings.
Play and fun.

Using whole person.
We explore these in Act Two:

SCENE I 'START WITH "YES" '- Permissive encouragement
SCENE 2 'RIDING THE ROLLER COASTER'- Creative energy
SCENE 3 'MORE THAN THE SUM OF THE PARTS'- Using the whole person

w

5 ff n"r ideas are constantly turned down,

it turns people off, they stop generating
ldeas, no matbr how much you pay them.:

-

Anito Roddick

Scene

/- START WITH "YES"

PermissMe Encourogement

Act'l\uo,Scene I -'STARTWITH'YES''

&ffi-ffi

Permissive Encouragement
The theatre director sits waiting, reading a business magazine; the managing director
zooms in like a whirling dervish . . .

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Wout, uteTe really motoring nout!

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Great. I'm aery pleased.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

We're all aligned as a team, but something amazing

is happening now.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

What?

MANAGING DIRECTOR;

Ideas, suggestions, recommendations. I mean, Ibe
alutays utanted proactiae people uith initidtite,
but there's no stopping them. They're coming at me
utith creatiae ideas left right and centre.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

To uhich you reply?

IIANAGING DIRECTOR:

Pardon?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Is that uhat you really

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Come to thinh of

say, 'Pardon?'

it, I probably do say something

I'd

lihe to be more positive, but to be
honest, most of the ideas arc rubbish - uell,

lihe 'Pardon'.

unrealistic anjutay.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

You remind me of a banh.

I{ANAGING DIRECTOR

What d'you mean?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Well, it lihesto say 'yes', but rarely does!

I'IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Point takm. But uhat about you, do you soy 'yes'

all

the time?

THEATRE DIRECTOR

lllhen I'm rehearsing a play, eutybody's suggesting
ideas all the time. I inoariably say, 'Let's try them
out and see if they uorh'. If they don't uorh, those
utho suggested them are the ftrst people to moue on
and inaent something better.

I.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Come to think of it, I remember workingfor a
,nanager who alutays said 'no'.

t0l

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

And uthat happened?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Aftet a afiile, I just stopped suggesting
improaements, I felt completely uncreatiue.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

The

pouer of the word !es'is out of all ptoportion to
I tell you, thqe used to be a small theatre

its size.

group that prouided a whole euening's entertainment
based on the notion of starting uith jes' . One of them
would utalh on to an empty stdge and start exploring
an idea. It night be a characta, a uord, a hat, a
physical shape - or a suggestion from the audience.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

A bit lihe that TV improaisation show uhere the
audimce contributes ideas and the actors haae to
make a funny shetch out of them?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Right. Whateter the idea, the members of the cast
always say 'yes' to it. Therc's no judging, no tequest
to the person to alter the suggestion. It doesn't
always utorh, but the oatcome is spontaneous,
interesting and oftm brilliant. In our business and
yoars, the killer of creatioe potential

is'no'

.

}.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well I agree that 'yes'is a pouterful coacept. But
uhy particularly for fast team-building?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Vlhm d team culture is all about jes', it encouroges
people to be c,reatiae by giving them permission.
And not just permission to be right all the time.

T.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

What else then?

THEATRE DIRECTOR

I'd, say permission to experiment, disagree and to
mahe a feut mistahes.

I,IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well, ute'ae

all

made a feu of those.

Need for encouragement

tt

l'-

not afraid to fail, proyiding I fail honourably.

tt

Dovid Putnam
We once advised in a company where the finance director was nicknamed 'Doctor No' by
his colleagues. As you can imagine, the atmosphere was depressing. It was impossible to
convince him about anything. It was causing growing problems because people wouldn't
go to him with suggestions, they already knew the answer.
Having identified the problem, we began exploring why he always seemed so negative.

It turned out he had legitimate concerns about the profitability and security of the
company. He was genuinely fearful about letting go, of saying 'yes', in case people went
t0?

wild. Once he himself realized what was happening and that most ideas coming forward
were not bound to end in terminal failure, he began tempering his financial caution with a
more receptive attitude.

tt
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n"*

ideas are constantly turned down, it turns

people off, they stoP generating ideas, no maffer how
much you pay them.

ll

Anito Roddick

We'll return later to the idea of terminal failure. Essentially, though, teams must
distinguish between actions that could be merely damaging to the organization and those
that might cause its demise. The restrictive climate is often imposed on individuals and
teams by organizations because, like Doctor No, they confuse terminal failure with
mistakes. The latter are inevitable along the way to discovering how to succeed.
Discovering how to succeed, means developing a team climate in which suggestions are
likely to meet an initial 'yes'. When that occurs, people keep returning with more. Even if
your idea ultimately receives a 'no', at least you feel you're being taken seriously.
New business ideas, in fact new businesses, start with 'yes'. While generating ideas is
valuable, it's saying'yes' and acting on them that really matters. It brings a positive drive,
a creative spirit to a team.

Conducting their interviews at 3M, In Search of Excellcnce authors Peters and
Waterman were surprised that proposals for a new product rarely exceeded five
pages. A vice-president explained: 'We consider a coherent sentence to be an
acceptable first draft for a new-product plan'.

While running for the topjob in the ailing Disney Corporation, Michael Eisner learned
might not be appointed after all. Ringing Sid Bass, the company's major shareholder,
in Fort Worth, Eisner explained why he should be chosen:
he

It's going to take a creative person to run this company. Look at the history of
America's companies. They have always gotten into trouble when the creative people
are replaced by the managers.

Creative people start with 'yes'- and business needs them. When an organization
reaches a certain size, though, it often starts having trouble coping with both releasing and

harnessing creative

flair.

Instead increasing elfort

and

resources

are devoted

to

systemizing, standardizing, and homogenizing. While these are essential if an organization is to continue developing and avoid terminal failure, they have to be strongly
counterbalanced by the 'yes' mentality. Otherwise they drive out the creative, entrepreneurial flair that makes growth possible.
r03

This balance ofform and flair is needed in a team just as much as in the organization at
large. But how do you achieve such a balance? By helping individuals, teams and
companies rediscover the joy and usefulness of ceativity.
It is tempting to lay this responsibility entirely at the door of the team leader. Yet ACE
teams don't necessarily require their leaders to be exceptionally creative themselves,
though that certainly helps. It's more important that there is a process of continual
encouragement to release the group's creative potential.

tt

You know how l'm smart? I've got people around me

who know more than I do.

ll

louis B. Moyer
It's up to the whole team to generate and maintain that kind of encouragement.
Expecting only the leader to do it is like demanding the leader do everyone's job.
Everybody has the responsibility in an ACE team to avoid stifling creative possibilities by
opposing restrictive practices. We're not talking about union rules or go-slows. Creativity

in a team is choked offbv:

a
o
o
.
.
a
.

Routine.
Hierarchies.
Power struggles.

Cynicism.
Negativity.
Disempowerment.
Buck-passing.

tt

I

h"

a

very low regard for cynics. I think it's the

beginning of dyin

g,"
Robert Redford

Duringour team development work in companies we often meet staffwho feel restricted
and imprisoned by their working environment. What'sneeded is simply a more receptive
and ultimately creative culture, one which starts with a 'yes' attitude. When an
organization moves in that direction, then routine, hierarchies, cynicism and so on
become less dominant. People soon reveal how liberated, powerful and productive they
feel.

a(
--

Do not be too timid and sgueamish about your
actions.

All life is an experiment.

tt

Emerson
r04

Permission to expreriment
As we heard from our theatre director at the start of this scene, one of the commonest
expressions in all creative endeavour is 'let's try it'. The continuous quest for a workable
idea demands experiment. Creating something new always requires a move beyond
familiar territory. In a creative team you regularly suspend old ways ofjudging ideas, and
challenge conventional wisdom.
When Edison did his countless experiments to produce a light bulb that lasted, he
didn't decide beforehand which type of filament would work. The only way to tell was by
trying out thousands of them.
Instead of 'Yes, let's try it'in many teams you hear phrases like 'I don't think that'll
work', 'We've done something like that in the past' or, most frequently, 'Yes, but . . .'

Of course people need to be free to
disagree, to show they don't approve of
something; they can't always keep
saying yes. We'll deal with that in a
moment. What matters, though, is
having a team climate in which 'yes' is
the norm, in which 'Let's try it' is a way
of life. The potential of teams and
companies is locked away in the people
who work there and who feel they do
not have permission to contribute.
When asked why they don't speak up, a
common reply is 'What's the point. No
one listens'.
So listening means saying 'yes'. You keep saying it so that ideas move forward until, if
necessary, they hit some immovable brick wall. That's why a culture that says'Let's try it'
is so invigorating.

r05

Who provides the brick wall - the
Doctor No we mentioned earlier? No.
In a team living by a creed of 'Let's try
it', not every idea is pursued. That
would obviously be impossible. 'Let's try

it'

simply liberates everyone to think
creatively about what would happen if
the idea was put into action. Quite

often genuine obstacles soon emerge
naturally to make it clear the idea

is unworkable or not a priority.
Living by 'let's try it' explains the

success

of certain Japanese companies

one of which regularly reminds
employees: 'You are not paid to come

to work, you are paid to improve the
business.'

"

.

.. by chance you will say, but chance only favours the

mind which is prepared.

tt

louis Posteur
The passion of theatre and other performing teams to encourage experiments is why
many of them build so fast. Stagedirector Stephen Berkoffdescribes an atmosphere in
which 'everyone experiments together. Ideas are thrown around, things are tried out,
there's abuzz ofconcentrated creative energy. I want people to be desperate to get out of
bed and go to rehearsal'.
Berko{fs world demands this experimental culture, but does business? The good ones
that grow do. All the concern about total quality management, quality circles, just-in-time
and a host ofother catechisms ofmodern management is really about ways ofencouraging
everyone to keep pushing forward with new, creative solutions to run the business better.
It's peculiar that many business successes seem to happen almost despite the ability of
the organization to say 'no'. One of the most memorable examples was the creation of the
IBM 360 computer, which was never regarded by the company's management as
mainstream. The company's development funds were channelled to an entirely di{ferent
team, which was expected to make the product breakthrough.
The team creating the 360 was barely tolerated and was not even known to exist by
some senior IBM staff. It had to beg, borrow and filch the resources for its brainchild.
When the mainstream IBM project turned into a disaster, the 360 emerged from the
shadows as a company saviour. It was success through the backdoor. Today this backdoor
way of saying TRY IT - where teams are expected to skulk in the shadows - even has a
formal name: skunk works. People talk of wanting more skunk works, and learned papers
are written on how to encourage them.
Perhaps it's the only way some organizations can promote limited creativity, by
consigning it to a twilight zone of semi-respectability. It shows how far many

r&

organizations must travel to really generate team creativity.

Short cuts - pinch the best
The impact of teams that do live by
experimenting is far-reaching. Orson
Welles, together with John Housemann
and Joseph Cotten, created the radical
Mercury Theatre company in New York.

It's innovative style was a resounding
success, and they produced a regular
drama series on radio; that series
broadcast the famous version of War of thz
World,s that was so realistic it provoked
national panic. The team was then
snapped up by Hollywood and it's first
frlm, Citizen Kane, has influenced film-

makers ever since. People are wise to look
to the experimenters for good product.
In fact most great business experiments
owe their origin to some previous pioneer.
There was absolutely nothing new about

Green Shield Stamps, except how they
were relaunched at the right moment.
Richard Branson's Virgrn Atlantic airline
was a live experiment based on what he
learned from Freddie laker's experience.
At the tjme many people thought Branson
must either be mad to hire the failed Laker or was hiring him out of kindness.
One of the Royal Shakespeare Company's greatest triumphs was its epic production of
Nicholas Nicklefu.It re-established the company's reputation on both sides of the Atlantic,
with critics and public alike praising the experimental approach. However, the house style
had actually been pioneered by the far smaller Shared Experience theatre company,
whose own innovative approach in turn came from the storytelling techniques of
traditional Eastern cultures.
What all this adds up to is that ACE teams live by experimentation. By giving people
permission to keep saying 'Yes - now see how far you can take your idea', companies allow
the team to build quickly and learn to be creative together.

tt

Wh"n you steat from one author, it's ptagiarism;
if you steal from many, it's research.

tt

Wilson Mizner
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Permission to disagree constructively

Does this heading mean ACE teams
should have lots of disagreements?
We'd put it slightly differently. Along
the way to creating something
worthwhile. ACE teams tolerate
wide differences ofopinion, because creative solutions often emerge from combining two
conflicting ideas. A team takes an idea or a theory, then tests it against an opposite or
alternative version. Some companies even formalize this into a shoot-out, during which
two opposing views present their case and the best one wins.

tt

Fo, God's sake don't say'Yes'until | finish tatking.

tt

Danyl F.Zonuckto on eoger oss,stont
Shoot-outs though are win/lose situations. Performing arts teams prefer a win/win
situation, where from the resulting tension of disagreement comes the possibility of
creating something new, incorporating both ideas.

YOUR IDEA

MY IDEA
SYNTHESIS

NE}+/ IDEA
Rehearsing any stage performance is a living version of this sort ofconstructive conflict.
Faced by two actors with opposing ideas about a scene, the director's job isn't to make a
cosy compromise that distils or weakens both ideas. A good theatre director will strive for
synthesis - something completely new encompassing both positions.
In really effective business teams you earn your money by bringing to them a unique
point of view. Otherwise it's like a set of clones working together - good for robotics, bad
for creativity. Constructive disagreement doesn't undermine team alignment, it enhances
it. Alignment, which stems from shared values, goals and vision, allows many conflicting
ideas to emerge about how to get there.
The team leader can help devise situations in which this constructive disagreement can
occur safely. Both Honda and BP have established systems to facilitate that kind of

constructive disagreement. At Honda, there are meetings in which different teams
publicly tackle a contentious issue. They have mastered the art of 'disagreeing without
t08

being disagreeable'. They know it's how the company keeps growing and maintains its

quality.
When you start taking disagreement seriously as a creative force, there are lots of ways
of encouraging it. IBM developed the idea of conferences held by people sitting and
communicating by computer terminal. People could type in their comments without
having to say who they were, and felt freer to disagree and put alternative views without
seeming to be attacking anyone personally.

tt

I lik" Bartok and Strayinsky. lt's a discordant sound
and there are discordant sounds inside a company. As
president, you must orchestrate the discordant sounds

into a kind of harmony. But you never want too much
harmony. One must cultivate a taste for finding
harmony within discord, or you will drift away from

the forces that keep a company alive.

tt

Iokeo Fujisowa, Hondos cufounder

'Hitchhiking' is where a

team
consistently builds on other people's
ideas. When we have meetings in our
own company, you will often hear
somebody say: ' I've got a thought
about this. Maybe it's a lousy idea, but
I'll throw it in anyway, because I'm sure
somebody will be able to take issue with
me and build on it'. From the ensuing
argument something creative invariably
arises.

So let's sum up. ACE teams give
permission for people to disagree
constructively, which encourages
people to be creative. It has to be
disagreement in which people
build on each other's ideas, and it's about learning to disagree without being disagreeable.

Permission to fail

-'It'll

be alt

right on the night'

When a child is learning to walk, it inevitably falls over. Do we hurl abuse at it, tell it that
next time it had better not fail or else? If we did, we'd have a population of adults crawling
t09

to work. No, we give the child permission
to fail. We don't sanction terminal failure,
which would happen if the child fell over
and nevergot up again. We encourage the
child to keep trying. We do so by focusing
on a natural desire to walk anyway. The

internal motive is so strong that the infant
can take a lot of failures on the road to
success. After bumps, tears and frustra-

tion, the child eventually gets there.
An ACE team is rather like an infant
learning to walk, reaching for success
through lots of falling and plenty of rehearsal. Organizations and team leaders,
and the team itsele must learn to tolerate
this kind of failure. which is not terminal'
What exactly is terminal failure? Let's look at the theatre again.

being so 'way out'

it

A top team avoids

could put the entire organization at risk. Running a large
organization like the Royal National Theare, for example, director Richard Eyre can
experiment with a new team in any one of three different company theatres. Yet he knows
exactly how much budget and energy to invest before collapse would threaten the entire
operation. Whatever creative risks he takes, they must never jeopardize a theatre's life.

"

lfyou don't instill in your people the ability to fail, they

will never take risks. But when they fail there's no
reason why they should take the whole ship down with

them.

ll

Michoel Eisner

- Heod of Disney Corporotion

This constraint on Eyre is similar to what some companies call 'below the water line'
decisions. As with a ship, you can make all kinds of mistakes, as long as you don't allow it
to be seriously holed below the water line, when the chances of survival are small.
Similarly, teams and managers need to be allowed a large range of freedom in the
decisions they take. But no decision must be of the 'below the water line' variety, where it
could sink the company
So an ACE team is never reckless. It's willing to face failure in the interests of growth
and change, but will rarely bet the company. That is, it will never willingly court a failure
of such serious proportions as to damage either its own or the organization's chances of

survival.

il0

Marks & Spencer's move, for instance, to introduce franchising in certain countries was
a major gamble. It moved the company well away from its traditional way of working, in

it retained tight control over its own retail outlet. Franchising was, however, a
creative response to M & S entering certain markets, where its favourite way of working
was not entirely e{fective. Embarking on franchising was risky yet never put the entire
company at risk.
which

JJ

Gr""t orchestras rehearse. Great sports teams
practise. To neglect practice and learning is, of course,

foolish. But in today's business organizations we have

little that fills the role of rehearsal or practice. We
perform, perform, perform all the time and as a
consequence, increase our abilig to perform

hardly at all.

ll

Chorlie Kiefer, reseorcher ond consultont
Hardly anyone likes or wants failure, least of all an ACE team. Yet only by willing to fail
does it step into the unknown and develop its creative potential. If success had to be
guaranteed, for example, no one would ever make a film - the odds are l0: I on failure and
worse for launching a successful shampoo.
One reason why theatre teams build quickly is that they keep so many balls in the air.
Their skill is knowing how many they can keep up there without them all crashing to the
ground. They do it by experimenting, and giving themselves permission to fail with some
of them.
How do they know which ones they can allow to fail? They don't! They are like anyone
else and are simply trying to discover how to succeed. Some of our most successful living
talents have experienced disastrous flops: Spielberg's film 1948, Woody Allen's Slar Dust
Mcmories, Alan Ayckbourn and Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical version of Jecues, Peter
O'Toole's Macbeth. Every great artist alive or dead has experienced an heroic failure.
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lf you yyant to succeed double your failure

,,
rate,''

J. R. Wotsoq,Brll's founder
The inevitable price of being a creative team is some failures along the way. You could
argue that the more mistakes, the greater the chance of avoiding terminal failure and
finding the route to success. Most companies, for instance, have to launch many products
before they hit a real winner. It's how ACE teams handle the failure issue that makes them
top performers.

ill

There are some simple principles a team can adopt in learning to handle failure, one of
which we've already met: prevent failures from being terminal ones. Another useful
principle of handling failure is: honour the effort. This means doing what successful
theatre teams do. Anyone attempting a new idea is given great encouragement, and

if they fail. It's a natural extension of the rehearsal process.
During the rehearsals, for instance, actors totally commit themselves to a particular
interpretation, only to be told by the director or the other actors, 'It doesn't work, either at
all or well enough'. The message to them is try something else! This nurturing leads to
more, not less creativity.
In the training sessions we run in companies we sometimes ask teams to perficrm
outrageously creative presentations. They do these under great pressure and to tough
tremendous support

deadlines. When these teams present, we ask everyone to applaud enthusiastically at the
end of the performance, irrespective of the quality of the presentation. We're applauding
courage and commitment- the content can always be changed at a later stage. Honouring
the e{fort like this always stimulates people to do even better next time.
In the theatre mistakes can sometimes be exFemely humiliating. The last response you
want is people putting the knife in with 'I told you so' or 'You deserved it!' let alone further

reprimands.

In too many businesses mistakes lead to direct or indirect punishment of those
responsible, through firing, non-promotion and withdrawal of privileges. This is treating
the hilures as if they orc termina|. This is why some 'product champions' who attempt to
drive innovative schemes through a company often pay a personal price for failure - for

them it does indeed become terminal.
For people wanting success, the humiliation of not winning is usually chastening
enough. ACE teams and their leaders need to become good at honouring the e{Iort. It
builds a team climate, which gives permission to fail, without condoning it. You are not
saying'Well done for failing', you are saying 'Thanks for trying, now try again, and this

time succeed!'
Here we come to our final rule of handling failure for ACE teams. ACE teams can afford

IEARN FAST'

il2

lots of mistakes as long as they learn fast from them. The economics of the performing
arts forces an intolerance for continual failure. For example, the legendary film director
Preston Sturges formed a team of comedy talent that produced a succession of hit shows.
He was at the height of his fame as the first writer turned director when he made two films
that flopped. The film industry regarded this not as a failure along the way, but as a
terminal one and Sturges's career and team never recovered.
Similarly a repertory theatre director is

rarely permitted more than

two

disastrous productions in a row. It takes a

long time to build a loyal audience,
which can be lost by a single turkey of a
show. For ils own good, the team knows
it must learn, and learn quickly.
To sum up, ACE teams:
Prevent failures from being
O

o

terminal ones.
Honour the effort.
Learn the lessons fast.

For team leaders wanting a creative
team, these principles hide an even
simpler truth, that people are always
bigger than their failures. That's why
children walk.
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job that must be done, there is an
"""ry of fun. Find the fun-and (click) the
element
iob's a game! !t
Mory Poppins

Scene 2- RIDING

THE ROLLER GOASTER
Creotive Energy

Act|'wo,Scene 2 -'RlDlNG THE ROLLERCOASTER'

*m€

Creative Energy
tt

Bri,irh music leads the way because we are always
looking for something new and we are more prepared

to take risks and break the ,rles.

ll

Rob Dickens, choirmon of Warner Music UK

Our two directors are talking on the phone . . .

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh dear, the truth is, things are really

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Sorry to hear that.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

The team's deeply depressed.

understand

I

grim!

can't really

it.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

What can't you understand?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

How can they be so totally miserable, uthen only
last uteeh they were haaing more fun than I'ae eaer
seen any team hauing in my entire life,

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Don't you thinh the two might be linhed?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

You mean

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Eractly. ACE tedms hare lots of ups and douns.
And they're oftm quite extreme. llthat's more, I
think it's an essential part of the creatiae process.
It's uthat happens uhen you try and excel, striaefor
star performance, rcach for the impossible. It's
often an intensiae stntgle.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well,

- you can't haae one arithout the other?

if it's this pair{ul, I can see uhy most teams,

for that matte\ don't bothet ttying.
It's more comfortable settling for second best.

most companies

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

It may be mme comfortable, bat it's about as erciting
as riding aflatrollercoaster! And ultimately there's
oery little satisfaction in strioingfor medioc:ri$.

il7

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Like thejohe about the English approach to the
Olympics?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

What d'you mean?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Go

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Yes. Well,
costs, but

for

btonze!

I'm not one to adaocate uinning at all
in my experience teatns do best uthen thq

set impossible standards and dare to be difrerent.
And that has to mean releasing c:reatiae at etg.

IIIANAGING DIRECTOR:

Wich

means, douns as utell as ups!

THEATRE DIRECTOR

'Fraid

so.

I.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well, hout do you handle it?

THEATRE DIRECTOR

By und.erstanding the process and alloutingfor lots
ofplay andfun, and equally quite a bit ofpain and

struggle.

C-iog for gold

tt

l'-

a believer in the yin and yang of everything . . . o

moyie slate shouldn't be all safe bets. The business
should not be about conviently giving the audience
today what they wanted yesterday, but always making

them reach just

a

little bit highen

t

t

Brondon Tonikoff, recentfiy opointed heod of Poromount Studios
ACE teams always go through an intensive struggle to excel. But what's so special about
this struggle? Don't all teams have to struggle?
The di{ference with ACE teams is they make exceptional ellorts to go for gold. It's a
creative drive to reach beyond mediocrity and mere competence. The team members
don't necessarily work longer hours or dedicate tJreir whole life to the team, although there
may be intense periods when just about everything is subordinated to the team's hunger

for star performance. When this creative energy is working, you see people and teams
bristling with ideas and new ways of working. People feel closer together as a group, and
there's also a greater willingness to rock the boat and challenge the cosy existence ofother
teams.

Creative energy sounds inspiring, doesn't it? When it's happening, you can see a team
having periods ofintense work charged with enthusiasm, balanced by periods ofpain and

il8

struggle with perhaps even low morale.
Star performance is dramati,c. When you watch massive upsurges ofcreativitv, in which
the group is highly productive and everything seems to go well, there's plenty of drama in

it.

Play and fun

tt

In every job that must be done, there is an element
of fun. Find the fun

- ord (click) the job's a game.

tt

Mory Poppins
Many teams play and have fun, but it's often confined to extra-mural activities, or they
tend to channel it into activities such as conferences, team away-days or planning weeks.
They're unwilling to allow it into the day-to-day activities of the work place. It's almost as
if play and fun will contaminate the seriousness of the'real work'.
There's seldom any effort to disguise these things in the performing arts. One of the
crazier quirks of acting, for example, is that people work in terrible conditions for little
pay. Why? While part of it may be a passion for expressing themselves, an important
reason is they have enormous fun at it. There is tremendous childlike energy constantly
around, with lots of playfulness.
Good teams are driven by a vision, and

when they play and have fun with that

vision, they're temporarily suspending
their sense of reality. They enjoy themselves imagining a new triumph, toying
with it, creatively designing it. Seeing
this, some business people of course
would say something like'You're here to
work, you're not paid to have fun and laze
about having fantasies', which is why they

can unconsciously prevent their teams
from using their full creative energy.
Performers working

in teams promote

that sense of playfulness quickly, using
plenty of ways which anyone in business can learn quite easily. A favourite technique that
stimulates the sense of creative play amongst stage people is using IF.

Magic'if
only. . .', which is something totally di{ferent.
of IF is an evasion. People say things like:

We don't mean that tired old phrase'If
That kind

il9

.
o
.
.

If only we were more profitable, then we could afford better working conditions.
If only our competitors were environmentally conscious, then we could be too.
If only I had a better job, then I'd be able to show what I could do.
If only I had a loving relationship, then I could express my feelings.

While there may be truth in all these, they really avoid action by blaming external events.
They make a person or team solely reactive.

tt

In everyday

life'if"

is a fiction, in the

experiment. In eyeryday
theatre

life'if

theatre

'if

is an

is an eyasion, in the

'if is the truth. When we are persuaded to

believe in this truth, then the theatre and life are one.

This is a high aim. lt sounds like hard work. The play
needs much work. But when we experience the work
as play,

then it is not work any more. A play is play.

tt

Peter Brook

The kind of IF we mean is when you wonderwhat would happen if . . . all sorts ofcrazy
things. Using IF in this way is playing with images. It's performed by a different part of
our brain to the bit handling logic and reason.
Business has long used 'what if questions' to study dilferent business scenarios, choose
between alternative cash flows, review options. Spread sheets on computers now let
managers play their own'what iP games. Yet it's still mainly a specialist field, rather than
a general resource for team creativity.
Teams can use IF to transform, to stretch the imagination to reach for something new
and better. This method might seem unduly speculative and totally open-ended. You
could ask millions of that sort of 'what if question. Where does it start and end?
It starts where most games begin, with everyone being willing not to ask 'What's the use
of it?'Youjust enjoy it for its own sake to see where it leads. That is, you start at random,
which is incidentally where so many dreams begin.
But it's often also necessary to SEE what something would look like, HEAR what it
would sound like and FEEL what sensations and experiences it arouses. You have to play
with the image and then make it utterly real. That's what actors do every day in rehearsal.
They create a character and build a scene by living out the future, acting out how it's going

to be.

It is also the basis of our own fast team-building programme, The Producers. During
two and halfdays the team members have fun playing with a common issue such as how to
launch a new product, or creating a new company culture. They make videos of how they
currently see and what they feel about the present situation, what would it be like if they
n0
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did nothing - which is called the 'nightmare scenario'

-

and finally they play with

designing what the ideal situation would look, feel and sound like.

Roger Hollis, Head of the Room
Service Design Division of the Chessington-based Tricorn Group was
asked by us to build an image of

future success through describing
his dream situation. He wrote:
'In fue Tears time come looking for us!
We'll be easy tofnd. The name will be the
same but we will haae moued a shorl
distance. Located on the southernfingu
of Central London we will be ideally
positioncd for close conlact with most of
our clicnts.

'You

will

know its us not b2

the

exlerior, shape or si4 of our offues but b1
tlu creatioe and dramalic input of our reception, imparting creatiae driae, inJormality and
cffuicncy. Once sccn neaer iforgotten.
'Oncc insidr lou will get the impression of spacc. Some of lhe area is giaen oaer lo
showroom/rcomscts and display of past duign work. The remaining area will be offue space
utilized but notfu@ occupied. A high proportion of stalf will be out on site mceting with clients.
'The atmosplure will be characterized by 'hectic effuimcy', rcsultingfrom a motiaated and
committed team most directly accountable to clients for thc results of their actioitl. Therc will be
aery little resource allocated to burcaucratic and supportfunctions. IMhereacr possible this is with
sub-contraclnrs.

'Motiaalion and commitmcnl arc also achieucd not on$t through structural and managerial
techniqucs but also less abstract faclors such as worth-while proft share and share options;
rcwarding staff directl2 for their contribution in expanding the companl. Naturall a
comparyt-wi.fu share option schemt suggcsts that tlu companl has recently bemfuated succesdully
on the USM fUnlisted Stock Marka] . We achieaed this leoel of growth b1 haaing aclearQ defned
stratcgy which tlu whole team understood and was comrnithd to at the outset . . .'

The image Roger cteated formed the basis for deaebping a highb practical
cotforate strategy and later a business plan.
Thus the team goes beyond IF and travels all the way to inventing a realistic picture ofa
great performance. Team members actually experience seeing, hearing and feeling
success for themselv€s. For them it becomes stunningly real.
The whole process breaks through the barriers the left side of the brain puts up - the
barriers oflogic, reasoning and the denial ofthe reality ofwhat is happening. Instead what
the team is playing with becomes temporarily a reality and, using this, the team can start
planning systematically how to make it happen.
There are many other ideas like this from the acting and performing world that can help
business teams: for example IMAGING. You use images to help the team or person

pinpoint where they are stuck. For instance, quite often people talk of making an
t27

organization l0 or l5 per cent more profitable or elficient.
But what about an image of the company_ten times as big, ten times as e{hcient, or ten
times as enjoyable to work in? Resistance to playing with the ideas shows the team is
probably stuck, locked into a narrow image that prevents it reaching for the impossible.
When the limits are already firmly fixed in a team's collective thinking, it's hard to
achieve something exceptional like star performance. This is where fun comes in. Fun
gives permission for people's creative energy to begin flowing in new ways and unusual
directions.

When Lyn Lavers was managing director of the business and computer magazine
division of the EMAP publishing company, she ran a session during which the staff all
dressed up in Star Trck uniforms. Their declared mission was to'boldly go where no team
has gone before'. It was highly productive and everyone also had an hilarious time.

tt

W" don't stop playing because
old because we stop playing.

tt

we grolv old, We grow

And there was the American computer firm that wanted to make learning about
computers into a really exciting event. Its computer room had tall columns that carried
the cables to the ceiling, and it was all rather depressing. So the company turned the whole
place into a Hawaiian beach, made the columns into palm trees, and played Hawaiian
music, and when people came in, they had flower garlands hung round their necks. People
couldn't wait to learn!
There are so many ways teams can use their creative energy for fun and play. Some
companies do it, but maybe only once a year. The staffofour local Lloyds Bank wear fancy
dress every Christmas eve. It totally transforms the atmosPhere of the bank. Customers
actually smile and exchange a joke or a comment with the counter clerks.
Comic Relief events give people an excuse to do outrageous things because it's all in a
good cause. And, in the US, consider the Sabre Institute, a charity dealing with people in
great need. It works in many of the poorest of the third-world countries, trying to alleviate
suffering. It is highly committed and faced with unsurmountable problems. It's a serious
business. However, the Institute knows that if its staffdidn't have fun doing their work,
they would go mad. So if any of them get too serious at a board meeting, they are asked to
put on a Groucho Man< nose, moustache and glasses. It may be a bit ridiculous, but the
Institute is convinced it stops them getting pompous and morbid.

Michael Schuetzendo{ the General Manager of the London Hilton Hotel in Park
Lane, identifies a turning point in the development of his organization. He took over
the hotel and was concerned to strengthen the team spirit among the senior
management. He asked us to lead a session to improve communications and team
work. Towards the end he came in and said: 'I heard the sound oflaughter. It was a
marvellous sound. I knew then that we could turn it around. A team that can laugh
together, can really go places'.

What all our examples show is how eager people are to experiment in using play and fun
in order to put their creative energy to work. It's the child in us that is so useful for having
r?3

fun. We had great natural playful instincts when we were young and learning to
manipulate the world around us. We had the will to explore and were curious about
everything. That part still exists, though often it lies buried deep within us.
Actors and performers also use humour to encourage play and fun to release the team's
creative energy. It can provide a shift in perspective and make a team see its goals and
problems in a new way.

aa
--

Humour is one of the least understood and most yalid
tools of management and leadership. The appropriate
use of humour can defuse, amuse,

motivate, challenge

and completely change the atmosphere.

tt

Sir Brion Wolfson (Choirmon of Wembley)
Humour allows us to give and receive feedback without being threatening. SirJohn
HarveyJones provides a particularly British angle on this, arguing that much ofwhat we
say in Britain is indirect: 'We tend to be evasive. But sometimes you have to call a spade a
bloody shovel - and the only way to do that without olfence is to use humour'.
Humour also helps teams cope with the darker side of creative energy, when perhaps
there isn't much around. The Financial Times once reported that the directors of the ITT
company were collectively known as seagulls because, according to staff, 'They fly in,
make a loud noise, eat your food, shit on everybody and fly out again'.
Often we find teams tapping their creative energy once they use their humour in some
way. A group of insurance brokers we helped develop into a team summed up the creative
experience as, 'thank goodness we regained our sense of humour'. The humour they
shared helped the group become more cohesive, allowed them to work productively and
helped them become more profitable as a commercial service.
Pain and strugle

Cyclists say 'There's no gain without
pain', because you have to struggle to

the top before the joy of flying
downhill. Pain is also the darker side of
creative en€rgy.

Is pain unavoidable? By trying to avoid it, you negate the power of creative energy.
What we're saying is that some struggle is necessary and shows that something new is
occurring or about to do so.
So what is pain and struggle about?

o
o
.
a

The uncertainty of

It

concerns:

success.

Being unproductive.
Temporarily lacking insight or inspiration.
Being lethargic and almost inactive.
t24

these difficult periods in creative ways.
Take uncertainty, for instance. When a team tries to create something new, exceptional
or di{ferent it embarks on an adventure, and not all adventures have h.ppy endings. ACE
teams know this but are still prepared to make thejourney. Some firms, though, don't even
want to start. For example, the Disney Corporation performed badly immediately after
Walt's death because every new business opportunity wasjudged by the criterion of 'Will

We believe firms have to learn to handle

it do as well

In

as Mickev Mouse?'
addition, there's 'paralysis of analysis', where fear of uncertainty makes teams

endlessly seek and dissect information as a substitute for action - when, say, they rely too
much on market research rather than risking direct learning in the market place.
But sometimes we tend to dramatize the situation beyond its natural life, and wallow in
the struggle. What fuels self-pity and wastes energy is thinking that su{fering is all there is,
that it's the end of the line. When teams reach that stage their response to uncertainty is
usually a retreat into 'If only . . .'
Stage performers are very familiar with uncertainty. They know it's part of discovery
and therefore accept it and the accompanying anxiety. On our presentation courses, even
the experienced presenters admit how their nerves never go away as they face the

uncertainty of performance. No matter how experienced they are, the anxiety and
uncertainty remain.
Many performers, including Lord Olivier, Glenda Jackson and lan Holm, have all
described how the anxiety doesn't lessen as you become older and more experienced. It's a
common experience for many professional performers to reach a stage in the rehearsal
process where they think, 'I can't do this. It'll never work. I don't know how to act any
more. My career is over'. Terrifying though these feelings are, as the years go on, you
become familiar with them. They become a part of the creative process.
This is where a team is so useful. Having others around you to olfbr reassurance is
invaluable. In this atmosphere admitting you're facing huge uncertainty can be turned
into a strength not weakness. Honesty like that, needs to be respected and supported.

One of the dark sides of creative
energy is that, following an intense
period of activity, a team is bound to be
less productive. Watching it apparently
become sterile, doing nothing of note,
can be enormously frustrating and

baffling for onlookers. The natural
temptation is to want to push the team
even harder. And so many companies
are intolerant of teams that have
periods of low productivity. Perhaps
they have found that pushing any team
hard enough will always produce some

results. The trouble is that this wav
promotes sustained star per{brmance. Creative artists all sulfer periods when nothing new
or valuable happens. Sometimes these occasions are prolonged, but they are seldom as
useless as they seem.
t25

This process can be hard to live with. Britain's most successful playwright, Alan
Ayckbourn, is a clear examplg of this process of apparently u_nproductive periods. With a
year to write a play, he often leaves it until shortly before rehearsals start, then writes it all
in one go. The complete script is in his mind's eye.
In the early days when after ayear of apparent inactivity he hadn't written a word,
people panicked. Now people have learned to trust his process, for although he looks
unproductive, something is happening all the time.

tt

Th" day I lose my stage fright

is

the day I give up.

tt

Laurence 0livier
When teams appear to be having
unproductive periods, this is often
when new lines of opportunity open up,
new relationships are formed, new ideas

and information gathered,

and

everything is being assimilated. It's like
a plant waiting to burst forth just before
the spring. It's important not to force it
to sprout too soon. ACE teams learn to

value these quieter, apparently

unproductive aspects of their creative
energy, just as much as the high spots .
For some teams, not perficrming well may caus€ gloom and despondency. Yet, without
being obvious at the time, even the black moods serve a creative purpose:

3
a

They stimulate some people to fight back and challenge the team mood, and

so

help to

change it.

They provide an essential and vivid contrast for future surges of creative energy
periods of intensity when everything goes well.

-

the

Knowing the purpose of the bleak moods doesn't make them any more comfortable.
Pain hurts! What keeps a team going is knowing that everything changes. Like talented
actors, ACE teams learn to pace themselves, to be aware of where they are in the cycle of
creative energy and to be active in handling it. ACE teams provide the environment in
which creative energy in its positive and negative aspects can flourish.
When a team is in the downside of its creative energy cycle, who knows what it will take
to make the breakthrough? While waiting for nature to take its course, teams can try and
get nature moving, as shown in the adjacent suggestion box.
Creative energy is so essential to having a powerful team that it is surprising how little
attention has been paid to it by organizations. This partly reflects a misunderstanding
that confuses creative thinking with creative energy.
Creative thinking has been well explored by successful companies but remained
confined to specialists and to seminars on how to generate new ideas. Creative energy, on
the other hand, is a huge company resource, whose potential has seldom been fully
exploited. The ways of tapping this potential are still evolving, which is why we have seen
t26

some serious attempts to translate how,
say, sports teams develop and use their

energy. Stage performers are certainly
as good a resource, maybe a better one,
for learning to handle creative powers,
since this is what they do for a living.

When elderly, the painter Renoir
suffered from arthritis. His great fiiend
Henri Matisse watched sadly

as

Renoir,

grasping a brush with only his
fingertips, continued to paint, even
though such movement caused
stabbing pain. One day Matisse asked
Renoir why he persisted in painting,
enduring so much torture. Renoir
replied: 'The pain passes, but the
beauty remains'.
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5 F"* people think more than two or three times

a year. I have made an international
reputation for myself by thinking once or twice
a week.9l
George Bernord Show

Scene 3- MORE THAN THE SUM OF

THE PARTS

Using the While Person

Act T'wo. Scene 3 - 'MORE THAN THE SU}l OF THE PARTS'

Using the Whole Person
Our two directors are visiting the

Guinness Book

of Records exhibition

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Vlhat are we doing here?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

I

remember

you saying that aisiting unusual

uenues

stimulus to oeatiti$. Ythat could be
more stimulating than seeing the fastest, fattest,
strongest and tollest humans, let alone the record
for eating the most whelhs while parachutingfrom
a skyscraper, or something?
utas a good

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

You certainly sound a bit more playful than last
time we spoke.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh, yes, the team members are learning to take
things in their srtde. They're liaing life at such an
intense leuel they don't think about it any more. In
fact, I'uejust realized something. . .

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

What's that?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

The complaints haue changed.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

lfhat, you mean, they complain a lot?

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

No more than usual. People always complain, it's
natural. I thinh most of them haoe it on their daily
'to-do'lists! No, I mean the content has changed. In
the past it was things lihe 'I'm alutays stuch at my

desh','Don't ask me, I'm just thefinancial
manager', 'I don't feel ny mind is stimulated much',
or eaen 'People don't trust my hunches'.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

They're all comments about not being pnsonally

fulfilled.
MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Yes, that's

it precisely. Afeeling that thq hau

tremendous talent yet are using only a fraction of

THEATRE DIRECTOR

A great waste.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

It

it.

certainly utas but it's changed. Nou they are the
sort of humorous complaink lihe 'I nerer hneut this

is uhat "teatiae accountanq" meont'or'Hang on
a minute, I'm a designe4 what am I doing being
t3l

cost-conscious

!'

lihe they're really using more of themselves.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Sounds

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh yes. The truth is we're flying by the seats of our
pants, using eaery bit of ourselaes. I suppose we'll
soonburn out, like rou arry people. Liaefast, die

loung
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

- isn't that it?

Oh, you mean like Edith Euans, Ralph Richardson,
Otto Klemperer, Sybil Thorndike, Ninette de Valois,

Pegg Ashcroft, George Burns . .

.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

All right, all right. Point taken.

THEATRE DIRECTO&

. . . And SirJohn Gielgud won a BAFTA auardfor
his performance in a really radical, wayout
Peter Greenautay, in his eighties.

film

by

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

I

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

No, these are the norm. The exceptiotts arc hefeut utho
burn themselues out. Medical and other research

suppose there are exceptions.

confirms that it's the actiae, fully inaolaed people
uho stay the healthiest. The excitement of the cteatiae
process releases a feeling of being aliae, Using people

thoroughly means

thq

blossom

and often liue longer.

part of being a creatiue team is learning to use
eaerjone as a uthole person.

}'IANAGING DIRECTOR:

So

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Right. That means using their minds, bodies,
emotions, intuition, and eten their s*uality.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh, I see. Talhing of which, look at that exhibit
there. Is that the biggest, fastest, shortest, longest

orwhat...

?

Orson Welles once gave a one-man show of Shakespearean readings in Phoenix,
Arizona, and found only five people in the audience
'Allow me to introduce myself,' he said. 'I am an actor, a writer, a stage director of
both films and plays, an architect, a painter, a brilliant cook, an expert on the
Corrida, a conjuror, a collector, a connoisseur, an edant tcnible and an authority on
modern art. How come there are so manv of me and so few ofvou?'Then he walked
o{f.

tt

lt', my body. Thats what I work with.

tl
Gerord Depordieu
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Use your body
In the theatre people use their bodies the whole time. It's an essential way of expressing
linkir,g thoughts to action. That may seem rather an alien idea ifyourjob
themselves
^ttd
is to run a business team.

some of the best business teams are in the construction, engineering and oil
industries, where people are physically working together. Another example would be
medical teams doing a surgical operation. They work with their bodies, and body contact
is not so much a taboo as elsewhere. Sharing physical demands helps breed comradeship
and bonhomie - which may sound like an argument ficr collective farms or forced labour
when what we are really saying is:

Yet

People have bodies

which need to be used

In E. M. Forster's short story 'The Machine Stops' the human

race has evolved into

blobs. They all live underground and only use their brains to operate a computerized
control panel. That's not a million miles away from the business environment of many
organizations!

Unfair? [t's a fact that while we all need our bodies to go on living, many of us at work
have no real outlet for physical expression. Meanwhile people mock thoseJapanese fior
insisting their employees start the day doing exercises or end with a session of Tai Chi.
Our main point is that people work better in sedentary jobs if they can also use their
physical selves. Even geniuses need to do it. When Albert Einstein was tackling a dilficult
problem, he would rise and pace around the room. During this he invariably found the
answer. It was as if the thinking process was insu{hcient. He had to create with his whole
being.
Admittedly there are occasionally brilliant people who seem todefy this principle. The

physicist Stephen Hawking remains highly creative, despite being confined to a
wheelchair and almost immobile. In most cases, though, creativity and using our physical
selves seem to go together.
This may be one reason to support Management by Walkabout (MBWA), the idea of
continually moving around, away from the desk, to be in regular contact with people.
IJnfortunately management is more often MBSP - Management by Staying Put.
t33

Teams
they use

work more effectively when
their narural physicality. The

solution may be playing sport together.

It could be merely knowing that
meetings often fail because people's

creativity becomes table-bound.

Standing up and moving around may
break the deadlock. You could tear
pages off a flip chart, spread them
around the room, and ask people to
mark up the pages and so on.
These simple actions can be shared by team members and may help break the inertia
that so often slows teams down. Or a particular member of a team can regularly bring
back new thoughts and ideas through using his/her physicality. Two members playing
tennis, squash or golf together may find it can provoke new ways of thinking or looking at
the world.
Rorey Caffyn Parsons, managing director of the successful Badshot Lea Garden Centre
in Surrey, takes a regular long annual weekend to ski with another MD who runs a similar
business. 'All day, going up those endless ski lifts, we do nothing but chat about garden
centres!' Usually he returns with several good ideas to try out in his own business.
Some people compensate for a lack of physical expression during work by finding a
personal way of using their bodies. John Reeve, the managing director of Sun Life
Assurance company, every day climbs the ten flights of stairs to his olFce rather than use
the lift.
Generally business is slow to recognize the need to promote the physical use of team
members as part of team creativity. Many companies acknowledge the need indirectly by

providing sports, dance or gym facilities, but these are 'add-ons' to the natural work
process and, besides, many smaller companies cannot afford them. It is more important
for the team to find ways ofexpressing themselves physically through and at work. When

performing arts teams are

stuck

creatively, they may do a limber up and
some vigorous exercises together. This

to have relevance for all teams.
Another way is through presentations.

seems

Good ones use the physical abilities of a

group, and companies are increasingly
experiencing the benefits of this form
of working. Teams are being asked to

'make a presentation' rather than
merely submit a report. Presentations,
for example, require people to stand
up, which is enlivening for the audience
and literally keeps the presenters on
their toes. There are many creative ways

for making the presenting task more
physical.

134

When presenting the findings of our
own survey on management potential,
we needed to give the invited audience
many facts and figures. Rather than
slides or overheads, we used physically
expressive ways of communicating the
information. For example, people
from the audience were asked to represent percentages, becoming'human bar-charts'. We
also used coins and other objects in the room to show results about motivation or
potential. Not only did everyone have fun, they also absorbed the information more easily.
While it's important to use ourselves physically, there's always a danger that we overdo
it. Stress results from using our physicality wrongly. Muscles tense for prolonged periods,
which also triggers behaviour that can undermine a team, such as aggression, impatience,
lethargy or withdrawal.
An important task for a team is handling stress, e.g. by insisting its members take
regular breaks and even use their holidays fully. The many meditative techniques from
yoga to martial arts are all designed to harness and focus individual and group physical
energy. The more successful the team, the greater the need to counter an excess of 'doing'
at the expense of 'being', which ultimately kills creativity.

tt

Lif" is not having and a getting; but a being and
becomin

g."
Mothew Arnold
Use your

mind

Dancers

or opera

singers seem mainly

concerned with the physical act of
expression through their bodies. Yet
most good performers also want what
detective Hercule Poirot would call
something to stimulate 'ze little grey
cells'.
If business teams are also going to be

.r.uiiu., they too need to use their
intellectual resources to the full. While
there should be a bias for action, we
need to watch for situations in which

tt

Wh"n I talk to him, I fell like a plant that's been
watered.

ll

Morlene Dietrich on Orson We,les
r35

people's minds are so focused on doing and implementation that they
become unresponsive to anything else.

DISSENTING VOICES

aa^

Supreme common sense is worth a great deal more
than intellect. Effective managers have a great deal of

common sense allied with a lot of drive.

tl

Sir Michoel Edwordes

tt

Th. biggest

single handicap a person can have is to go

to univerrity.

lt

Sir/omes Goldsmith
Thinking requires space, room to
breathe, time to be -just what is denied
to many teams. Equally there's always a
danger of being over-intellectual at the
cost of common sense. Is the team
going beyond using people's intellect
and becoming merely intellectual? Spot
the signs on the next page.
Stage performers have many stories of hours spent in rehearsals 'just talking'- but the
talk has been over-intellectual, removed from the real experience of creative action, and
therefore stultifying. Being over-intellectual is a great way to avoid any creative action.
It's essential to watch for those times when the team spends hours nitpicking or wrapped
in mindless detail. ACE teams find ways to use people's intellect, not leave it to rot.

tt

F"* people think more than two or three times a yean
I have made an international reputation for myself by

thinking once or twice a week.

tt

George Bernord Show
An important way is through

a team culture that is always looking for and at new ideas.

That may seem wishful thinking - either a team is open to new ideas or it's not - yet all
teams can become more open to new ideas if they stimulate people intellectually and raise

new creative possibilities.
t36
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People are always

d}pcrs.t
|Jsed

reasonable

Lengthy academic c
abstract discussbn

Self rig.hteous or

lusllrylng

T

Ld

Wordy stat€ments

Is your team over-intellectual?

tt

Th. mind
..1

|t s open.

is like a parachut€

- it works best when

,,

There are many books and raining courses to assist teams and their members to think
creatively. Path-breakers such as Edward de Bono and Tony Buzan have contributed
much to our understanding and ability to use our intellect creativelv.
t37

To extend ourselves beyond the rigid
and sometimes tyrannical processes of
our left brains - the logical, rational
part of ourselves - we also need to
stimulate the right brain with feelings,
sensations, movement, pictures and
fresh air.
We live in mental boxes of our own and others' creations. Break out of the box and
there's a sense of freedom. However, thejob of the left side of the brain is to make another
box, so the drive to think originally is a never-ending process of breaking boxes. The great
thing about working in a team is that each member can accept responsibility for giving the
others a good kick up their assumptions!

tt

Yo, can't teach an old dogma new tricks.

lt
Dorothy Porker

Use your emotions

Creative teams also engage people's emotions. The psychologist Abraham Maslow looked
into why certain people seemed to fulfil themselves more than others. He decided that
creativeness was at the heart of it, and such people were less afraid of what other people
r38

would say or demand or laugh at. They could let themselves 'be flooded by emotion'.
Emotion is another fairly alien concept to many business teams. Many prefer to push
emotions into the background, which may be why they are not star performers. As we
hinted in our earlier section on relationships, you can't run a team or a company without
using and tapping people's feelings.
Some of the most successful team leaders know how to excite and engage people's
emotions to the full. There's an obvious connection here with the leader's ability to inspire
people. Management thinker Peter Drucker once observed that companies ought to be
run like the Girl Guide movement. In the Guides people devote enormous personal energy
and time to the cause, love every moment and do it for nothing!
Teams that can tap into people's emotions are very powerful. Take Sarah, who works
for the go-ahead Oddbins wine group. She told us how she got such a buzz from working in
the company's stores and selling to customers that long after she had been promoted and
moved to headquarters she continued working in a store at weekends without pay.
Just how did Oddbins make that happen? Mainly through producing a climate where
people felt able to express themselves, share strong feelings and, as Sarah herself said,
'Make us feel we're one big family'. And that's in a company with a multi-million pound
turnover and hundreds of employees.
So ACE teams make room for feelings to be expressed, because that makes the team
more creative, alive and healthier. The connection between health and expressing

emotions is now widely accepted.
Certainly those who supress anger or who

dwell on anxieties are more likely to
develop ulcers, hemias and back pain.

We are not advocating daily temper
tantrums! We do think teams need to
establish their own way of blowing off
steam. Members must know they can
share their emotions about an issue
without having them surppressed. In too
many work environments this is taboo,
particularly in open plan offices.
Open plan offices seem to stifle

emotional expression through
promoting a hushed atmosphere where
strong, loud or sustained disagreement
becomes anti-social. Teams using them

become so pracrised at dodging conflict that

when they cannot, the reverberations
can seem like the end of the
world.
The performing arts have long known
that using and responding to feelings is
a powerful creative force in a team.
Musicians and dancers say how they can

sense a composer's mood. Actors tap

into their own deepest feelings to
interpret a character's emotional
r39

emotional journey in a play, and a{fect other actors in the process.

f

f

S""ing's believing, but feeling'the truth.

tt

Ihomos Fuller (1732)
In business too, awareness of what may be happening inside other people is equally
elfective in helping the team draw the best from everyone. But the process is not usually
sulficiently high on the agenda.

tt

You have to get to the stage where managers don't

want to stop for lunch. You want people to leap up and
down and feel things. You want them to get

emotionally involved because if they're not, you're not
eyen discussing the right subject.

tt

SirJohn Harvey Jones
Use your intuition

ttl

."n still remember the very spot on the road, whilst

in my carriage, when to my joy, the solution occurred
.),
to me.
Chorles DowYin
Much of what a team does is done on intuition, although people wrap it in more acceptable
names, such as common sense or experience. How do you encourage a team to use the
members' intuition? One way is by making intuition respectable, for example through
helping the team rccognize that t}te most innovative experiences consist ofstrong intuitive
elements that are believed to stem from the right side of the brain.
In business there's still distrust about helping people to be more intuitive. It's a messy
area nobody really understands, compounded by uncertainty, ambiguity and sometimes
the totally inexplicable. No wonder people are suspicious.
Science can't explain exactly what happens when we have a sudden insight. Despite
research on the electro-chemical processes of the brain, our knowledge about intuition is
primitive. Yet common experience, particularly from the performing arts, suggests that
creative action requires our intuitive abilities.
In our work with companies we are tempted sometimes to suggest that if teams want
more use of intuition, they should rely more on women. The latteroften seem far more
comfortable than men with intuition, using it creatively and taking risks with it. However,

t{}

many men are highly intuitive too. Probably all teams would simply benefit from having a
good mix of both men and women, and not be almost wholly composed of men, as are so
many business teams.

Another way of encouraging teams to
use their members' natural intuition is
by showing the team how intuition can
best be mobilized. In other words, by
giving them practical experiences of

putting intuition to work, for example
by taking a problem and suggesting that

at some level they already have the
job of intuition is to
find it. It's rather as if someone has
misplaced an item in a filing cabinet
and by continuing to search they
eventually locate it. Instead of asking
'What is the answer?'. or 'Will we ever
solve this?', the team just assumes the
intuitive part of themselves already
knows and can unlock the door to
answer, and the

important solutions.
What may be keeping the door shut is resistance from the subconscious, with its babble
of memories, thoughts and emotions. Until these are quieted, intuition may not be able to
work. This is why teams can make so much better use of their intuition when, despite
organizational pressure for action, results, instant decisions and being seen to be busy,
they find time and space to nurture inner calmness. We've touched on some ways to do
this already, such as encouraging new ideas, using imagery, analogy, dreams, drawing,
poetry and meditation.
When developing a role in rehearsal, many actors will talk about 'having a feel for the
character'. Their job is to create a recognizable and real human being from descriptions
and dialogue written on a page. It's a challenging, creative task. Actors gain a sense of
what the character might be like and then try the persona out in rehearsal. The 'sense'
comes from a period of mulling the problem over- night and day. Then an image or idea
that could be the basis for a fully developed characterization might occur. For Anthony
Sher's award-winning portrayal of Richard III, it was the image of a bottled spider. Beryl
Reed talks about getting a feel for the character's feet: 'Get the feet right and the rest will
follow!' She works at an intuitive level of understanding about people.
Musicians have a similar intuitive feel for a piece of music, often believing they are in
direct communication with the composer, even though he may be long dead. By allowing
the music to touch them and by spending a lot of time in contemplation, they experience
intuitive flashes. Anybody who is open to them can receive them.
Meditation is still regarded by many business people as a freaky activity with little
relevance to profit-making organizations. A more prosaic description would be focused
concentration or mind-clearing. It could be as simple as having a vision, a guided fantasy,
or following certain sorts of music.
ACE teams do not have closed minds and are willing to try anything which helps
them achieve star performance.
r4l

ttR""ron's

last step is the recognition that there are an

infinite number of things which are beyond it.

tl

Pascol
Sexuality

Watch great stage performers, of any
age, and you are hit immediatelY bY

their sexuality. Sexual energy is a
tremendous source of power, and,

as

you'd expect, is inseparable from
creativity.

Sexuality is another taboo area in
most organizations, one that is rarely
discussed openly. Yet it's one of the
major driving forces behind how people
relate to each other. Of course it's also
taboo at work because sexual
harassment is rife and sexual
discrimination is prevalent. Often the
only way people can express this energy
is through smuttiness.
In their zeal to reduce sexual
harassment some employers have made

it virtually a crime to acknowledge
people's sexuality and differences'
Their teams are potentially less dynamic
as a result,

functioning

and team members less fully
as people.

We're generally more comfortable
with sexuality being up there on the
stage than in there at the team meeting.
Since sexuality is part of every one of us,

you cannot really confine it to before 9
am and after 5 pm, or whatever hours
the business exPects one to
work.
Teams can learn to use sexuality even in
the work place. It's significant that the word
which so many organizations are striving to release, comes from the root

POTENTIAL,
word POTENCY. Its formal definition is'Power, strength, vigour. Power to intoxicate.
Sexual e{ficacy'. Thus ifwe want to release people's potential, we must find ways to use all
their powers, including their sexuality.
In the 1980s 'sexy' became a vogue word. Many sectors of the business world could talk
ofnothing else. There were sexy cars, sexy ideas, sexy shares, sexy deals, sexy projects,
l,{2

It was a clumsy way of trying to express an excitement about certain areas of
work. People were truly 'turned-on' by various aspects of theirjobs. It was an attempt to
liberate libidinous energy. We repress our sexual energy at our peril. Ifpeople could only
talk about it openly, without all the frightening implications, it might be possible to
sexy profits.

harness that energy.

ttTh"y

can't censor the gleam in my

tt
"ye.

Chorles Loughton

When someone is giving a presentation, for example, it's one of the first unconscious
assessments that the audience makes. Before people even open their mouths to deliver the

latest sales figures, or next year's budgetary targets, the audience is unconsciously
reacting sexually. Presenters often feel more effective and powerful if they feel good about
their own personal attractiveness. They release a compelling energy. So for a team to use
its sexual energy an essential requirement is acknowledge gender differences.

For example, one way that sexual
differences are suppressed in business
teams is a refusal to acknowledge the

existence of the other person as a
sexual being. In some teams if a woman
member of the team looks particularly
smart one day, no male team member
says

anything complimentary. Or if

a

man wears a particularly daring tie or a
smart new suit, the women in the group

studiously refrain from complimenting
him.

Sexual differences can also heavily
influence a team approach to issues.
Women and men may sometimes see
situations from a very different
perspective. One of the authors once
managed a team of six senior managers,

all of whom were women. They often
commented on how,

as

team leader, the

author was giving a highly masculine
interpretation of a situation or problem. What was valuable was the willingness of the
team to talk about gender differences and use these creatively.
ACE teams find their own formula for acknowledging sexual differences and sexual
energy to enhance the team's well-being.
We've talked about using all of a person within a team, their physicality, intellect,
emotions, intuition and sexuality. Yet these are not easily divisible into handy
comPartments. We're really referring to obtaining a balance. Increasingly doctors are
returning to a more holistic approach, rather than beingjust body mechanics dealing only
with a single symptom. Similarly, with individuals, teams and whole organizations, all the
ingredients of using the whole person need to be integrated into performance for it to be

fully creative.
r{3

f Jl

*"nt to be thoroughly

used up when I die;

for the

harder I work the more I live. I rejoice in life for its own
sake; life is no brief candle to me.

it

is a sort of splendid

torch that I've got to hold up for the moment. I want to
make it burn as brightly as possible before handing it on

to future generationr.

tt

George Bernord Show
It's not by chance that we talk about the'whole'person. Teams function best when the
people in them feel 'whole'. That means that their lives are in balance. They have
relationships that fulfil and nurture them, a sense ofself-esteem, time offficr recreation and
a sense of proportion. As individuals they are more than the sum of their parts - as
members of an ACE team, their talents multiply!
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$ffi*

PROLOGUE
ttDo

not fotlow where the path may lead. Go instead

where there is no path and leave a trail.

tt

It is not enough for an orchestra to play splendidly in rehearsal, or actors to produce a
stunning performance at the dress rehearsal. The next level of growth, achievement and
success is always with their audience.
It's always the audience that counts. All the alignment and creativity don't add up to a
string of beans unless the audience approves. When a cast finally meets its audience, it's

the final test. It's no di{Ierent in business, though we may call the audience by different
names, such as customer, consumer or client.
A team facing its audience is entering a new realm. This happens when ACE teams have
got their internal processes working well and productively. Alignment and creativity are
^
way of life and yet there's more. The team now looks outside itself to explore how to make
yet further impact in its chosen arena.
Every encounter with an audience is stepping into the unknown. It's why live theatre is
so exciting. Anything can happen. What was safely planned in rehearsal is now tested in
front of an audience. You may have rehearsed a play for 4 weeks, with a cast of ten people,
got it to the point where you are totally satisfied and then another cast ol, say 800 people,
join you for the event.
This is exploration. As Columbus, Marco Polo and many others knew, travelling into
the unknown produces surprises. You may discover a paradise or you may land in deep
trouble. So it is for performers. So it is for ACE teams of all kinds. It's a risky business.
There is always the possibility of failure. However, trail-blazers also create the potential
breakthrough that sets them apart from others.

ttlif"

is

either a daring adventure, or it's nothing.

tt

Helen Keller
When Argos Catalogue shops opened some years back, for example, they were derided

for breaking with British retailing tradition. Several hundred stores later, plus healthy
profit margins, a new tradition of selling had been born. ACE teams that have reached the
exploring stage of their development go beyond what the present rules say will work, and
start making their own.
In 1973 when the world was hit by an oil shortage and sudden rise in prices, the'rules'
seemed to imply that growth for oil companies was over. Most oil companies were caught
with their pants down - except the Royal Dutch Shell organization.
The Shell team had realized that improbable events could occur without warning and
would demand not merely being aligned and creative in response, but also being willing to
explore the unknown. It had prepared several different future scenarios from boom or bust
,i$ir

to constrained growth. When the latter in fact followed, the Shell team was positioned to
exploit the shortage. The company grew from number eight to number two during the
1970s.

ttTh"

trouble with Cecil is that he always bites off more

than he can chew - and then he chews it.
Wlllnm de Mtlle,

tt

on his brother Cecil

ACE Teams need to test themselves in the world, using their alignment and creativity
An exploring team will pursue the following:

as guides.

SCENE
SCENE
SCENE

l
2
3

'START WITH AN EARTHQUAKE'- Spirit of adventure
'WHO DUNNIT?'- Growth and discovery
'APPLAUSE, APPLAUSE'- Wholehearted appreciation
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5

Dont be afraid to take a big step if one is indi-crted.
You can't cross a chasm in trro-small jumps. t
Do,vid Lloyd Georgp

Scene

/-

START WITH AN EARTHQUAKE
Spirit of Adventure

Act \'hree,scene

I

-'STARTWITH AN EARTHQUAKE'

&re

Spirit of Adventure
ttwh"a

we want is a story that starts with an earthquake

and works its way up to a

climo.

tt

Som Goldwyn
Sounds of rotor blades, swirling wind and our two directors are seen strapped inside a
helicopter, which, with a roar, takes off.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Ibe

nezter

I like it.

tloann in one of these before. I'm not sure

T'IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Come on - yoube been talking about being
aduenturous and stepping into the unknown.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Sure, but ute'oe all got orl,r scare thresholds!

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

You'll get used to
you on

it.

Besides,

I haum't

just brought

ajoy ride.

'joy'it

I'd

THEATRE DIRECTOft

Not sure

I'IANAGING DIRECTOR:

You're here for some *ploration. Webe got a big
eaent today, uthen the team are launching a new

the uord

use.

prcject. They're facing the customers for the ftrst
time. It's a crucial mecting. They'll hate to Perform
at their very best, to really mahe an impact.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

It

sounds

lihe a 'ftrst night'

-I

know what that feels

lihe. Think you're ready?

}IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Hope

so, ane're

uell

- got a great spirit. But
$pPort each olher I(N per cent.

rehearsed

ute're going to haue to

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

And really foctts on the customers. In fact yoube
got to turt all your team-building utorh inside out.

I.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

How do

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

deaeloped Well,
vision, aalues, the way you relate to each other and
your creatiaity - and direct it oututards instead of
inwdrds. To make a differcnce, you need to start
transferringyour attention otfyourselves and on to
your audience or, inyour case, cltstomets .

lou ,nean, 'inside oat'?
yoube got to tahe all that you'te
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I'IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Absolutely.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Then you'll knout whether all the hard uorh and
preparation has bem a roaing success or an
absolute disaster.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Precisely . . . exciting isn't

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Ten'ific, I can see Toun Bridge and the dochs.

},IANAGING DIRECTOR:

No,

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Sorry! Yes, now yoube got to go beyond your outn
boundaries and show a real spirit of adaenture.

I.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Flying high.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Yes

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

I neant the team, being adueilurous, tlying high'
going to the edge and all that.

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Oh right! I suppose

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Meaning?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

I

it?

meant uhat's happening

. . . ute are, aren't

it

uith

my team!

ute.

must be

difrerentfor eucr! team.

Well, the basic elements arc the same: Trying to
mahe an impact, delioering peah petformance and
tahing rishs. Yet each team has to *plore them in

its oun unique utay.
I.{ANAGING DIRECTOft

ttwh"n

Sounds a challenge.

you reach the top, that's when the climb

begins.

tt

Michoel Caine
Make an impact
A team that is aligned and creative is ready to use its spirit of adventure and put it to
practical use - beyond its own organizational boundaries.
With clear purpose and a sense of direction it can make an impact in its chosen area.
Whether it's a sales or a production team, a systems or an executive team, it attempts to
make a significant change somewhere. There are many ways a team can do this. Some
achieve it with great style and, razzmatazz, others may be quietly exceptional.
There are no prescribed rules to follow. ACE teams always break the mould and find
their own particular style. Ifyou like, it's exploring how to apply creativity in the outside
world. It is nebulous because a team going for impact is like a successful stage company
determined to capture an audience's attention and get results. There's a willingness to
t56

make a difference, though each team does so in a unique way. It's adventurous, because,
to be exceptional, you must be prepared to go beyond Just good enough'. So making an
impact can mean building outside relationships, communicating values beyond the team
to its market place, developing a high profile with those it is a{fecting, and showing offits
superlative service. Let's look at these one by one.

Relationships

Everything we said earlier about relationships in Act One Scene 3 now applies externally.
What's the point of trying to make an impact through building relationships within the
team if you aren't going to make an impact through building relationships beyond it?

Building outside relationships has
principle within our
own company. Our clients and team of
always been a key

associates have always commented on
the quality of those relationships. We

deliberately take that spirit out into the

world with us. We do relatively little
advertising, the bulk of our business

being generated through

the

relationships we build with clients.

There's nothing cynical about this.
We don't form relationships to milk
business from customers. We genuinely
enjoy people. It's a pleasure for us to
spend time with our clients. The
feedback we receive is that they enjoy
the relationships too. We have always
held the belief that in the long-term it
benefits both parties - and it is proving
to be so.
Sometimes completely new training and development programmes are created from
social conversations with our clients - rather than our producing a product and then
having to 'sell' it to the market. Our external relationships help promote new products.
One feature that helps create such external relationships is having clarified and made a
commitment to certain team values.
Communicating aalues beynd the team

Values are not only useful within the team, as discussed earlier, they can also make an
impact on the market place. We once sent a team to meet a major pharmaceutical
company, created by a merger 3 years earlier. The team began by producing the potential
client's own company report, which contained some clear corporate values. The potential
client explained it was still early days and these values were still not fully working. Next
the team produced our own company brochure to show how similar our core values were ,
and made the point that, even though we were 'small fry', we were at least aligned on
values and could contribute to reinforcing theirs. We got the contract!
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On

a

far bigger scale, when BP set up its

'Culture Change' programme

in

1990,

it

went to great lengths to communicate the
core values to the staff. When the message
came down from the board to 'spread the
word', back came the question 'Who to?'
What people wanted to know was, 'Do we

tell our competitors about our commitment to certain values? Won't it lose us
our competitive edge?'
The question showed a misunderstanding about the place ofvalues in an organization or a team. Values are things you
are extremely proud of. Using them gives you added impact both with internal staffand
the external world. Exploring how your values relate to people and organizations outside
your own boundaries is extremely challenging. You certainly need a spirit of adventure to
do it.
It gives the team a much broader horizon and explains why the phrase 'stakeholder' has
entered the language. Stakeholders are all the people who relate to the company. In BP's
case it was its employees, suppliers, customers, the community and its shareholders.
Everyone was seen as needing to hear about the company's new statement ofvalues. After
all, BP's principles and values underpinned its vision. To achieve the vision, values had to
be communicated.
So to sum up, a team makes an impact

through building external relationships,
and that includes sharing and communicating its values. In doing that it begins to
go beyond the company boundary towards a high profile.

Deueloping a high profilc

The few in the performing arts who
become stars do so because they bring a
distinct sense of self to their work. Their personalities shine through. Whether you like
them or not, it's hard to forget them. Star teams also need a strong group personality, even
when individual members may have a low profile. This helps others, inside and outside the
organization, to relate to them.
A team with a clear and distinct identity is visible and seen to be accountable for its
work. Yet aren't there teams that operate in the background and are sometimes near
invisible? Perhaps, but invisible to whom? Certainly not to those alfected by their work.
Star performers are willing to be known, and for them there is no hiding place.

As with making an impact, ACE teams are hungry to have a high profile where it
counts, with their customers or those they serve.

H8

ttT""-*ork

is consciously espoused but unwittingly

shunned by most people in business because they are

deathly afraid of it. They think it will make

them invisible.

tl

Srully Blotnich in The Corporote Steeple Chose
Showing off superlatiae sennce

Being adventurous also means
seizing every opportunity to make
an impact. Service is a perfect way
of doing that, and people never
forget when it is outstanding.
The staff in one hotel run by the

Marriot Corporation seized

an

opportunity to show superb service
when a guest rang room service and
asked for refreshments. When there
seemed problems in getting what she
wanted, she rang offin annoyance. A few

moments later a hotel supervisor knocked on the door. 'Excuse me', she said. 'I
understand you may not be happy with our service, is there anything I can do to help
you-'
The hotel guest began to cry. Her mother was ill in another part of the country and
she hadjust spent an hour trying to book a place on the last plane leaving that day, to
get home. There were no places available and the last plane was leaving shortly. She
had given up in frustration and that's when she had rung room service.
The hotel supervisor listened and acted. She used the hotel's commercial muscle
to persuade the airline to find a place on the plane for the guest. Not only that, she
even arranged to have it delayed briefly so the guest could get to the airport. She
helped pack the guest's bags, gave her some packed food for the journey and
arranged transport to the airport. At the other end she organized transport so that
the guest was whisked to see her mother in hospital. She arrived in time, and the
mother died the next day.

You cannot simply buy that kind of adventurous spirit. What if the senior
hotel nanagement had condemned the expenditure as excessive? It came
from building a team prepared to make an impact, willing to show its vision
of superlative customer care in action. The team's impact more than paid off;
the story has become a legend in the hotel trade and has more than repaid
Marriot's outlay from the original decisions.
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Using service to make an impact is a bit like showing off. Adventurous teams are willing
to do that and even relish it. They are willing to be centre stage with light blazing down,
holding a prominent position.

We're not referring to media publicity but the spotlight of customer attention and
awareness. It's about looking for opportunities to surprise customers with what you can
do for them, if possible beyond their expectations. As it seems like boasting, some people
and teams are reluctant to do so. They hold back from deliberately searching for ways of
making an impact without focusing attention on the team. But to quote that old phrase, 'If

you've got it, flaunt

it!'

to hide their light under a bushel. At the theatre we don't go to
hear or see adequate performances. People want outstanding shows, stunning performers.
Stars emerge because they strive to shine brightly. Teams must do the same.

ACE teams are unwilling

It could be taking what you do anyway
and making it into something exceptional.
In pantomime there's always a moment
when pumpkins become carriages and
those in rags blossom into princes and
princesses. In fact everything changes, and

it's called the transformation scene. It

should be a moment of magical splendour that touches the child in all of us.
Really that's what team work should be about, making an impact by continually
transforming problems into solutions, loss into profit, consumers into customers, enemies
into friends, raw materials into product, individuals into teams. Transformation can be a
boring old slog or a highly creative, exciting and exploratory experience. It is a choice each
team makes.

Peak performance
sigrr of a team's adventurous spirit is its drive to achieve peak performance.
Peak performance feels like flying. Everything works right, first time. Nothing it seems

Another

can go wrong. Sports people, actors, dancers, conductors, and players, all tell of
performances they have given that felt just perfect. There's an addictive sense of
exhilaration and selGfulfilment. Anyone experiencing this wishes fervently it could
happen all the time. Of course it cannot, because a peak contrasts with periods when the
results may be less exciting.
So peak performance is quite rare. High performance actors, musicians, athletes or
business people tend to experience that peak performance feeling several times during
their lifetime . They encounter it sulhciently often to recognize it when it's happening, and
afterwards to keep reaching for ways to repeat it.
Laurence Olivier once acted a brilliant Othello while on tour in Moscow. Afterwards he
locked himself in his dressing room in frustration. When quizzed about why he had
retreated after such an achievement, he replied that he knew the performance was
exceptional. His frustration was not knowing exactly how he had done it!
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There are no instant answers, unless you count discipline, dedication and practice.
Beyond these, though, there has to be generated a sense of excitement, commitment and
raw hunger for peak performance. Though you may exPect and welcome it, you cannot

merely wish for it.

We're talking therefore about exceptional results. These happen when people and
teams are working to such high levels of performance that people, doing their differentjobs
are totally in tune with everyone else. It is as if some sort of telepathy is present, and in

it is.
at this level of achievement. Instead we hear anodyne
teams
operate
Few business
'It's profit that really counts' or 'Our customers come
line',
as
'the
bottom
clich6s such
first'. So what will promote high performance?
It takes team members intense periods ofworking and playing together. They also need
to have a deep respect and trust for each other, before they can regularly expect to achieve
results that go beyondjust being effective. When teams learn to do this, exceptional results
occur. There are legendary perficrmances by great sporting teams - England in the 1966
World Cup Final, Australia winning the America's cup, Europe's first Ryder Cup victory,
Australia winning the Rugby World cup, and so on. The same could be said of certain
artistic events - memorable for their sublime achievement.
But can we really expect that sort of result in business? Why not? In so many companies
there is no spirit of adventure in which these results might flourish. What we know from
some unknown way perhaps

the performing arts is that peak performance is possible, addictive and does not
necessarily takes years to achieve.

The requirements for reaching peak performance are

PRHPARE

THT MS
IMPRMMSH
USH HNHRMY
Let's look at each in detail.

l6l

Preparing

At the theatre or cinema you only experience the finished product as a moment when
everything comes together - and it looks so easy. You never see the months or even years of
preparation.
Peak performance is essentially built on the foundations of careful preparation. The
honing of skills, the perfecting of techniques, the refinement of methods all combine
eventually and culminate in that precious moment of truly exceptional performance. The
three most important actions required for an excellent presentation are rehearse, rehearse
and rehearse, and they apply also to a team. Get it right before you ever meet the market
place and you can feel free to let go.

Lctting go

Letting go is a shift of focus, not just doing more of the same. The power of the team's
preparation is that it can afford to look at qualitatively different ways ofdoing things. This
is a time to end all that frenetic activity and do something dilferent.
For example, we worked with a sales team that had spent an €normous amount of time,
effort and money learning and practising a sales system. They had discovered how to
assess a customer's needs by means ofopen questions, establish an interest in the product,
excite the customer further with the benefits, and, lastly, how to handle any objections
from the customer and turn them into possible selling points. They even had a script that
a path that should inevitably culminate in closing
the sale.
However, they weren't getting the results. Something else had to happen. They had to
learn to let go. We worked with them on changing their focus, from concenrating on the
script and sales procedure to concentrating on something else. That something else was
exploring their relationships with the customer. When they were with a customer, in a
way, they had to forget about the sales system and the script, and instead rely on their
natural instincts as human beings to build the relationship. Then the system could
support rather than dominate them.
Teams that cannot let go work ever harder with no real advance towards peak
performance. Instead ofelfortless achievement, there is a grinding struggle. It's much like
banging on walls to escape from a room, finding this doesn't work, but simply continuing
to bang even more strongly. Ifonly one stops and shifts focus, one might see the door in the

allowed them to lead the customer along

wall.
Trying harder doesn't help a singer to reach high notes, for example. According to the
singing coach David Krauser, 'Since high notes use the least possible amount of air,
they're actually easy to sing. But ifyou approach them as di{ficult, they are . Trying hard in
fact, never helps - it throws the whole instrument out of balance'.
So for teams letting go means recognizing the right moment to shift focus. It may sound
a

bit elusive, yet when you are committed to peak performance, there's always a moment

for simply trusting in what you have already done.
To use that sales team as an example again, there was a time when its members had put
a lot of work into generating new clients. They spent hours, days, weeks on the phone
setting up appointments. They reached the stage when it was becoming a way of life.
However, they weren't leaving any space for the results to show up. They were so busy
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carrying on with their struggle to get customers, they didn't realize that they had already
built enough ofa platform for the response to occur. They now needed to change tack and
receive the rewards of their labour.
How does a team recognize the time for letting go? Stage performers would probably say
it is when the effort to prepare begins to yield smaller and smaller gains. Business teams
might say it is when they fnust start working smarter, rather than harder.
All that preparation creates a structure of certainty, confidence and readiness. Within
it, the team can cease trying so hard and simply step into the unknown. It is like when a
team has prepared for months to negotiate a major contract, and, having immersed itself
in the task, now stops rehearsing and relaxes, trusting that it can deliver. There's a
willingness to lose control, which may scare people yet it is what's needed. You cannot
control peak performance, only provide the right conditions for it to flourish.

If letting go sounds scary, that's
perfectly understandable, since peak
performance is both frightening and
exciting. No wonder so many teams
prefer not to attempt star performance!
Having prepared, the team trusts the
process it has set in motion, and allows
itself to explore something new in its
relationship with its customers improvising.

Imlnoaising

For years audiences have watched jazz

musicians improvise, producing
amazing music with apparent ease.
Their aliveness is infectious. Actors too
have always improvised, and more
recently there's been a plethora of
theatrical events, radio and television
programmes that exploit these talents.
This is not much di{ferent to what happens increasingly in fast-moving, growth-minded
companies. They demand similar improvising skills with teams working on problems that
reach beyond conventional wisdom. Such work demands speed of thought, sensitivity to
others, and trust in one's natural ability to create in the moment. Like the improvising
performers, business people need to cultivate quick-wittedness, responsive relationships,
acute listening and thrilling creativity. That is why theatre exercises and role plays are so
powerful during team training and development.

Using ercrglt

When an ACE team is exploring peak performance, you cannot help noticing that
individually and as a group they seem to be buzzing with life. It's dillerent from the
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purposeless, frenetic busy-ness that so often characterizes organizations. What's special

about this kind of buzz is that it occurs when performance energy is focused and
channelled. It's what theJapanese are attempting when they start the day in a car hctory
with some martial arts exercises or Tai Chi.
Our Western tradition is not as repulsed by such tactics as it might seem. In several
Japanese factories that have started in Europe the same routines of work-outs, company
a{firmations or songs have been introduced with great success.
Beginning the day doing press-ups or singing songs is not ficr every team, and for many
it remains alien. Yet people do need help in raising energy levels, especially when they are
attempting to achieve peak performance, which is itselfdemanding. So theatre games, as
well as the sort of physical limbering and tuning in exercises mentioned in earlier sections,
can be ofgreat use.
Energy is also linked directly to risk. When teams are brave enough to reach for peak
performance, it seems to stimulate people and release energy. The presence of energy in a
team helps the team to take risks. It's a benign circle.

Risk

--l tell them yery often. I don't mind mistakes

33

here and

there, but I want atmosphere. lf you iust do a perfect
concert, that for me is the worst. In this kind of
relationship, you have to be yery open towards each
other, and when you are open it is easy to get wounded
and the natural instinct is to protect oneself. lf you take

the risk, and you succeed it's incredible. That's what
happened in Beethoyen's Fifth. lt's like a marriage

ll
began to work.

that

Fronz Welser-/I4osL
Muskol Director of the London Philhormonic 0rchestro
Willingness to take risks is the other characteristic of exploring teams that makes an
impact. Life itself is risky, but for star performance you go beyond merely living and
instead work adventurously. As Porche Chief Executive Peter Schutz once put it, what he
sought in those he hired was 'courage. You can't teach them that'.
You know when you're taking a risk - your body tells you. It will always include a rush
of adrenalin and physically you will shake, even if only a little. One of the things about
taking risks as a team is the scintillating excitement of sharing those feelings with the

lu

grouP.

One of the authors used to appear on a regular live television show. When it was
introduced by the announcer and the opening music played, the atmosphere in the studio
was electric. People were shivering with excitement, smiling and joking with each other,
wishing each other luck and bouncing up and down like small children at a party. It was
their way of preparing for the serious business ahead, and added to the enjoyment of the
event.

ttl

h""" a propensity for taking

risks. I would rather be in

on the ground floor of something chancy than into
something safe that's been around for 50 years.

tt

Cathleen Block publisher USIA Todoy
Not everyone handles adrenalin that way. There's a fine line between nervousness and
excitement. The advantage ofa team is that mutual support can quickly transform nerves
into the buzz of excitement and a willingness to take risks.
Of course, in business, risk is usually minimized, and people often talk of taking
calculated risks. If that means looking while you leap, staying aware and awake through
the process, then we applaud it. If it means covering yourself left, right and centre, then it
kills the excitement. It's a delicate balance.

J(Don't

be afraid

to take

a big step if one is indicated.

You can't cross a chasm in two small

!u-ps.

tt

Dovid Uoyd George
Thus to explore with a spirit of adventure is not the same as trying to avoid risk
altogether, which is what some teams do. Others, though, may be only too keen on taking
risks and have to be restrained. Teams in fact are more willing to take risks than

individuals.

tt

lf you spend your time trying to avoid risk you are
unwittingly taking the greatest risk of all. Failure to
adapt.

tt

Str John Horvey Jones
Takingjust the right amount of risk helps take a team towards peak performance. Each
team must judge for itself what is the right amount and learn to distinguish riskiness from
recklessness. After all, merely being in business is a huge risk, and it is all around you. We
write this book at a time when more businesses are closing down each day than ever
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before. Most of them will be surprised
that it should have happened to them,
given how safe they have tried to be.
Playing safe will not secure safety. There
is no escape route that way! Risk either
happens to you, or you create it for
yourself. An ACE team finds ways to
choose its risks and learns how to hand.lz
them.

We started this scene by exploring
how a team can use its adventurous
spirit to make an impact with Sam
Goldwyn's search for the ultimate story.
He may have wanted to start with an
earthquake, but we feel a volcano might

be more appropriate. After all,
volcanoes are the result ofhuge, buried
power forcing itself into the world. ACE

teams have the power - it's just a
question of seeking the right place to
eruPt!
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5 Db"o"ery

consbts of seeing what everylody has seen
and thinking what nobody has thought t

Albert Szenl-Qprgi, Hungodon-bon

uS

hiochemist

Scene 2-

WHO DUNNIT?

Grovvth ond Discovery

Act Three,Scene 2 - 'WHO DUNNIT?'

effiil

Growth and Discovery
ttTh.r"

are ill discoverers who think there is no land,

when they can see nothing but sea.

ll

Froncis Bocon
Our two directors are leaving the theatre, having watched a long-running thriller.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

I really enjuyed it. Hou
running nou?

Great show! Well done.
long's

it

been

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Oaer 3 years.

}IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well, you'd never belieue it. Not at all stale.
hnow how they do it, night after night.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

We'oe had a feut changes of cast, but netertheless I
agree with you, they're a great team. I had a meeting
utith them earlier today and they uere talhing about
neut ideas and. intetpretations in the play - after
pexforming it for 8 months. They'oe heatd and said
the same lines hundteds of times and yet suddenly
they'll take on neut neaning. It's exciting theyle srtil

I don't

mahing discoveries after all this time.

I'IANAGING DIRECTOR:

it should be about, surely? Discooery,
Finding out neut things all the time, as you go along,

That's what

and then grouing and deaeloping because of it.
THEATRE DIRECTOft

Absolutely. In fact, that's what life is about, for me
at any rate. I just uant to heep on discoaering,
learning and deaeloping until I die.

},IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Ibe

neaet thought of it lihe that. In a uto,!, it's a bit
lihe the play we'ae just watched. It's a mystery, im't

it.

You spend

all your time as an audience, wondering

n*t, uncoaering clues, trying
to uork it out, getting shoched and sutfrised en routo,
and thm discooering hou it all hras out.
uhat's going to happm

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

And it's exactly the same with, say, lour team.
They're the cast of characterc. And the dtama and
excitement comes from watching the plot unfoW.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Vllhat's going to happen next? Vlhat will ue learn?
ute doing? Wat else do ute need to do?
Hou uill our customers respond? Will ue suraiue?
You neaer hnow do you, it's a mystery.

Hou are

THEATRE DIRECTOR

A real 'Vlho Dunnit?'

Mysterious goings on

Columbus management: Columbus was like so many managers. He didn't know
where he was going, had no idea how to get there, on arrival he didn't know where he
was, and anyway someone else had probably got there first.

ACE teams are natural explorers. Because they are adventurous, they are determined to
make a di{ference and an impact on their chosen market. So they're constantly growing
and developing, always evolving.

still, no sooner have they mastered something, than they set
new goals and move on. Some teams continually recreate themselves. For example, the
Apple company has been radically altered several times since its inception, seeing this
process as continuous, rather thanjust an occasional chat.
Other teams reform, break up or even die.
What causes teams to break up or die? Usually when they try to cling to the Past, and
Because they never stand

refuse to adapt. Outside factors are often a catalyst, though seldom the cause; they include

takeovers, competitive pressures, reorganization, team members leaving
opportunities. Occasionally a team simply dies in harness.

for

better

Whatever the team chooses to do - evolve, reform, break up or simply die- at the time
you never quite know what will happen, how it will turn out. It's a mystery.
The team is faced with unravelling what it's done so far, interpreting what it has
discovered, and identifying what else to do. It must decide - either deliberately or by
allowing fate to choose - whether to continue, reform or disband. Not so much 'Who

Dunnit',

as:

. What's happened?
a What have we discovered?
o What else is there to do?
. Will the team live or die?
What's happened?
Like anyone trying to solve a mystery, the team must first understand its present situation
which means knowing where it has got to. Exploring teams continually want to learn
where they stand, what are their limits, and whether these have yet been reached. They do
so by asking:

-
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a
.
.
o

Are we winning?
Is it working?
Has it actually happened?
What have we achieved so far?

This kind of exploration can be di{ficult, but who said exploring was easy? As high
performance teams hack their way through the Amazonian forest of the business world,
they know they can easily lose their sense ofdirection, go round in circles and even fall into
a swamp. So they take regular compass bearings. Through 'assessment' ACE teams are

continually seeking signs ofwhere they are going, whether and how they are getting there.
The obvious signs are measurable ones, like sales, turnover, profit, staffwastage, share
price, and so on. Many of these forms of feedback, though, take too long to reflect the
team's performance. When they finally arrive, the whole functioning and situation of the
team may have altered. A team needs something more immediate.

It may be more useful for a team to assess 'How have we done?' and for this there are two
sources: INTERNAL and EXTERNAL FEEDBACK.

Internal feedback

Internal feedback is what the team can give itself. Many business teams meet regularly,
yet the agenda is too often devoted almost entirely to the here and now, the unrelenting
day-to-day demands that blot out any scope for true team assessment.

We worked with leading independent mapmaking company Cook Hammond and

Kell Ltd, helping it to develop its top team and corporate strategy. At the start ofthe
programme the team found leaving the o{fice for anything other than daily business
hard to do. Self-assessment within the team was unknown, and certain problems
tended to be brushed under the carpet.
A year later the team had become used to conducting regular assessment sessions
in which it explored how it was doing and where it was heading. Company director
John Wilders, explains: 'Now we will often stop and say, hey, this isn't working,
what else should we be doing? We are now used to taking time offfor a couple of
days, going away to a hotel and having a look at what is happening and what needs
to happen next'.
A similar story took place at the Surrey garden centre we talked about earlier. The
management team met regularly - no problem there. But everything was focused on
simply keeping the centre running. Virtually no time was devoted to looking at the
team's present position, looking ahead to where the team needed to go and the wider
company issues.

It

took a total restructuring, and the appointment of several new team members,
to put assessment back on the agenda. Nor did this process take months or years.
Within a week the new team was in place. It was able to handle the day-to-day, while
also having the ability to stand back from the daily round of bedding plants and
garden furniture to assess what had happened so far and begin developing
important new ways for the Centre to grow.
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An example of a team having fun with internal feedback is described by
Barkworth in

Peter

About Acting:

I was in Michael Frayn's play Donkey's Years at the Globe Theatre. At every
performance I gave an eight-minute party in my dressing room. All the actors . . .
used to come in, in their dinner jackets and drink Perrier Water (occasionally
mildly laced) and talk: we would discuss how the play was going at that
performance, and what the audience was like; we would give each other
occasional notes and generally chew the fat about plays, actors, directors, critics,
authors and impresarios. Occasionally we would play round-robin games: What
is the compliment you most like to receive (a) as an actor (b) as a person? Another
was: What advice given by other people has most helped you?

Most ACE teams regularly meet to review the group's own impressions of its
performance and whether it is being fully stretched. Such explorations can occur on a
quick and regular basis, such as weekly breakfast meetings or a team lunch. [t's a chance
to tune in, as outlined in Act l, and also to assess questions such as 'How well we are
working together?' and 'Is there anything getting in the way of the creative functioning of
this group?'
It makes sense to explore these sorts of question, and in a focused, undisturbed
environment. Such meetings are best when they occur away from the busy office, in a quiet
spot where everyone has time and space to reflect. Among star performers a quarterly
assessment meeting of a day or halGday is quite common.

ttwh"ther

you'|re an artist, an actor, a writer, in

business, or whateyer you do, you should have a

barometer of what's truthful and what isn't truthful in
your work You have to be able to look at your own

work like you're looking at your toughest competitor's
work .

tt

Dusun Hoffmon
But where will these meetings, which are expensive and time-consuming, actually lead?
That's still part of the mystery we talked about earlier. You can't be sure where this
process will lead, only that teams wanting to be star performers make time and space for it.
The meetings may start with an exploration of roles and then look at relationships or
what results the team now wants. This uncertainty, combined with the personal or
intimate nature of the revelations that may occur, can make many teams reluctant to
tackle assessment. Some even worry that our team 'won't survive the experience'.
If a team is really that vulnerable, it's unlikely to hold together or be e{fective for long
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anyway. But the anxiety is still understandable. Exploring these areas can be risky, and
as a cast ofactors needs a good director, sensitive to their needs, so a business team
may need help with steering its assessment process. Ideally the team leader should be able
to do it. In practice the formal leader is not always the best or most experienced person to
handle what may be a tricky process. Occasionally it's sensible to use an outsider who has
a good understanding of group processes and communications.
Skilled consultants can reduce the riskiness of team assessment by helping with the
more sensitive work, such as exploring relationships. Disintegration ofa team under these
circumstances is rare. The result is nearly always to strengthen and enliven the team,
giving it new energy and a revitalized sense ofpurpose.

just

On the few occasions when a team
handles its assessment process badly,
that still tends to have a positive effect,
freeing certain individuals finally to do
something about their own lives. What
is important is that the team is willing to
explore in this way.
For some people this kind of internal
feedback is too incestuous and smacks
of navel-gazing. It's certainly true that
the search for internal feedback can be
overdone. There needs to be a healthy
balance with external sources.

Extemalfeedback

Performing

a.rts teams

are directly

assessed

through external feedback via their
audiences. The latter boo, laugh, cheer, cry,
stand and applaud, shout out and even
throw things. The media give them fast
feedback too. At West End premieres, for
example, there's a mass exodus before the
final curtain call as the critics rush to make

their first editions.
Critics are useful, since at their best they

are the performers' 'outside

eye',

DISSENTING VOICE

tt

On" of the reason'!s l'ye neyer been in analysis is l've
always been afraid of what I might find out.

ll

Dovid Bowie
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offering insights that contribute to the team's work or its creative process. Good criticism
should be a debate with the practitioner. It should be the same with a business team. The
more visible a business team becomes, the more it will be recognized by outsiders, and the
more it will attract immediate attention and comment.
The sign of a successful team is its readiness to hear and absorb both positive and
critical external feedback. With so much available, particularly from indirect sources such
as trade and housejournals, business pages and other media, it can be hard to make sense
of all the information.
The important requirement is to build a picture from all the sources of feedback
available. The team may feel inelfective and lacking energy yet still be constantly referred
to as 'dynamic'. Equally, a team may feel it is making a huge and powerful impression,
only to be called'an obscure bunch ofinexperienced newcomers'. It tends to be the weight
of opinion that is useful, or, putting it slightly different,'If five people call it a horse saddle up and ride it!'

DISSENTING VOICE

tt

You canrt believe r€views good

or bad.

tt
Joon Collins

However, true performerc soon learn which critics and feedback to trust and which to
It is pointless listening to someone whose values and taste you don't or won't
share. In fact their particular negative criticism can act as a valuable endorsement: 'If
they don't like it, then it must be right'.

ignore.

"

,

.. I always think when

eyerybody says something is

going to be complete dog, you can be sure
make some money.

tt

it might

leslie Hill, Monaging Direaor of Centrol lelevision
There are many indicators from the outside world that will help the team's assessment
of itself;

o

How many telephone callers, finding their regular contact unavailable, are happy to
speak to another member of the team?

. Is the group regularly referred to by the outside world as 'The team from . . .'?
a How open are people about giving the total team feedback about its performance?
a If somebody comes to visit a member of the team at the office, do they say'Hello' to
o
a

the other team members?
If you tell somebody about something that the team did - say, 'We won an enormous
new contract' or'A client hasjust left us to go elsewhere'- do they seem surprised, or
do they treat the news as routine?
Do you ever get invited out as a team?

ll6

An external feedback to our own company team came, for instance, when a respected
client took the trouble to ring and say, Just thought you should know your last mailing
arrived with mistakes in it. We see you as a high quality business and that mailing didn't
match our expectations of you'. Galling, but invaluable evidence about our performance!
Not long afterwards we hired a new administrator.
Obtaining useful external feedback may require ingenious or even courageous
measures. One e{Iective team we heard about wanted to assess how it was doing with
customer care. It hired an independent film unit to visit customers and video their
responses to pointed questions. Then the team members watched the results and later
showed them to everyone who dealt with customers. When the telephone operators, for
example, saw actual customers complaining about how long it took to get their calls
answered, they started a whole new company effort to improve their performance.
British Airways was also determined to encourage its customers to give their assessment
of the service. So they erected video booths in airports. People could make a brief tape
explaining what they felt, which gave them a feeling they were actually talking to the chief
executive or toP team.

Teams need imaginative ways to
feedback,
particularly when embarking on a
major project or piece of work. What is

encourage outside

required is the equivalent of the
preview audience.

Many movie producers and directors
preview their films before releasing
them. Audiences are invited to attend a
showing without knowing anything
about the particular film. Mel Brooks,
responsible for many box-office hits, sits
at the back taking notes during his
his previews. He observes when people are laughing or yawning, and uses the assessment
information to complete a final edit ofhis film. Many theatre companies these days run the
show for a few preview performances to refine it in the light of audience reaction, before
o{ficially opening it to the critics.
Business teams need the equivalent, advance information. This happens of course with
a new product, which is often tested in the market, but the results are rarely directly
relevant to a particular team's performance. By the time market-research companies
come into it, the ownership of a product has spread throughout many departments in an
organization. It's hard to get direct feedback on the group from such exercises.
So ACE teams look for ways to generate advance assessment information that will help
them decide how they are doing.

What have we discovered?
Teamwork is about discovery, unravelling mysteries:

o
.

We did that well, how can we do it again?
We did that badly, how can we avoid doing
,77

it

again?

a
a

What have we discovered about our strengths and
How near are we to becoming an ACE team?

weaknesses?

tt Dir.o""ry consists of seeing what eyerybody has seen
and thinking what nobody has thought.

tt

Albert Szent-Gy or gi, Hungarion-bo r n US bioch emist
Exploration does not always take place away from thejob. Teams can explore regularly
during their weekly or monthly meetings. Just so long as they do it sometime!
How, though, does a team know how close it is to being ACE team? After all, teams vary
in their abilities and in different areas. In essence the team question is 'How good, i.e.
effective, are we?'
Many methods for assessment have been developed in recent years. Some, like the
Belbin method, concentrate on describing key roles that individuals take within the team.
As already suggested, however, despite the undoubted importance of roles, they are only
one element that makes an ACE team. Other methods try to highlight blocks the team
may be facing, and indicate appropriate ways to remove them. Another way of assessing
the team is using the three ACE team dimensions of Aligned, Creative and Exploring to
assess the team Processes, and thus what aspects of the team may need developing or

improving.
By completing a simple questionnaire, either manually or by computer, the team can
plot its profile on a chart like the one on the next Page'

ACE TEAM DIMENSIONS
Strong on alignnent
The team is sure ofits core values, has clear leadership, and common objectives. It is
highly organized, with clear team roles. There is respect for the individual, with a
supportive atmosphere when the group meets. Everyone is fully committed to what
the team is trying to achieve.

Strong on creativity
People are always being encouraged to experiment; disagreement is seen as healthy
and a way of making things better. Mistakes are tolerated, as well as certain kinds of
failure . The team frequently faces really tough deadlines and pressures yet still finds
room for sharing strong feelings and emotions. It is fun working together and there is
mutual trust. Each person is encouraged to express every asPect of his/her

personality.

Strong on exploring
The team occasionally performs brilliantly, as if nothing could go wrong and there
always seems to be boundless energy. Team members are usually buzzing with
aliveness. Everyone recognizes the benefits of taking risks, and most enjoy taking
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The ACE Team Profile
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them. The team has a high profile in the organization and gets results. It also
regularly assesses its strengths and weaknesses, always seeking new ways to avoid
complacenry and to enliven itself. Through opposition and challenge the team
explores new areas, stretching itself to the limit. It readily acknowledges successes
and achievements.
Another approach

is

for the team to discover what it has learned about the market or the

product. What does the team know now that it didn't know before? When Edison was
asked about conducting so many unproductive experiments before inventing the light
bulb, he replied 'At least I know thousands of ways not to rnake a light bulb!'
When a team is stuck, not sure what to do next, or simply taking time to explore its
present situation, it is worth reviewing the accumulated data. This is information about
itsel{, the workings of the organization, networks, the working of the product or service,
the efficiency of the company and so on.
How does one make sense of all this data? If we assume that the team is standing back
for a moment, conducting an assessment, it can simply explore all the things it has learned
and discovered since the last time it conducted such a review. Ifit's the first time, then the
team reviews what it now knows that it didn't know when it started. One of the main
strengths of a t€am is its ability to handle large amounts of data. It can usually quickly
decide what are the main learning points, even if it needs help in handling the process.
The next stage in the assessment process is exploring what else there is to do. This
should stem naturally from the assessment work already completed, using both internal
and external feedback. The team may need to awake to new ideas and new possibilities.
This is particularly hard when the team has existed a long time, and it may have become
complacent and need to ask:

HCIWDOWE KTEF IT FRE$H?
Complacency is the greatest threat to ACE teams; it drains energ'y, kills creativity and
deters the exploring instinct. The more successful the team, the greater the resistance it
may offer to any action that alters either the team or how it's working. The reaction is
summed up in the view'When things seem to be going well, why meddle?' We call this
team response the:

Mffi
m&p
ffiWMffiMffiMffi
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This syndrome applies as much to business as the theatre. Continually refreshing a cast
and crew of a long running show is a major challenge. The supreme example is Agatha
Christie's Mousclrap, now heading toward its half century. The forces of inertia almost
guarantee stagnation, prevent creativity and eliminate any exploring instincts.

With the Mousetrap syndrome people get totally bored, and that breeds forgetfulness.
We forget that some people are hearing our message or encountering the team and its work
for the first time. What may be incredibly familiar to the team is, however, still new or
strange to others. So the Mousetrap syndrome can lead a team

to make a host of

assumptions that ought to be challenged or rethought.

"

A.ting

is like tennis.

We hit the ball to each other and

the audience follows the ball. Now it's your turn, now
it's mine. And when it's my turn you must not
distract. You must iust listen to me. And try to listen

to me as though for the first time. Never forget, you
do not know what I am going to say, right uP to my
last syllable. You must not anticipate what I am going

to

say.

tt

Edtth Evons

Just as an actor needs to remember the audience haven't previously seen the play, so a
business team may need to remind itself that EVERY NIGHT tS A FIRST NIGHT.
That is, the sales team, the telephone research unit, the management team presenting its
vision, may all have repeatedly expressed their ideas over weeks, months, even years. Yet
somehow they must still remember that other people may be hearing the message for the

first time.

We worked with a team ofcomputer people who had spent 3 tough years developing
a new system for a large financial organization. They were about to embark on a
series of presentations to let people know how this brilliant new system could
support their departments.
Yet the clear message from the team in its presentation was'We are bored!'They
had worked on the project for so long and encountered so many di{ficulties that
instead of conveying 'Here's a great new system to make your life easier' they were
f8t

really saying'We've sweated blood over this and we're fed up, but here it is anyway!'
We worked with this team to reanimate their initial enthusiasm for the original
project. We encouraged them

to

put aside their struggle and exhaustion, which were

irrelevant to the customers.
Finally, we helped them remember their audience was hearing about this system

for the first time - so all jargon and taken-for-granted concepts were banned. The
team avoided the Mousetrap syndrome by learning to see it from the audience's
fresh point of view.

The best ways of avoiding the Mousetrap syndrome and staying fresh are:

$HAKffi UP
NffiUM:NPUT
oppCIs;Tl$N &
SHAKKffiNMH
Shake-up

ln the theatre recasting once or twice a year helps provide shake-up. In business this is
possible through re-forming teams regularly, creating temporary project groups,
arranging short-term job swops, and shadowing other people's roles.
Some managers, fior instance, swear by certain powerful forms ofshake-up. When they
acquire a company, become responsible for a department, or even take over a team, they
go straight for a dramaticjolt through actions like restructuring, hiring and firing, moving
people around and so on. This kind of action is fine as long as it's appropriate, and not

ta

used as a panacea for all situations.

Company doctor DavidJames was asked to rescue Dan Air in 1990. He took over on
condition he could clear out the entire Board because that's how he often operated. But he
needed someone with heavyweight airline experience and didn't recruit them for another
seven months. James' shake-up was the wrong medicine and by late 1992 Dan Air was
broke and 4500jobs were lost too.

tt Th" art of goyerning consists of not allowing men to
tt
grow old in their jobs.
Nopoleon Bonoporte
In many permanent teams there is also
the continuous danger that people
become set in their ways and indeed
roles. For instance, when one member
of the team is good at producing
original ideas or suggestions - the Plant
in Meredith Belbin's team classification
- it becomes tempting for everyone else
to believe that they cannot do the same.

An accountant may assume his or her
only role is to be an expert on finance,
or meetings of the team are always
chaired by the same person, so that the
rest of the group gradually cease taking
any responsibility for functions such as

timekeeping, creating

agendas,

summarizing and so on.
Basically a shake-up comprises measures

to attack routine. It is better for the
team to explore and discover these
itself, than waiting for people ouside it
to impose their own, perhaps
less

appropriate, shake-up solutions.

New input
The bigger the company, the more easily teams seem able to avoid inflicting shake-up
on themselves. They so often tend to wait until an outside factor causes it for them, such as
an internal reorganization, a new senior manager, a takeover, a market threat, a financial
problem and

so on.

According to an Ashridge research study in 1989, the main triggers for change in
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European and US companies were financial losses (24 per cent), increased competition
and loss ofmarket share (23 per cent) and a new chiefexecutive officer (16 per cent). In
other words being proactive rather than reactive was quite rare. According to the
Ashridge researchers, opportunities or threats that were foreseen only accounted for 23
per cent of changes made in the organizations studied.
Can you wonder that ACE teams and star performance are still quite unusual!
IBM is perhaps the most recent major example of a company that until recently had
allowed complacency to permeate its key teams, with a resulting significant loss in market
share and serious mistakes in fighting back.
Rather than waiting for outside forces to deliver a shake-up, ACE team will actively
invent their own fresh inputs. For example, ateam can keep itself fresh by inviting others
to join it regularly to inject new infirrmation, perspectives and energy. This was the
original idea behind non-executive directors. Unfortunately, as research by the PA
consultancy organization has shown, too many of these are appointed on the wrong basis
and are unable to provide the sort ofnew input required.

Bourne Leisure is a highly successful company that runs holiday homes and caravan
It asked us to look at its sales operation. We asked, 'If it's working
successfully, why pay outsiders to investigate?' Robert Seaton, one of the directors,
explained it succinctly: 'Maybe we're missing something'. His desire to continue to
grow through discovery and have a fresh input put a lie to the old maxim, 'Ifit ain't
broke, don't mess with it'. These days it's more relevant to say, 'If it ain't broke,
what will you do if it does?'

parks.

Opposition and challenge
Somebody said

it couldn't

be

dou,

But lu with a cluckh rcplicd
That malbc it couldn't, but lu would bc orc
Who wouWn't so) 'rc' till lu'd tricd.
So lu btukhd right in with tlu harc of a grin
On his facc. If lu woricd lu hid it.
He startcd to sing as he lackled tfu thing
That couldn't be done , and lu did it.

'You can't do that . . .' must be the single most discredited phrase in the entire English
language. Teams, entrepreneurs and companies have so often flown in the face of
opposition or disbelief to ultimately triumph that one can almost say

bwwwbb@aaLwa& hwmw
THE OPPOSTTE IS TRUE
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Some of the most exciting works of art are those where people have done the irreverent,
outrageous, unforgivable. The artist Cristo, who wraps buildings or structures such as the
Ei{fel Tower in material, gets people to look at things in dilferent ways. Performing theatre
'in-the-round' seemed a crazy idea to people who we used to the proscenium arch.
The same goes for business. Examples include McDonalds'Ray Kroc breaking all the
rules about how to sell meals and inventing fast food; Apple Computers defying the IBM

line of standardization, then stunning everyone in the industry by tying up with its
erstwhile rival; Body Shop disdaining the norms of the cosmetic industry; and the
introduction of 'just-in-time' production systems against all expert opinion of their
workability. Being dillerent can really pay.

tt w" thumbed our noses at rules and procedures. tt
Peny Rosenthol, Choirmon, Polymer Technology, 1987
Going against logic, convention, and traditional practice is hard ifyou are the first one.
It's so much easier when someone else leads the way! Yet ACE teams thrive on challenge,
opposition and breaking what others may see as 'the rules'.

DISSENTING VOICES
0n the possibility of tolkingpictures:

tt

who the hell wants to hear actors talk?

tt

HonyWorner, Founder of Worner Bros Studio

On computers;

tt

Th"r"

is a world market for about five computers.
fhomos J. Wotson of IBM

To die or not to die?

tt

in 1943

So far we'v€ assumed the team is alive and wants to stay that way. That's sadly not
universally true - some are dead or dying. Watch out for the zombie team, whose spark of
life spluttered out long ago, yet it continues regardless. The body functions but it's empty
inside.

Zombie teams go through the motions, pretending to be achieving things, but don't.
They are the walking dead, and organizations are full of them. Some board meetings are
just like that. The directors dutifully meet and practise a ritual. What might have once
been a live group is now effectively a dead one. It'sjust that the corpse refuses to lie down.
The best way to avoid this zombie horror is to be an exploring team, able to use and
respond to the assessment process. Sometimes, though, it may mean closing the team
down.
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Some teams function at an incredibly high level of success. Are we really saying one
should kill them before they slow down or become less productive? Sometimes that can be
the best step. There are many brilliant stage companies, for example, which, despite their
success, no longer exist: Belt and Braces, London Contemporary Dance Company, 7:84,
Ken Campbell's Roadshow, the Actors Company and many others. A quick death may be
better than a long, painful decline.
In business the idea offorming teams quickly, and equally quickly disbanding them to

reform dilferent ones, is becoming standard practice in fast-moving, growth-minded
companies. This process combats the tendency for teams to turn into committees and
become self-perpetuating.
It can be hard to call it a day: it's as if we are calling the individual members failures.
Victor Hugo argued, 'Nothing is so powerful as an idea whose time has come', and you
could equally say, 'Nothing is so powerless as a team whose time has passed!'

aa

I

don't have the same nagging ambition that I had - so

I'm glad to take a break. And as a company - we don't
tt
hoveto go on foreven
Mtchoel Penninglon,
Joint Artistic Director of the Engl,sh Shokespeo re Compony
There's something healthy about noticing when ajob has been done and ending it. We
sit down to dinner, finish our meal and place the knife and fork on the plate. If it's been a
good meal, we give a sigh of satisfaction. That moment is a moment of completion.
In business, people often prevent that moment from happening. They hold on because
they are anxious about facing the insecurity of what next. In terms of a meal, that would
suggest continuous eatingjust to avoid the rest of the day. So it is in many teams - they
cling to the past and familiarity.
It may be time to down tools and move on. This is why, in Act One Scene 2 on Incisive
Organization, we were advocating dividing work into project chunks that have clearly
defined beginnings and endings. At least you then know you have reached some kind of
conclusion. That may be when the team needs to disband. Talking of endings, it's time to
bring the curtain down on developmental discovery as we move on to
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Wn"n sorneone does something good, apphud!
Vou'iritl rnake two people happy. D
Som Goldryvn

Scene 3- APPI-^AUSE,

APPLAUSE

Wholeheorted Apprec iotion

Act I'hree, Scene 3 - 'APPLAUSE, APPLAUSE'

ffiffi$

Wholehearte d Appteciation
tt

Nothing I know,
Brings on the

$oq

Like sweet applause.

tt
From the Musrcol Applouse, Applouse

Our two directors are having a celebratory meal in a restaurant.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:
MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well done!
Thanhs, it's been a long haul, but the results are

uonderful.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Good neus!

I

haoe to say,

I

think you'ae done a

brilliant job.

I haae a great

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Well,

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

But you

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

They uere good people,

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

You chose them.

I.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

They chose themseloes rcally.

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

And your leadership was inualuable.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

I

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Oh I giue

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

What?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Look, you need ftlling up.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh no,

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Not your glass.

MANAGING DIRECTOR

llhat d'you mean?

THEATRE DIRECTOK

Whm stage petfonrcrs hate giom their all and the
curtainfalls, they tahe a deep breaih, stand infront
of their audience and hope to receioe loud and
prolonged applause. Thcy need it. Thq'oe giaen

reated

honestly

thinh

team.

them,

they could have done

it utithout

me.

up!

I couldn't possibly drinh an!

r9l

I

more,

meant !ou.

ewrything to the audience, leaaing them feeling sort
of .,. empty. Certainly aety tettder. Now, the
audience has watched the shout, been nourished by
the experience. It's their turn. They uant to return
the compliment and 'fill up'the petformer.

I

I.IANAGING DIRECTOR:

Oh,

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

()n stage it's usually done by the ritual of applause.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

In

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

I'm

see

uhat you me.tn now.

business too sometimes. Although, gmerally it's
done in a small utay, urith the euryday 'Thanh
yous' and 'Well dones'of life. And I have to say, I
thinh I'm rather good at that. I pfide myself on ny
ability to praise people. I'm alutays achnowledging
m! tearn and thanhing them for their work - 'filling
them up'as yoa sa,!.
sare you

are. Howezter, if you don't mind me

saying so, you're lousy at recehting

I.IANAGING DIRECTO&

What?

THEATRE DIRECTOR:

Izt

it!

me tell you about an experience I had. Early
my aaree4 before I became a director, I uas an

in

actor, and I played a leading role in a new play.
$teruards a colleague came up to me and said he
thought my performance w.at uondetful. I did my
usual false-modesty routine: 'Oh no, it uas a great
play, good writing, a fabulous part and a superb
cast'. To uhich my colleague replied, 'Liste4yorr
were wondctful. Nobody may ever say that to you
again. Just say 'Thanh you" and eajoy it while you

can!'I learnt my lesson,
I.IANAGING DIRECTOE

I

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Yes.

suppose you're right. There's something about
letting the acknowledgement touch you, in a uay.

It

needs

to be recehted. Or people uon't bother

giuing it.

ilANAGING DIRECTOR

And then people ualh aroand saying'Nobody eaer
appreciates what I do!'

THEATRE DIRECTOR

Eractly. That's uthy Performers leara to relish their
applause. It nourishes them to continue, encourages
them to explore other ways to succeed eaen more.

MANAGING DIRECTOR:

True. Well. Thank you. Infact,

I

thinh I'ue done a

pretg brilliant job. I'ue oeated an ACE team,
giuing a star petformance, in a matte" of months.
And I deserzte some c,reditfor it.
THEATRE DIRECTOR:

I'll

drinh to that!

trz

Achievements deserve appreciation
Congratulations! You've stayed for the final scene of this last act. Thank you for
persevering. If we were right there with you, you'd hear a ripple of applause, feel a pat on
the back, to acknowledge your achievement. Are we trying to tell you something? Yes, it is:

appreGEetlsn
The theatre world in particular is laughed at for its over-effusive compliments. People
think 'Darling, you were absolutely wonderful' is how all actors lavish praise on each other
no matter how terrible the perficrmance has been. Even if the compliments are excessive,
however, and occasionally meaningless, they serve a purpose that outsiders may miss.
Applause, appreciation and recognition are a life force - they energize, inspire and
renew creative effort. Without them the best perficrmers and their best-conceived ventures
f;alter. When a stage performance has been awful, the 'Darling, you were wonderful' is
often merely an expression of fellowship and understanding about what even a poor
performance demands.
So how relevant is this life force, which for convenience let'sjust call applause, to people
in business and their teams? We don't think people in business are any different from
actors. They probably need it even more, since some of the more obvious ways ofshowing
appreciation and giving recognition, such as actual applause, are quite rare.
In our survey of managers in seven major organizations we asked whether they felt their
companies publicly appreciated and rewarded good work. The use of the word 'publicly'
was deliberate. Many organizations have a habit of rewarding in discreet, near invisible,
ways. Over half the managers surveyed said their employers did not publicly appreciate
and reward good work. Only one in four felt their employers did act positively in this way.

-

r?3

In a slightly dilferent question on how they were managed, nearly half (45 per cent) felt
they would be more motivated by a different form of management.

tt | .onrider my ability to arouse enthusiasm among
men the greatest iurset that I possess, and the way to
develop the best that is in man is by appreciation and

encouragement. There is nothing else so kills the

ambitions of a man as criticism from his superiors. I
neyer criticise anyone. I believe in giving a man

incentive to work. So I am anxious to praise but loath

to find fault. lf I like anything, I am hearty in my
appreciation and lavish in my pr"ire.

tt

$l

millrcn
Chorles Schwob, to whom Andrew Comegte poid
to run his steel empire
So applause is needed as much by business people as it is by actors, though the form it
takes may sometimes be different. Psychological research has certainly shown that
recognition and appreciation are vital in the development of self-esteem, without which
people and teams don't work well.
It's more often termed 'stroking' than applause. People feel so much better when they
receive strokes in one form of another. As babies we needed physical stroking to know we
were safe and loved. As adults we still need the physical comfort from 'stroking'. However,
we also need psychological strokes, which often take the form of compliments, or simply
another person really noticing us or what we've done.
Yet managers are often quite uneasy when it comes to giving and receiving applause.
Particularly receiving it - they can react quite emotionally.
We see its impact during training and team-building sessions, where we regularly use
performance ideas, such as unconditional applause. We encourage it at the end of a
presentation and at other points during our workshops, such as creative efforts, whether
it's a picture they've drawn or a well-argued idea. It's noticeable how many recipients are
visibly moved and uplifted by the experience of receiving fulsome appreciation.
People are hungry for applause in organizations. ACE teams develop a culture where
applause in its widest sense of recognition, reward, and appreciation are familiar and
expected. Sometimes these occur spontaneously, from the natural exuberance that
characterizes so many ACE teams. At other times they occur as setpieces, such as sales or
marketing conferences.

Spontaneity versus setpieces

Imagine how the English National Opera or the Royal Shakespeare Company would feel
once a year! Yet that is what
happens in far too many companies. Applause is limited, frequently confined to occasional
events such as appraisal time. No wonder many people prefer working for overdemanding leaders who have somehow learned about giving praise when it is due.
No one wants to wait for it once a year, say at an Oscar ceremony. There 's clearly a
distinction between spontaneous displays of appreciation and such formalized rituals as

if they performed every night and the audience only clapped

award ceremonies.
That's not to say that these rituals don't play a vital role. There is a place for the
well-orchestrated setpieces ofcurtain calls and award ceremonies. They can be extremely
powerful rituals. When Margot Fonteyn and Rudolf Nurey€v danced, the ovations were
prolonged, with devoted fans expressing their appre ciation. Opera stars like Pavarotti and
Kiri Te Kanawa provoke a similar response.
Business has its share of formal rituals, and there's even a reference book on Awardslfor
Business Excelhnce - everything from the Young Businessman of the Year and The Value
Improvement Prize, to the Best Delicatessen of the Year.Just as perfbrmers have their
Oscars, Oliviers and BAFTA awards, so business has its trade awards and companies
have their prizes. Some people like these events, others loathe them. However, they
provide at l€ast one opportunity for appreciation to be publicly shown.
Management and staff conferences can be highly theatrical events, with great
opportunities for ritualistic appreciation. People are brought on stage and publicly
thanked for the work they've done, or teams can be picked out and have their work as a

group celebrated.
It's more dilhcult when there is no such formalized sructure. In which case, it's down to
the team members to explore their own way of thanking each other. It's similar to the
problem performers face when working in film or television. Having become used to
presenting their work and being immediately praised or chastised for it by the audience,
they now have to act in isolation.
With a comedy and a live audience, there is not much di{ference to a theatre
performance. In serious TV drama, though, or in movie-making, there are no audiences
on the set. The performer is alone with his or her colleagues. Yet the work is just as
stretching and the performer as vulnerable. An actor might be required to perform the
most sensitive or heartbreaking scene, with a crew of technicians pointing cameras, boom
microphones and lights at them. One of the greatest compliments an actor can receive is
when, at the end of a particularly gruelling scene, the rest of the team applaud.

a new piece offilm returns from the laboratory at Industrial Light and Magic,
George Lucas' special effects company, no one, regardless of their importance, is
allowed to watch the shot alone - it is a group effort.
The team as a whole discovers whether it has succeeded or failed. For a really
complicated shot, like the chase through the asteroids from the Slar Wars trilogy,
colleagues from many departments crowd into the viewing room. [f the special elfect
is successful, the entire room breaks into applause.

When
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Their response is spontaneous. That's what makes it so rewarding. In

stage

performances there are also moments when people instinctively applaud. It might be at a
particularly exciting moment, or thrilling effect, or even when something goes wrong and

the performers improvise their way out of it. These are unprovoked displays of
appreciation.
Spontaneous appreciation happens

in business too, but companies, teams and
individuals are often not as good at it as they should be. Instead applause is more often
considered in terms of financial reward.
Paying someone becomes tantamount to applause, which is why there has been
considerable attention on remuneration packages. While these are certainly important,
they are insulficient. People seldom see money as their top priority, although they need
enough to satisfy their main needs. To perform at their best, they usually need a working
atmosphere of support and appreciation, even if it is stressful and highly demanding.
To produce such an environment and make it work properly, it needs the creation of
specific moments, other than appraisals or reviews, for appreciation to be expressed.
Moments such as weekly get-togethers to review achievements, rehearsing new procedures or project endings. All are opportunities to applaud the team's work.
Thus it makes sense to break work into finite chunks with beginnings and endings. ACE
teams know the importance ofdividing the big challenges into smaller ones, so that each
merits a due ration of applause. People then instinctively look forward to opportunities to
celebrate and to shout about successes.
This may seem like encouraging boasting, in which people pat themselves on the back
and become even more complacent about their performance. To avoid that, the focus
needs to be on exploring how best to enliven the team's performance, including the
endings, with suitable applause.

Curtain down

in business are as imPortant as
in any stage play or opera, where the
Endings

audience throws flowers and stamps its
feet when a wonderful Performance
finishes. Business needs the equivalent.

ACE teams therefore

regularlY
celebrate endings. These constantly
change; it's only important that the
team knows an imPortant stage has
been reached. It could be the
conclusion of a project, an individual

achievement, the final
ofa product launch and

Phase

so on.

But why bother? Surely it's more important to move on quickly to the next challenge
facing the team? Not so. People need a chance to savour their successes before rushing on
to the next activity. If you have a delicious meal and then immediately try and have
another, you are likely to end up with indigestion. It's actually cathartic to celebrate
endings - turning points that give people space to share their feelings and thus generate
196

energ'y for a new beginning. By celebrating, an ACE team is declaring

it is ready

to move

on.

Many managers ofcourse prefer not to move into this territory, preferring any applause
to be a rather private affair. But applause is about public recognition. Its whole power to
renew and energize stems from a sense that one is being valued, recognized, considered

worth while. So the impact is muted if applause is reduced to a quiet word in the corridor
or a formal moment such as the annual appraisal - vital though these may be.
ACE teams seem constantly to find moments to celebrate publicly. They share their
successes in uninhibited ways with departmental colleagues, customers, suppliers and
even occasionally with competitors. We have heard of teams that set up systems of
celebration throughout their day. There are sales groups, for instance, which ring a bell
each time someone makes a sale by phone, and the whole place glows in the reflected glory
of the person's success.

In the

orchestra pit of the West End
musical Ciess there was a violinist who
led the musicians. His lively spirit kept
everyone on their toes, even though
they had played the same music many
times. If someone played particularly
well, then the leader might throw him a
sweet. This tiny and absurd gesture
meant a great deal to the musicians,
and it all happened out of sight of the
public, who only saw the drama on
stage.

So ACE teams are continually looking

for opportunities to appreciate each
other's achievement - because they

want to. It sounds obvious, yet the point

we're making is that people give

appreciation not because it will help
productivit/, or because someone has
complained about feeling undervalued.
It works because people are genuinely
apPreclatrve.
Since it makes sense, why does it happen so infrequently? Because problems and pitfalls
get in the way and stop it happening regularly.

Problens and pitfalls
You cannot easily simulate genuine applause. If not done in an authentic way, it can be
counter-productive. The orchestra leader in our story from the West End musical found
his own individualistic style. If somebody else took over the tradition and started dishing
out sweets, however, it probably would not work. It needs to come naturally from the
Person.
Some of the blocks that get in the way of a team using and enjoying applause are:

t97

Culturc

American audiences are renowned for their enthusiastic standing ovations, readily
leaping to theirfeet to shout and scr€am approval. Some European audiences, though, are
more reserved. It's probably all due to different forms of child-rearing.

Cultural background may prevent some managers too from being able to offer
wholehearted appreciation within companies. They feel embarrassed; it may not be in the
company tradition and so on. Ajaundiced view ofhow the business world handles thejob
of giving positive recognition is that'Some fellows pay a compliment like they expect a
receipt'.

Cultural traditions explain why in Britain and some other European nations applause,
in its widest sense, can be hard to encourage. It smacks of going over the top, of showing
emotion and being over-personal. Or people think they will appear false, and that can
certainly happen.

DISSENTING VOICE

tt

Do not trust the cheering, for those yery persons
would shout as much if you were going to
be hanged.

tt

0liver Cromwell
For a team leader or the group as a whole, giving applause can feel at first rather
strange, maybe embarrassing. However, it gets easier with practice. A useful starting
point is to 'Catch them doing something right'. It is better to look around for what rlr
working rather than what isn't.
Expressing how much you value someone or their particular contribution helps the
effective growth and development of the team. Psychological research on behaviour
modification has also shown the importance of carefully targeted reward and acknowledgement. It is not just another version of the stick and carrot principle.
Behavioural modification research confirms that encouraging even tiny amounts of a
desired form of behaviour makes more of it happen. This is called reinficrcement. By
looking for signs that you can reinforce, you influence the speed and rate ofbehaviourial
change.

This is similar to how passionate gardeners work. Caring gardeners don't waste energy
cursing and humiliating their plants. You are unlikely to hear shouts of 'Call that a shoot?
What a pathetic display!' Instead they lovingly water them. If they talk to them at all, it's
t98

more likely to be with gentle encouragement.
Much the same applies in teams at the individual and group level. To perform at its
best, the team needs regular reinforcement, the relevant form of applause to show it is
moving in the right direction. ACE teams and their leaders constantly look for signs they
are moving in the right direction and then reinforce them. Far too many managers,
though, seem happier picking on faults than giving a pat on the back-

We are not of course arguing for
applause, right or wrong. There's no
sense in meaningless applause for its

own sake. Saying everything is
wonderful when it isn't can be
damaging, and people

won't trust you.

Applause has to be authentic.

Few business teams, however, have
failed because people in them have
been over-praised. More fail through
lack of it. In our work with developing
teams the hardest job is persuading
people to value applause in its widest
sense.

tt H"

who praises everybody praises nobody.

tt
Dr Johnson

Preocatpation

There are always plenty of opportunities in team work for applause. But the better the
team, the busier it becomes, and the less space it may make for celebrations, recognitions,
rewards and appreciation. With a hard-driving team leader, it is all t<x) common to lose
sight of the nurturing need fior applause. The commonest excuse for not giving people and
teams their rightful acclaim is'I'm too busy!'This really hides what is actually happening.
Usually the more truthful answer is, 'I didn't think about it. My attention was elsewhere'.

-- Once in a century

aa

aman may be ruined or made

insufrerable by praise. But surely once in a minute

something generous dies for want of it.

tt

John Mosefield

In too many organizations applause is not a priority. Of course there are always more
burning issues to be dealt with. All managers are under huge pressures to get results. But
ACE teams focus on their process as much as on the results. What is the point ofachieving
successful results if the team loses its heart on the way? Relationships will be so poor that

tt9

there will be little fun in the achievement. It takes so little time to applaud your colleagues.
It merely needs the decision to pay attention to it, constantly looking for ways to do it,
excuses to do it, and people who deserve it.

tt Wh"n someone does something good, applaud! You
will make two people happy.

tt

Som Goldwyn
Addiction
Applause can become addictive, and that too can become a block to making the best use of
it. The team may go through an exciting period when everything is going well and there is

plenty to acknowledge. People give and receive applause all over the place. Then
di{ficulties arise and people begin to hold back.
Once people start holding back, withdrawal symptoms set in. Where is all the familiar,
delicious applause? Team members mope around, feeling unloved and abandoned. So like
all dangerously addictive drugs, applause needs to be administered prudently. Used with
care, you might even say love, it can be transforming.

Giving and receiving applause

Some ground rules for how

o
o
o
.
.
.
.

ACE teams use applause in its widest

sense are:

Find a genuine reason for giving it.
Public applause is better than private applause.
Give it unconditionally, not in a half-hearted way.
Offer it regularly, not sporadically.
Applaud effort and courage - notjust success.
Celebrate endings.
Make applause specific and detailed.

Avoid the all-purpose 'Well done'. What was

it that specifically

deserved

recognition?

If

a team or its members is
backhanders include:

o
a
.
.
o
.
a

to be praised, let it be generous and open. Typical

What you have done is great; pity it took so long.
You're one of the best, make sure you damn well stay that way.
Terrific result, never thought you had it in you.
This has been done really well, except for . . .
There's no denying you've done well this time.
Great work. Who helped you?
When you're famous, I'll tell them I knew you when you were nothing!

200

It can be as hard for some people to receive applause, such as positive feedback, as it is
for others to give it. Many of us have developed elaborate mechanisms for avoiding or
deflecting praise. Some people can become incredibly embarrassed, particularly if they
were chastised for boasting or showing offwhen they were young. However, as adults, we
need to receive our colleagues'appreciation ofus ifwe are to develop strong relationships.

aaI deserve this. ,)
--

Shirley Macloine, occepting on

lscor

In many of our developmental programmes we ask teams to acknowledge specific
qualities in each team member. We spend plenty of time getting the person ready to
receive it. One at a time, each member of the team sits in what we designate the 'magic'
chair. This chair miraculously robs them of any ability to speak. They can only breathe
and listen.
In this state they really hear what is being said to them. Some people find it extremely
difficult to receive the compliments and are desperate to 'talk away' the experience.
Flowever, they are invariably moved and make such comments as'I never knew you felt
like that about me' or 'I didn't realize I was valued so much by you'.
Does this sort of thing though have much direct relevance to the average hard-working
business team? Well, take, for example, the group of senior departmental heads on which
we used the above exercise. The engineer was in the 'magic' chair. The company had been
facing many technical problems recently and he was continually being called to sort things
out. Since all he had regularly heard from his colleagues were complaints, it was hard for
him to realize that while they were critical ofthe problems, they also fully appreciated him
and his determination to solve them. He sat silent, listening to his fellow team members,
and received some fulsome and heartfelt thanks from the group. He was totally shocked.
He had never considered that they valued his work. It was an absolute turning point for

the team.

Coping with stardom

tt Th" price of cauliflowers has gone up. People think
you haye a lot of money and see you coming.
Str John Horvey Jones

tt

on celebrfty

ACE teams that achieve star performance face one welcome problem that less successful
ones might love to have, namely, how to deal with success, and the high profile that goes

with it.
The price of success is nearly always pressure to do even better next time. Many
successful writers and performers, having arrived in the bright circle of fame, feel the
weight of responsibilities to their fans, agents, producers, publishers, colleagues, and
many more. It can be a daunting prospect; hence the importance of good support both
within and beyond the team. It's back to relationships again.
Some teams never achieve star performance through fear of success rather than failure
201

.

It holcls them back. Unconsciously they may sabotage themselves because ofa suppressed
wish to avoid triumph; for then they could no longer plead poverty,play'hard-done-by',
or offer endless excuses - common among some teams. On the contrary, now people would
be looking to them as leaders in their field, path-finders and role-models. Staying 'average'
is so much more comfortable.

Once a team is winning public
applause, all the qualities about
relationships described in earlier scenes
come into their own. For example,
there is always a danger that certain
team members will receive more
attention than others, which can put a
strain on the ensemble nature of the
group. When that happens, the answer
is to talk openly about feelings and try

to spread the focus around, for
example taking turns at doing
interviews, speaking at conferences, and
meeting inte rnal and external
customers. In fact once a team is
is successful, all the work done to get the team aligned in the first place has to take place
again.

"

Nowwhen I bore people ataparty,theythink it's

their fault.

tt

Henry Kissinger
Stage performers know they cannot rest on past laurels. You're only as good as your last
performance. Each new project demands a new commitment and a new level of energy. It
is just the same for the star performing ACE business team.

And

so we lower the

curtain on all three acts of this epic drama. We hope you've enjoyed it

and have found it useful- Ifyou are excited and challenged to achieve star performance, we
are delighted, and send you our good wishes.
Whatever your experiences, we'd like to hear about them. It will enable us to keep
developing our own work. We are quite prepared to handle the ensuing fame!
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EPILOGUE . AUTHOR, AUTHORI

EPILOGUE -'AUTHOR, AUTHOR!'
As the curtain falls on ACE

and the audience applauds, there are cries of 'Bravo'

Teams

and 'Encore', and of course calls for 'Author, Author'. Not being ones to miss an
opportunity

to give the public what they want, the two authors hold a hurried conference:

l:
AUTHOR 2:
AUTHOR lt
AUTHOR 2:
AUTHOR lz
AUTHOR 2:
AUTHOR lz
AUTHOR

2:
AUTHOR l:
AUTHOR

That's it,

Yes, end of the whole thing.
We'oe done it, and they tike

It

2:

it.

utas our best shot, zae couldn't haae done any more.

llmm...wcll...
Nout what,

for heaaens sake!

lt's struck me ute'ue been explaining hout ACE
tearns always explore utays of going one better and
being outstanding. So uthat about us?
You mean. show 'em ute're an ACE team too?

Not quite, they've

I
AUTHOR

then.

just

sat through the

lz
AUTHOR 2:
AUTHOR l:
BOTH:

show.

Delioer the unexpected, superlatiae sexaice to the
customer?

AUTHOR

uhole

mean how do we giae eaen better aalue?

Exactly, so hou about an encore?

A reprise!
fes, I tike it.
So let's go!
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ALIGNED LEADERSHIP is . . .
inspired direction, enrolling people to produce
outstanding results
WHAT IS IT

?

Team direction which fires people's imagination, enrols them
in a common vision and set of values, and encourages
everyone, to fully contribute in their own special way to the
group's aims.

HOW DO WE RECOGNIZE IT

?

People show commitment to, and ability to communicate, the
team's main purpose or vision.
Everyone subscribes to some common values, which also
support the broader vision.
Practical solutions are constantly found for converting vision
and values into exceptional performance.
There is clarity of leadership.
Leadership is conducted within definite time boundaries
during which people give their loyalty.

WHAT RESULTS COME FROM ALIGNED LEADERSHIP

?

People fully express themselves and contribute their unique
talents while still feeling part of a tightly knit group.
No time is wasted on leadership disputes.
Team members build effective relationships with each other
ancl outsiders as a way of achieving restrlts.
Ideals are converted into realistic programmes of action,
wtrich arc implemented, usually with great suce€Cs.
What really matters is constantlv discussed inside and outside
the team.
The team becomes ready to tackle othcr important issues that
will help it produce exceptional results.

INCISIYE ORGANIZATION is . .
comrnitmsnt bi the right FeoPIc to clzar objectiaes,
-frr* deadlines and wercoming obstacl,es
WHAT IS IT I

A way of arranging people and tasks so they are absolutely
clear about what they are doing and are closely aligned on
values, purpose, commitment and the importance of creative

contribution.

HOW DO WE RECOGNIZE IT

?

People are sure of the team's aims and more detailed tasks.
Regular efforts identiS obstacles and approPriate action.
There are firm time scales, which are generally accepted as

immutable.
Important aims are constantly broken into smaller chunks
with their own deadlines for action.
Team members say mueh the same thing about the team's
values, its purpose and,their own commitment to it.
All team members acceptthe importance of creative
contribution to achieving the team's aims.
:

WHAT RESULTS COl.lE FRO]'I INCISIVE ORGANIZATIOII

?

The right people combine into a powerful forre for
achievemenL
Peorplels time is focused on rabvant actions with few
disractions.
obstac{es to Progress are constantly overcome.
People know what they have to do to succeed.
Things are done on time.
The team tackles the wider issues of alignment, creativity and
exploration.

SUPPORTIVE RELATIONSHIPS . . .
willingness to care, share and show mutual respect

WHAT IS IT

?

The positive behaviour of team members towards each other,
such as how they talk and listen to one another.
Being prepared to care, help, listen or simply talk together
about issues that matter.

HOW DO WE RECOGNIZE IT

?

There is openness, honesty and trust benveen team members.
Team members seem to 'tune in' to each other's needs,
reading the often hidden messages that may need a response
of some kind.
There is a mutual willingness to discuss feelings.
People's differences are respected and valued.
People share ideas, do not hoard infogmation and are willing
to po6l ideas for mutual benefit.
Traditional barriers or hierarchy or /S\m are not allowed to
obstruct eood team communicati
People spont\$qously help each
having to be
asked.

WHAT RESULTS
People become

ildins of

tive and

do.
teadn's
t more done.
and

pressures.

Joint working)

m-solving

a

PERSONAL INVESTMENT is . .

.

f"II
WHAT IS IT

commitment to success

?

The link people make between their own desires and
achieving success with other people.
Deep individual involvement arising from making a personal
commitment.
Exhilaration from being totally absorbed by something.
Putting personal energy behind one's passion.

HOW DO WE RECOGNIZE IT

?

to them.
People act as if the group's success matters
own.
as
their
group'
treat
the
Individuals talk about an{
they are
People appear to gain gr$-qatisfacti
doing.
Team members work at bui
way of enhancing their own.
People are excited by the
ha
mem
Nojob seems too small for
the team's c
n fl6r what
Team members ilav btrrh.Jon
7'9-,.t"&
and the team are doitre.
ground fhdr'of new
ln on
There is a constant pusti
I
opportunities.
/-iv'r,
/t
? . ***/'
,<
\
/. '
" '*tr*'*n'

,T'"
tao

wHAr

REsulrs4frH

People behave as if it's up to
Individuals will often willin
ambitions to those of the
People work and contribu
Teams become more aligffi on the key
and how to achieve outsfanding results.
There is considerable collective energy
outstanding.

ENT

i

of duty.
them
to be

PERMISSIVE ENCOURAGEMENT is .
promoting experimmts, a afu,ing disagreernmts and

tolnating crtain faih,t res
WHAT IS IT

?

A team climate that starts with 'yes' to initial ideas and
suggestions.
Experiments are a way of life and disagreement is used
creatively.
Failures are used to learn from, rather than to blame people.

HOW DO WE RECOGNTZES.?

Routine, cynicism and n
Hierarchies are not al
trying out things, or stoP
There are al
tried.

oiir""P"":y*ro

Disagreements are usbtto
valued.
/D
'Yes but . . .' is seldonr{rear
:ldorndear
People build on fr$bctffier'
er's
People really lifferrrorach-r

,6""#'

WHAT RESULTS COI{E

!ssrvE
\

People learn fast about
ng or
ng the
ll
recurrence of mistakes.
People are constantly trying new thingJ.
People respond to failure by picking themselves up and
having another go.
Team members readily offer ideas and suggestions and are
willing to say when they disagree.
All team members take responsibility for encouraging the
group's creative potential.

CREATIYE ENERGY is
the intmsiae strugglz fm star per.forrnance
WHAT IS IT

?

It's the exceptional effort to 'go for gold'; the creative team
strives to go beyond mediocrity, past comPetence, on to star
performance. The struggle includes play and fun as well as
pain and struggle. Teams must learn to handle these extremes
of up and down through various means.

HOW DO WE RECOGNIZE
By seeing

By observing

watching teams
with low productivity
By seeing sudden u
By

times
are pushed

uggle
ich at
les

WHAT RESUTTS COl.lE

People and teams bristle with ideas and new ways of working.
Important aims begin to be, or actually are, achieved.
People feel more closely bound together and productive.
There is a willingness to rock the boat and challenge cosy
assumptions and old ways of working.
Teams energize and inspire others around them.

USING THE WHOLE PERSON is

f"lry

sffetching FeoPle

WHAT IS IT I

When teams use every part of each person - their physicality,
intellect, emotions, intuition and even their sexuality - in a
balanced, healthy way.

steam'.iit,' ,i,,

"..\i

SexuaPdifferendis are acltnowledged and contribute to the
team's well-bein$.

WHAT RESULTS COI{E FROM USING THE WHOLE PERSON

?

Teams use all their human resources not merely one aspect.
Being fully used ns a person, each team member is motivated
and more alive and thus willing to contribute and take
responsibility.
Teams are resilient in the face of hard or stressful situations.
People express themselves and are creative because they feel
able to use all of themselves .

SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE is
going beyond team boundaries to make a stunning impact

WHAT IS IT

?

When the team goes outside its own confines to make a
significant impact and achieve peak performance. The team
and its individuals arq also able to take risks and avoid always
iF
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HOW DO Wg RECO9ilTZEIT

?

a.o

The team breals the mould and finds its own unique style.
People are willing to make a difference outside the team.
The team builds outside relationships, shares its values widely
and builds a high profile.
People's energy is focused and channelled.
The team has a great many balls in the air.
Their is deep respect and trust among team members.
The team is clearly accountable for its work.

WHAT RESULTS COME FROM THE SPIRIT OF ADYENTURE

?

Every opportunity to show how superlative it can be is used by
the team.
People are always exploring ways to 'surprise' the team's
stakeholders and exceed expectations .
Problems are transformed into solutions, loss into profit and
consumers into customers, etc.
There are peak moments when everything works superbly, as
if absolutely nothing can go wrong.

GROWTH & DISCOVERY is. . .
lzarningfrorn perfmmance and deciding what more is
needed

for

success

WHAT IS G&D

The process by whieh r,i"a* .ontinually assesses iself, its
performance, and.whal it qruft do next to be outstanding.
'

',

"

t.

HOW DO WE RECOGNIZE G&D ?

There is regular feedback to the team, from within and from
sources such as other departments, clients, suppliers, etc.
Teams take time to explore how they are working together
and what might be getting in the way of being creative.
Outside assistance is sometimes used to help focus on a
group's total effectiveness.
The team keeps exploring whether as a whole, and as
individuals, everyone is fully stretched.
Shake-up, new input, opposition and challenge keep the team
fresh.

WHAT RESULTS COME FROM GROWTH & DISCOVERYI

The benefits vary in each team as it constantly takes a fresh
look at issues such as relationships, roles, effectiveness and
how to be more creative and proactive.
The team is more willing to absorb and use positive and
negative feedback from a variety of direct and indirect
sources.

The team stays fresh even when performing the same activity
many times, and avoids stagnation or boredom.

WHOLEHEARTED APPRECIATION is . . .
recognition, ranard aryd acknowkdgem.ent, gtum honestly

WHAT IS IT ?

The recognition, reward and stroking that people in
organizations should have, regularly. Sometimes given in a
formal way, it is better when naturally sPontaneous from the
heart, and honest. When people constantly seek opportunities
to celebrate success.

HOW DO WE RECOGNIZE IT

?

By making appreciation specific and giving it publicly.
By creating many opportunities for Sui.g recognition and

publicly celebrating success.
By having fixed endings to work activity, which are celebrated.
By everyone in a team taking responsibility to give
recognition.
By having celebrations that are fun and uninhibited.
Desired behaviour is positively reinforced through
appreciation.
Effort and courage are rewarded, notjust success.

WHAT RESULTS CO}.IE FROM WHOLEHEARTED APPRECIATION

?

Teams and individuals feel valued and therefore more
committed to achieving exceptional results.
Pride in achievement and knowledge that success will not go
unmarked.
People cope better with setbacks and difficulties because their
struggles are acknowledged.
Ability to handle stress and ambitious targets.
Teams and indMduals go that extra mile and hunger to do
even better.
Team members' self-esteem is high.

STAGE NOTES
This production was made possible with the help of our dedicated stage crew, none of
whom can be held responsible for our mistakes. Our special thanks go to: Mary Allen;
Martin Cochrane; Dan Fauci; Suzanne wilson Higgins; Carol Leader; Gillian Leigh;
David Mulvey; Michaela Justice; and Allen Shoer; our Associates, past and present;
Maynard Leigh Associates' clients and others who kindly gave permission to use their
names and case studies.

The authors
After several years on the Business Section of The Obseruer and as senior manager in the
public services, Andrew Leigh set up his own consultancy, in partnership with Michael
Maynard. He advises on organizational change, team-building, communications and
HRD programmes. Author of several books on management, he is also a Fellow of the
Institute of Personnel Management.
Michael Maynard, having been a successful actor for l8 years, now leads business and

management workshops across the UK and Europe, specializing in creativity, selfexpression and communication skills. He leads the acclaimed 'Mastery' course at the
Actors Institute in the City of London. A pioneer of theatre techniques in education and
subsequently in business, he has written for radio, TV and created many industrial and
audio-visual presentation.
Michael Maynard and Andrew Leigh are partners in Maynard Leigh Associates, the
development and consultancy service, whose clients include many major corporations.
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ACE Teams Service
lf you woud like to obtain an ACE Team profile for
one or more teams, You can contact:
Maynard Leigh Associates,
Marvic House,
Bishops Road,
London, SWO 7AD

0207 385 2588
e mail : inspiration@maynardleigh.co.uk
Visit the People Development Site: www.maynardleigh.co.uk

